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Abstract
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Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Associate Professor Arvind Krishnamurthy
Department of Computer Science and Engineering

The Internet’s role in our lives continues to grow, but it often fails to provide the availability and

performance demanded by our increasing reliance on it. The problems largely stem from the fact

that network operators at an Internet service provider (ISP) have little visibility into and even less

control over the routing of other ISPs on which they depend to deliver global connectivity.

In this dissertation, I design, build, and evaluate practical distributed systems that ISPs can

use today to understand availability and performance problems. I develop reverse traceroute, a

system to measure reverse paths back to the local host from arbitrary destinations. While tools have

long existed to measure the forward direction, the reverse path has been largely opaque, hindering

troubleshooting efforts. I show how content providers such as Google could use reverse traceroute to

troubleshoot their clients’ performance problems. The rest of the dissertation focuses on long-lasting

routing outages. My measurements show that they occur frequently and contribute significantly to

overall unavailability. To address these long-term problems, I develop a system, LIFEGUARD, for

automatic failure localization and remediation. First, the system builds on reverse traceroute to

locate faults, even in the presence of asymmetric paths and failures. Second, I develop a technique

that enables edge ISPs to steer traffic to them around failures, without requiring the involvement

of the network causing the failure. Deploying LIFEGUARD on the live Internet, I find that it can

effectively route traffic around particular ISPs without causing widespread disruption.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The role of the Internet in our lives has changed substantially in recent years. With smart phones

in our pockets and so much of our lives – emails, videos, and photos – stored in the cloud, we

are always online and expect to access the Internet continuously, from anywhere. We expect fast

performance from interactive web applications. We demand high bandwidth to provide streaming

movies. Mobile devices also enable more of us to come online. In 2011, 2 billion people – more

than a quarter of the world’s population – were online [57]. The continuous streams of updates

on sites like Twitter and Facebook mean that we go online more often. Each minute, humankind

collectively spends 30 years on Facebook alone [36]. Important services such as modern telephony

and finance depend on the Internet. We would like to use the Internet to run critical services, such

as power grid management and outpatient medical monitoring. Because of these current, emerging,

and future uses, content and service providers place a priority on fast, reliable paths between their

clients and their services – the Internet needs to provide good performance and high availability.

Is the current Internet up to the task? No. Operational experience has uncovered numerous

problems that would make anyone pause before trusting the Internet with the timely delivery of

traffic that truly mattered. In fact, we have all experienced the frustration of a site so slow to load

that we browse away from it. Google found that 40% of their clients’ connections experience a

network latency of at least 400ms [66]. This 400ms is equivalent to the traffic circling the equator

twice on its path between the client and Google, despite 75% of networks having a Google server

within 1000 miles of them. Such slow routes cost providers clients and money – Amazon found that

every additional 100ms of delay in loading a page costs them 1% of their sales [73]. Similarly, a
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Yahoo! study found that, when a page took an additional 400ms to load, the latency caused 5-9%

of users to browse away from web pages, rather than letting them load to completion [123]. Taken

together, these results suggest that content and service providers have a strong incentive to have low

latency paths to their clients.

Even worse than slow performance, traffic may disappear into black holes and fail to reach a

destination. Networks continue to try to send traffic along the failing path, even though alternate

paths exist. These problems can occur, for example, when a router fails to detect that its memory has

been corrupted. A study found that 10% of routes were available less than 95% of the time, more

than half were available less than 99.9% of the time, and more than 65% of routes were available

less than 99.99% of the time [70]. Further, many of the route failures lasted for extended periods,

with 40% taking at least 30 minutes to repair. Surveying a range of datasets collected between 1994

and 2000, researchers found that average daily unavailability was likely between 0.5% and 2.4%,

with 5% of faults lasting more than 2.75 hours and some lasting over one day [32]. My own results,

presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.3.2, confirm that outages lasting hours or even days still occur quite

frequently.

Problem Statement: Google and other service providers want to react quickly and effec-

tively when performance and availability problems arise, but they are stuck with outdated

tools and protocols stretched to their limits. The paths between their clients and their services

traverse other ISPs. The configurations and policies of multiple devices, ISPs, and protocols interact

in complicated ways and are susceptible to human error. Existing tools provide little visibility into

these other ISPs, leaving operators with limited understanding of the routes on which they depend.

For example, communication on the Internet is generally two-way, and paths are frequently asym-

metric [97,51], with the path from a service to its client differing from the path from the client back

to the service. Yet, available tools do not give a service provider a way to measure the path back

from the client, and so operators have to attempt to troubleshoot problems while seeing only half of

the round-trip path. Even when network operators can locate the cause of a problem, the Internet’s

protocols give them limited ability to influence other ISPs or even to convey information across ISP

boundaries. For example, the protocols do not give a way to explicitly instruct other ISPs to avoid an

ISP that fails to forward traffic; instead, operators often resort to contacting people at other ISPs via
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email or other channels, slowing fixes. These and similar issues force operators at major providers

to spend much of their time in triage of routing problems, and the problems cause high operational

costs, damaged reputations, and frustrated customers.

One possible approach to improving Internet availability and performance would be to redesign

the Internet protocols. Such an approach has appealing features. Internet protocol limitations (such

as the lack of visibility) and interactions between protocols contribute to unavailability and sub-

optimal performance. Further, the Internet has evolved substantially from the setting in which it was

designed, with many more and different devices and new types of traffic. So, a fresh design tailored

to current and emerging demands would likely better address many needs. Recent research provides

promising approaches to improve Internet availability by modifying Internet protocols [68, 133, 71,

60]. Such work is valuable and provides fundamental insight into underlying protocol limitations,

as well as good long-term solutions. However, this type of work faces a difficult path to improve

Internet availability, because of the challenges in getting the modifications adopted. Our dependence

on the Internet argues for improvements in its performance and availability, yet makes it difficult

to move on from the existing protocols; all existing ISPs, devices, and services use and depend on

them, and the transition costs can be significant.

1.1 Approach and Goals

In this dissertation, I take a different, complementary approach towards the goal of improving In-

ternet performance and availability. I present work that I have done to design, build, and evaluate

protocol-compliant techniques that work on today’s Internet to provide richer visibility, to locate

problems, and to automatically repair broken Internet routes, using only deployed devices and avail-

able hosts without modification. Because of this property, individual providers seeking to improve

their availability and performance can immediately and unilaterally deploy and use my techniques.

While my approaches do not apply to every Internet availability or performance problem, the tech-

niques in this thesis represent a large step forward. I now describe the challenges I solve and the

types of problems to which they apply. These challenges arise because of the Internet’s current de-

sign and implementation and because of practical considerations in building a real system that can

be widely used.
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1.1.1 Measuring Reverse Paths

Internet traffic often experiences poor performance in the form of delays much higher than what is

possible given the Internet’s topology, with the inflated latency often stemming from geographically

circuitous routes [4, 118, 41, 106, 66]. Research into the causes of this circuitousness found that the

routes taken across an individual ISP tend to be relatively direct, but that inter-ISP paths are often

inflated. Further, indirectness is not caused by intentional policy decisions, but rather by the lack of

good tools to allow ISPs to find better routes [118].

More recent work from Google also found that the limited view of routing afforded by available

measurement tools was the central limitation when trying to understand poorly performing paths

between Google and its clients [66]. The paper presents an approach that Google uses to identify

and prioritize poorly performing routes. The approach allows Google engineers to explain the un-

derlying causes of some inflated latencies and propose possible fixes, such as changing how Google

announces its address space or contacting other ISPs to update out-of-date router configurations. In

essence, the methodology involves measuring the path from a Google data center to a client network

and comparing it with possible alternate paths available given the Internet’s topology. This method-

ology allowed Google, within a four month period in 2008, to nearly halve the number of South

American client networks experiencing extremely inflated latencies. However, the authors acknowl-

edged that their system was unable to explain the poor performance in many remaining cases. In

particular, they cited their inability to measure the reverse path back from clients to Google as the

principal limitation. Since the client incurs the combined latency of the path from Google to the

client and the (likely asymmetric) path from the client back to Google, this limitation meant they

were attempting to troubleshoot while only being able to measure half the route.

Because the current lack of tools that provide reverse path information hinders our ability to

troubleshoot performance problems, a central goal of my dissertation is the design of a technique

capable of measuring the path back from an arbitrary destination to a controlled host. To fit with

my objective of approaches that providers can unilaterally deploy today, my goal is to develop tech-

niques that work without participation of the destination, using only methods supported by current
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routers. Such a capability would allow providers such as Google to troubleshoot and improve geo-

graphically circuitous routing problems [66]. The ability to measure reverse paths is also essential

for the parts of this thesis that deal with availability problems and could likely provide benefit in

troubleshooting other performance problems, such as lossy or low capacity paths.

1.1.2 Characterizing Long-Lasting Outages on the Internet

Similar to how routes are often more circuitous than required by the Internet’s topology, previous

research found that, when a destination is unavailable from a particular Internet host, it is often

reachable from other locations, suggesting the presence of paths around the problem [4, 47]. I

focus on disruptions to connectivity due to routing problems where a working policy-compliant

path exists, but ISPs instead route along a different path that fails to deliver packets. In theory this

should never happen – if working paths exist, the Internet protocols are designed to find them, even

in the face of failures. In practice, such outages are common. In Section 3.4, I show that even

well-provisioned cloud data centers experience frequent routing problems.

It is well-known that short-term disruptions occur during failover, recovery, and routing protocol

convergence [69,53,130]; I focus instead on outages that persist over longer timescales that are less

likely to be convergence-related, as these events are less understood. Existing research provides

promising approaches to dealing with the transient unavailability that occurs during protocol con-

vergence [68, 71, 60, 69]. Long-lasting problems instead currently resolve over human timescales –

that is, they likely currently require human intervention. I present data showing that they contribute

significantly to end-to-end unavailability, suggesting that we need to address these problems in order

to substantially improve availability.

The Internet community would benefit from a characterization of these long lasting outages, in

order to guide the design of approaches to addressing the problems. To fully capture the nature of

the problems, this characterization should study outages across the Internet. To provide guidance

useful for improving availability, it would help to understand various properties of the problems,
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including: how common outages are; how many paths experience outages; whether outages are

partial or complete; and whether alternate routes exist that could resolve the problems.

Previous systems addressed some aspects of this goal in different ways. A number of systems

monitored reachability status in real-time, but within contexts that are narrower than the whole

Internet, such as a testbed [97,4,37,47], an autonomous system [132,109], or a particular distributed

system’s clients [136]. Other systems, such as iPlane [78] and Ark [5], have broad and continuous

Internet coverage but, being designed for other purposes, monitor at too infrequent a rate to provide

real-time fault diagnosis. Some techniques detects certain reachability issues in real-time at the

Internet scale by passively monitoring Internet route updates via Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

feeds [38,132,22,70]. However, relying on BGP feeds alone is insufficient because the existence of

a route does not imply reachability [37]; BGP acts as a control plane to establish routes for the data

plane on which Internet traffic flows, and connectivity problems that do not present themselves as

events on the monitored control plane will evade such systems.

The goal, then, is a system that monitors data plane outages across the entire Internet. A practi-

cal consideration makes this goal tough. I would like the system to monitor outages affecting ISPs

across the Internet, even without control over end-hosts in all of these ISPs. The Internet includes

hundreds of thousands of networks, but readily available vantage points exist in only a few hun-

dred. While I could pursue recruiting end-hosts in networks across the Internet, such an approach

generally requires either becoming an integrated component of widely-used operating systems or

bundling with popular software. Both these avenues could take years to come to fruition, if they

were adopted at all. Such a delay in developing the ability to characterize failures would slow my

efforts to build systems to address failures, compromising my goal of developing techniques that

work today. Therefore, my goal is to monitor and characterize failures across the Internet, using

only available vantage points. This restriction both limits where I can make measurements from

and caps the rate at which I can introduce traffic into the Internet without the measurement traffic

overburdening the vantage points or causing problems of its own.
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1.1.3 Accurately Locating Failures from the Edge of the Internet

Motivated by the characteristics of outages I report in Chapter 3, I propose a two part approach to im-

proving Internet availability. First, I develop techniques capable of isolating the ISP or router caus-

ing a long-lasting partial outage. My results show that outages with these characteristics contribute

substantially to unavailability, and so addressing them could have a significant impact. Because I

target long-lasting problems, my techniques need not work instantaneously to have an impact, and

I can take time to issue measurements. Because I focus on partial outages, I can take advantage

of vantage points with working paths to issue measurements to better understand the failed paths.

Second, I develop an approach that, given the location of a failure, will automatically reroute traffic

around that ISP to restore connectivity. My results show that alternate policy-compliant working

paths frequently exist during long-lasting partial outages, revealing the promise of this approach.

Because I propose to automatically reroute traffic around the failure, my techniques to localize the

failure must be accurate. My rerouting approach does not require the failure to be repaired to restore

connectivity and, in fact, does not require the cooperation of operators at the ISP causing the failure,

and so service providers can use it unilaterally and can deploy it automatically, speeding recovery. I

now address these goals in more detail.

A number of issues complicate my goal of accurately identifying the entity (ISP, router) causing

an outage. First, given my previous goal for my systems to work given only the limited number

of available vantage points, I will need to locate failures in ISPs within which I do not have direct

access to any computers. Techniques exist to pinpoint failures within a single ISP [109, 64, 63], but

they require access to privileged measurements from within the ISP. Most Internet routes traverse

multiple ISPs, leaving providers of content and services dependent on transit ISPs to maintain avail-

ability. The Internet protocols do not directly expose much information about an ISP to other ISPs.

Further, partly due to business concerns, ISPs do not generally make detailed real-time operational

data available to other ISPs. Network operators often attempt to overcome these hurdles by posting

to mailing lists dedicated to outages [94], asking others to assess reachability from their locations.

This approach is not very fast or scalable. Since I want my systems to be deployable today, I need

to develop techniques that accurately locate problems, despite the limited information exposed by

existing protocols and ISPs.
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Second, any measurement traffic sent by a system to try to locate a failure can be affected by

that failure, potentially complicating accurate location. As a simple example, to locate a routing

failure between a source and destination, it would be helpful to know the intended route. However,

standard tools to measure that route require sending traffic over the route, which will not work if the

route is broken. I have to develop approaches that work even in the face of routing failures.

Third, most communication on the Internet is two-way, and most routes are asymmetric, with

the path from the source to the destination differing from the return path. My results show that

this asymmetry means that the two directions often fail independently. However, existing tools

do not provide visibility into the reverse path. This lack of visibility hinders network operators

when troubleshooting [122]. Existing systems either assume symmetric paths [140, 25] or only

monitor paths between nodes in a testbed [4, 33], allowing for unidirectional measurements both

ways but limiting their coverage. Together, these facts imply that I need to develop techniques to

accurately locate outages along either the forward or reverse path to arbitrary destinations, even

given asymmetric routes and failures.

1.1.4 Automatic and Effective Route Repair

By addressing the above goal of accurately locating failures, I could provide an operator with valu-

able information to help address outages affecting the operator’s ISP. With this data, operators could

likely repair problems faster than they can today. However, remediation efforts would still happen

over human timescales, slowing recovery and suggesting the benefit of an automated response. Even

more problematic, however, is the fact that the failure could be in some ISP outside the operator’s

control. Under the existing Internet protocols, the operator has very limited ability to control how

other ISPs route. Therefore, the operator would have to engage the cooperation of some person at

the other ISP, which requires that the operator knows who to contact and that the person is “clueful.”

Such an approach is unlikely to produce a quick resolution.

A technique that used accurate failure location information to automatically repair failing routes

could drastically improve availability. To develop a solution that works today, I will need to find
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protocol-compliant ways to repair the route without requiring the intervention of anyone at the

ISP containing the problem. Other research proposed automated repair, but in ways that require

protocol modifications that prevent easy adoption [68, 133, 71]. Because I propose rerouting traffic

in response to a failure, I need to be sure to do so in a way that does not disrupt working routes.

Finally, since traffic will avoid the location of the failure after the reroute, I will need a separate

means to test when the failure is resolved.

1.1.5 Summary

In summary, the above set of challenges translates into my goals for addressing Internet performance

and availability problems: a technique to measure reverse paths back from arbitrary destinations; an

Internet-scale characterization of long-lasting outages; an accurate technique for locating failures,

given available vantage points and path asymmetry; and an effective way to automatically repair

failed routes in a protocol-compliant fashion, without control of the ISP causing the failure. Achiev-

ing the first goal solves a fundamental problem hindering current efforts to improve performance,

and the final three goals complement each other to provide a strategy for addressing unavailability.

1.2 Thesis and Contributions

I address these goals in support of the following thesis: It is possible to build effective systems that

can help service providers improve Internet availability and performance and that are deployable

on today’s Internet.

The work presented in this dissertation makes the following contributions:

The design and implementation of reverse traceroute. I develop reverse traceroute, a distributed

system capable of measuring the reverse paths back from arbitrary destinations. Traceroute is the

most widely used Internet diagnostic tool today. However, it has a fundamental limitation that

restricts its usefulness: it does not provide reverse path information. I address this longstanding
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limitation by building a reverse traceroute system that works on today’s Internet using only available

vantage points and existing protocols. My system uses distributed vantage points and a variety of

novel measurement techniques to incrementally piece together the path from the destination back to

the source.

I demonstrate that the information provided by reverse traceroute can help debug circuitous

paths. I also show that it can measure backbone link latencies and can discover hard to measure

portions of the Internet’s topology. For these applications, I demonstrate that results improve sub-

stantially when I supplement the traditional use of traceroute by using reverse traceroute to measure

reverse paths.

Measurement studies characterizing long-lasting Internet outages. I conduct three studies and

demonstrate that: (1) both partial and complete outages are common, with some problems lasting

for hours or even days; (2) even well-provisioned cloud data centers experience frequent routing

problems; and (3) working policy-compliant routes frequently exist around these types of failures.

Understanding these properties helps motivate the need for and the design of my techniques for

troubleshooting and repairing routing failures.

First, I develop Hubble, a distributed system capable of monitoring long-lasting routing fail-

ures in real-time, on an Internet scale. Hubble operates continuously to find Internet reachability

problems in which routes exist to a destination but packets are unable to reach the destination. Con-

ducting a three week measurement study using Hubble, I discover over 30,000 outages affecting

over 10,000 destination networks. I find that most failures are unidirectional, with the route fail-

ing in one direction between two hosts, even though the other direction between them continues to

work. I also find that most outages are partial, with some vantage points able to reach a destination

that is unreachable from others.

Second, I conducted a measurement study using Amazon EC2, a major cloud provider [3]. EC2

presumably has the resources, business incentive, and best practices available for combating Internet

outages. I show that even EC2 data centers experience many Internet connectivity problems and that
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long-lasting routing problems contribute much of the measured unavailability. To the extent of my

knowledge, this study is the first public one of its kind. That Internet outages affect even well-

connected cloud services argues for a fresh approach to addressing these problems.

Third, I also conducted a complementary study, this time monitoring paths between hosts at

academic institutions across the Internet [101]. I show that, during many outages, we can observe

what appear to be working, valid alternate paths between the hosts experiencing the failure. This

result suggests the potential for systems to locate a failure and encourage traffic to reroute around it.

A system for: (1) isolating the location of routing failures and (2) automatically rerouting paths

around the failures. I develop a system LIFEGUARD that has two major components. First, LIFE-

GUARD uses a set of active measurement techniques that build on Hubble and reverse traceroute in

order to locate failures much more accurately than was previously possible. It isolates wide-area

Internet faults at a router-level granularity, yet only requires control over one of the end-points of

the failing path. The system first determines whether the outage is on the forward and/or the reverse

path. Next, LIFEGUARD uses a combination of historical and on-demand measurements to locate

the failure. The historical information allows reasoning about what changed to cause the failure and

helps work around the fact that traditional measurement tools do not work during failures.

Second, as part of LIFEGUARD, I develop a protocol-compliant technique to allow data centers

and well-provisioned edge ISPs to repair persistent routing problems on routes to them, even if they

do not control the ISP causing the outage. My approach repurposes a feature of BGP in order to

essentially hint to the culpable ISP that it should not make its route towards the data center available

to neighboring ISPs. With the path through the culpable ISP unavailable, other ISPs will have to

explore other routes that avoid it. I propose a number of techniques to make this approach practical.

I also suggest how more explicit support for these hints could be added into BGP.

1.3 Organization

In Chapter 2, I provide background on the Internet, on tools operators currently use to troubleshoot

performance and availability problems, and on why these tools do not suffice to address these prob-
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lems. In Chapter 3, I present results of measurement studies characterizing failures across the In-

ternet. Chapter 4 presents my reverse traceroute system and shows how it can be used to diagnose

a performance problem. Chapter 5 describes LIFEGUARD, my approach to locating and avoiding

failures. In Chapter 6, I provide an overview of related work. Finally, in Chapter 7, I summarize my

work and discuss future directions.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, I discuss Internet routing problems that cause poor performance (2.4) and un-

availability (2.5). Those sections describe what is known about these problems, their frequency,

their impact, their causes, and the approaches ISPs can use to address them. The sections also de-

scribe how limitations of current approaches stifle ISPs’ attempts to deliver good performance and

high availability. Essentially, the performance and availability experienced by Internet traffic depend

on the route the traffic follows. The problems of interest in this dissertation are routing problems:

Internet performance suffers when traffic follows a much longer (and hence slower) route than is

necessary, and Internet availability suffers when traffic is sent along a path that fails to deliver it to

the destination. Operators struggle to maintain good performance and availability because they have

limited visibility into and even less control over the routing of other ISPs on which they depend. My

dissertation is devoted to performing studies to fill gaps in our knowledge about these problems; de-

veloping tools to give network operators visibility they lack; and building systems to automatically

address some of the problems. In order to understand the problems and my solutions, it is necessary

to understand Internet routing and tools to understand and improve it. Therefore, before presenting

details on the problems and my solutions, I provide background on the Internet’s topology (2.1), its

routing (2.2), and tools to understand routing (2.3), focusing on the widely used traceroute tool and

its limitations.

2.1 Internet Topology and Terminology

The Internet consists of end-hosts and routers (collectively, hosts or nodes), interconnected by links.

The essential purpose of the Internet is to enable communication between end-hosts. Barring when
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Figure 2.1: The Internet consists of a set of inter-connected autonomous systems (ASes).

policy filters certain communication to a particular end-host, the Internet should provide connectiviy

between any pair of hosts.

Organizations known as autonomous systems (ASes) provide this global connectivity. An AS is

a collection of routers and networks that presents a common routing view to the rest of the Internet.

Only large organizations are ASes. Smaller organizations contract with one or more ASes to provide

their Internet service, without becoming ASes themselves. Each AS generally has independent and

complete control of its own domain, but each AS has only a limited view inside neighboring ASes.

An implication is that we can often treat each AS as a single entity, as in Figure 2.1’s high-level

depiction of the Internet’s topology. End-hosts connect to ASes at the Internet’s edge, in order to

have access to the rest of the Internet. The ASes at the edge are known as edge or stub ASes.

The University of Washington and Comcast are example edge ASes. ASes that connect ASes to

each other are called core or transit ASes. Level 3 and Sprint are examples of large transit ASes.

Overall, the Internet comprises tens of thousands of ASes. For my purposes, an AS is equivalent

to an Internet service provider (ISP), and I will also often use the term “network” interchangeably.

I refer to ASes such as Google that offer services that clients access via the Internet as service

providers or content providers. ASes inter-connect as part of business agreements. ASes without

global reach generally pay provider ASes to connect them to the rest of the Internet (a customer-
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Figure 2.2: An AS consists of routers connected by links. An AS typically has routers in mulitple
locations, each referred to as a Point of Presence (PoP) of the AS.

provider relationship). Many pairs of ASes also have peering (or peer-to-peer) relationships, in

which they agree to freely exchange traffic.1 The term “peering” is overloaded, as it refers both to

a particular business relationship and to the connection points between adjacent ASes, regardless

of relationship. The use should be clear from context. An AS with multiple providers is said to be

multi-homed, whereas one with a single provider is single-homed.

The Internet Protocol (IP) is a data packet format for addressing hosts on the Internet. It facil-

itates communication across network boundaries. Each publicly available host on the Internet has

one or more IP addresses, which allow other hosts to address packets to it. Unless otherwise spec-

ified, in this dissertation I mean IPv4 when I talk about IP. IPv4 is currently the dominant version

of IP, although IPv6 is increasing in importance. An IPv4 address is a 32-bit identifier. The Do-

main Name System (DNS) provides a mapping from host names to IP addresses, although some IP

addresses do not have host names. End-hosts use DNS to discover the IP addresses of services and

websites; this process is known as DNS resolution. Major content providers like Google replicate

1Paid peering agreements also exist, as do so-called “sibling” relationships. For the purposes of this dissertation, the
former are equivalent to unpaid peering connections, and sibling ASes can be thought of as a single entity.
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their services and content at data centers distributed around the world. They then use DNS to assign

clients to data centers, by resolving the hostname of the service to an IP address at the desired data

center. Hosts can use IP to send traffic of various other protocols. The Internet Control Message

Protocol (ICMP) is one such protocol. It defines a number of control messages, many of which

relay error or diagnostic messages. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) are protocols commonly used to deliver application traffic.

Figure 2.2 presents the structure of a typical AS. The AS is made up of routers, with links

connecting the routers. An AS typically has routers at different geographic locations, and a Point

of Presence (PoP) is a location in which an AS has routers. Each router has multiple interfaces, and

each link connects a pair of router interfaces on different routers. A router’s role is to forward a

packet it receives on one of its interfaces onto the link connected to another of its interfaces, in order

to send the packet to the router on the other end of the link.

We refer to the multiple interfaces of a particular router as aliases of each other or of the router.

Existing work provides techniques and datasets that identify IP aliases of routers, some of which

I use in this dissertation to identify cases in which two measurements revealed different addresses

belonging to the same router. The process of mapping from IP addresses to routers is known as alias

resolution. Most techniques for alias resolution fall into one of two categories. Some send probes to

a single destination in ways that reveals multiple IP addresses for the target router [45, 115]. Others

send probes to sets of IP addresses to “fingerprint” each address, then classify two addresses as

aliases if they have the same fingerprint [114, 11, 62]. Some systems combine multiple techniques

to improve coverage and accuracy [78].

The Internet’s rich connectivity means that any two end-hosts almost always have multiple paths

between them. There are often many AS-level paths between them. Two neighboring ASes can con-

nect with each other at multiple PoPs, creating multiple PoP-level paths that represent the same AS-

level path. Within an individual AS, any two PoPs typically have several paths between them [125].
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2.2 Internet Routing

Routing determines which path traffic will follow from one host to another. With a few caveats I

discuss below, a router generally determines the link on which to forward traffic based only on the

destination, sending the traffic on to the next hop in the established route. Internet routers run two

types of routing protocols to establish these next hops for each destination, inter-AS and intra-AS.

Inter-AS routing is also referred to as wide-area routing, in contrast to the local routing within a

single AS. The communication exchanged between routers as part of routing protocols is referred

to as the control plane, in constrast to the data plane, which forwards end-host traffic via the routes

established on the control plane

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the Internet’s inter-domain routing protocol, used by

ASes to establish routes across multiple ASes. In BGP, routes are at the AS level, for two reasons.

First, since ASes are autonomous domains, often with competing business interests, the protocol

allows them to avoid revealing much about their internal structure or routing. Second, this AS-

level granularity improves scaling by allowing ASes to make routing decisions in isolation from the

internal routing decisions of other ASes.

At a high level, BGP works by having each AS announce the route it is using for each destination

to its neighbors, and every AS is free to choose amongst all of the routes it learns for a particular

destination. BGP employs policy-based routing, meaning that an AS is free to apply whatever policy

it prefers to select from the routes it learns from its neighbors. The selected route establishes which

neighbor serves as the next hop AS towards that particular destination. These policy-based decisions

are in contrast to, for example, decisions based exclusively on performance metrics, such as shortest

path. ASes generally base their policies on business concerns. In particular, they tend to prefer

paths through their customers (for which they can charge), then paths through their peers (which are

free), and lastly paths through their providers (for which they pay) [42]. ASes often choose between

equally preferred paths by using AS path length as a tiebreaker. Once an AS selects a path to a

destination, it prepends itself to the AS path it learned from the chosen neighbor, then announces

this modified AS path to some, none, or all of its neighbors. It selects which neighbors based on its
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own export policy. Typically, an AS also bases these policies on business concerns. In particular,

the “valley-free” policy says that an AS will announce routes from its customers to all neighbors,

but will only announce routes from peers or providers to its customers [42]. This standard policy

ensures that an AS will carry traffic unless it is to/from it or one of its customers (that pay it for

the traffic). Note that an AS only ever exports its most preferred route for a destination, the one

it is using. It does not announce less preferred routes to its neighbors. Routes propagate in the

opposite direction from the traffic they carry. The route that will carry traffic from S to D starts with

D announcing itself to its neighbors.

Because an individual AS has redundant routes across it and adjacent ASes often connect at

multiple peering point, BGP’s AS paths do not completely determine how routers will forward

packets from a source to a destination. The route must also be specified at the router level. To

achieve this, each AS runs an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) to determine the route from each

of its router to the next hop AS for every destination. These routing protocols set up each router’s

forwarding tables which contain, for every destination, the address of the next hop router. IGPs

often compute these forwarding tables to minimize the latency incurred by packets traversing the

AS and/or to balance the expected traffic across links in the AS’s network. OSPF and IS-IS are two

common IGPs (their details are not important for this dissertation).

In my description of routing thus far, I used three simplifications that I now explain. First, in the

simplified description above, each AS chooses a single path to a particular destination, but, in reality,

an AS can choose different AS paths from different parts of its network. Often, an AS connects to

different sets of ASes at different edge routers. In some ASes, each router in the AS chooses a path

to the closest edge router which learned a path to the destination from a neighboring AS. Figure 2.3

provides an example. Under a policy known as hot-potato or early-exit routing, each router in an AS

that peers with the next-hop AS in multiple locations will choose to route to the nearest location.

Second, I presented routes as being per-destination. In reality, Internet routing groups IP ad-

dresses into address blocks called IP prefixes. A prefix comprises all IP addresses with p as their

first n bits, typically written as p/n. Routing tables contain per-prefix routes. When a router receives
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Figure 2.3: Example routes selected from Src1 and Src2 to Dst, when routers route to the nearest
egress. Solid lines show links between routers, and dashed lines indicate the links followed by
packets destined to Dst. Ingress router A is closer to egress router C than to egress router E, and so
traffic from Src1 to Dst follows the AS path AS1-AS2. Ingress router D is closer to E, cuasing traffic
from Src2 to follow the AS path AS1-AS3.

a packet destined to a particular destination, it determines the most-specific prefix that this destina-

tion belongs to, i.e., among the p/n’s that the destination address matches, the one with maximum

value of n. This prefix is also referred to as the longest-matching prefix. The router then forwards

the packet along the route associated with this prefix. In this dissertation, I generally mean this

longest-matching prefix when I refer to the prefix of an address. It should be evident from context

if I mean a different prefix. IP prefixes are allocated to ASes, which then announce single-AS paths

to those prefixes. The first AS on an AS path to the prefix is known as the origin AS for the prefix.

Third, while generally each router forwards a packet based on the destination prefix, some ASes

do not use this destination-based routing internally. Instead, they employ tunnels internally, in

which the path from the start to the end of the tunnel is predetermined, with routers in the middle

forwarding along the tunnel rather than based on the destination. Multiprotocol Label Switching

(MPLS) is a popular tunneling protocol. Similarly, some ASes load-balance traffic across multiple

paths [6].
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Routes on the Internet are frequently asymmetric, with the path between two hosts differing in

the two directions [51]. They can be asymmetric at the router level and even at the AS level, as the

asymmetry between forward and reverse paths stems from multiple causes. An AS is free to use

arbitrary, opaque policy to choose its next hop among the alternatives, whether or not that leads to

a symmetric route. Two adjacent ASes may use different peering points in the two directions due

to policies such as early-exit/hot-potato routing. Even within an individual AS, traffic engineering

objectives may lead to different paths.

2.2.1 Mechanisms for BGP Route Control

The origin only controls how it announces its prefixes. Once it decides how to announce the prefixes

to its providers, it has no direct influence over the paths other networks select. The origin can

attempt to influence the paths by modifying the parameters of the announcements, perhaps setting

them differently in its announcements to different providers. I now briefly describe some specific

BGP mechanisms that the destination can use to attempt to influence paths.

MEDs: An AS that connects to a neighboring network at multiple points can use Multi-Exit Dis-

criminators (MEDs) to express to the neighbor on which peering point it prefers to receive traffic,

giving the AS some control of incoming traffic. However, the MEDs only have meaning within the

context of that single neighbor, so they generally only shift where that immediate neighbor delivers

traffic.

Selective advertising: The origin can announce the prefix through only some providers, shifting

traffic away from other providers it wants to avoid.

Advertising a more-specific prefix: By announcing a more-specific (longer) sub-prefix to one

provider P1 and only the less-specific super-prefix to a second provider P2, the origin can cause all

traffic to the sub-prefix to arrive via P1. This technique is a form of selective advertising.
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Prepending: Since many ASes use path length as a tiebreaker when making routing decisions,

networks sometimes prepend routes they announce with multiple copies of their AS, in order to

make that path longer and hence less preferred than shorter ones. For example, an AS can prepend

when announcing a route to P2 and not prepend to P1. This prepending may cause some networks

to shift to using P1. Prepending can sometimes help with inbound route control. However, ASes

are free to apply their own local preferences and to ignore path length as a selection criterion.

BGP communities: An AS can define a BGP community, which allows other ASes to tag that

community onto routes they announce. Generally, an AS intends for it communities to provide a

communication channel from its immediate customers and peers to it. The community instructs the

AS on how to handle the routes. For example, Cogent defines a community that others can use to

instruct Cogent to not forward the route to its peers. Because ASes are free to define communities

as they wish, communities potentially provide an extremely powerful and flexible means to commu-

nicate information across network boundaries and to influence how other networks route. However,

this flexibility also leads to some of the problems with communities: they are not standardized,

meaning that it can be tricky to obtain consistent behavior across multiple providers; some ASes

may not give enough, or even any, control over how they propagate routes; and communities are

often not transitive, with many ASes not propagating community values they receive on to their

neighbors [103].

2.3 Tools to Understand Routing

Researchers and network operators use a variety of tools to measure, assess, and understand routing.

Given privileged access to a network, one can inspect routing tables or even information about traffic

flows. However, in this dissertation I focus on wide-area routing problems, when such access is not

generally available. In this section, I describe the most common techniques one can use to measure

arbitrary Internet routes in various ways.
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2.3.1 Tools Other than Traceroute

Route collectors and Looking Glass servers: Since BGP is the Internet’s inter-domain routing

protocol, a natural way to understand routing is to inspect BGP paths, routing tables, and updates.

While a router’s routing information is normally only accessible to administrators of the router’s

network, route collectors and Looking Glass servers provide two ways to access such information.

Route collectors are computers that peer with BGP routers from a number of networks and publish

the routes and updates they receive, for use by researchers and operators. RouteViews [87] and

RIPE’s Routing Information Service (RIS) [105] each make a number of route collectors available.

Looking Glass servers serve a similar function; essentially, if an AS makes a Looking Glass server

available, it allows a view into the routing tables of that AS’s routers. These sources of data can be

extremely useful. The main limitations are that they publish BGP routes, so contain AS-level paths

without router-level details, and that only a small number of ASes participate, so the coverage is

limited.

Ping: A tool called ping tests whether a destination is reachable and responsive [90]. The tool

sends an ICMP Echo Request packet to a specified destination. If the packet reaches the destination

and the destination is configured to respond to Echo Requests, the destination replies back to the

source with an ICMP Echo Reply packet. The tool reports whether it received a response and also

how much time elapsed from when it sent the request to when it received the response. If it receives

a response, this result indicates that paths to and from the destination worked, and the elapsed time

gives the round-trip time (RTT). The lack of a response does not definitively indicate a lack of

working routes, as the destination could be configured not to respond to ping or to rate limit its

responses. As is common, I will use the word “ping” in multiple ways: to refer to the tool (“use

ping to check if . . . ”), the packet sent by the tool (“a ping shows that . . . ”) and the use of the tool

(“the source pings the destination”); the meaning should be clear in context.
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2.3.2 Traceroute

A widely used tool called traceroute measures the path from the source to a specified destina-

tion [59]. All IP packets have a Time-To-Live (TTL) field. The source initializes the TTL to an

integer value, and every router is supposed to decrement the TTL by one before it forwards the

packet. When a router receives a packet with a TTL value of one, it discards the packet and sends

an ICMP Time Exceded message to the source. The protocol designers intended the TTL field to

allow routers to discard packets that are stuck in persistent loops. Repurposing the feature, trace-

route first sends a packet to the destination with TTL = 1. The first router discards the packet and

sends an error message to the source. The error contains the IP address of the router, allowing the

source to discover the start of the path. The source repeats this process, increasing the starting TTL

value by one each time in order to discover the next router on the path. The traceroute stops either

when it receives a response from the destination or when it receives an indication that the desti-

nation is unreachable (either an error message or no responses to a configurable number of probes

in a row – typically three or five). In this manner, traceroute measures the router-level path to a

destination. Like ping, traceroute times the elapsed time before receiving each response, to measure

the round-trip latency for each hop. Different implementations of traceroute send different types of

packets. In this dissertation, I use ICMP Echo Request (ping) packets, as they tend to elicit the most

responses [74]. As with “ping,” I use “traceroute” in multiple ways, but the use should be obvious

from the context.

The path returned by traceroute is a feasible, but possibly inaccurate route. First, each hop

comes from a response to a different probe packet, and the different probes may take different paths

for reasons including contemporaneous routing changes or load balancing. The Paris traceroute

customizes probe packets to provide consistent results across flow-based load balancers, as well

as to systematically explore the load-balancing options [6]. For all my traceroutes, I use the Paris

option that measures a single consistent path. Second, some routers on the path may not respond.

For example, some routers may be configured to rate-limit responses or to not respond at all. Third,

probe traffic may be treated differently than data traffic.
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Despite these caveats, traceroute has proved to be extremely useful. Essential to traceroute’s

utility is its universality, in that it does not require anything of the destination other than an ability

to respond to probe packets.

Some networks make available public traceroute servers within their network. These servers

allow anyone to issue traceroutes from the machines (generally via a Web interface) and view the

results. In many cases, Looking Glass servers also function as public traceroute servers. Only a few

hundred ASes (of tens of thousands total) currently offer public traceroute servers.

PlanetLab is a testbed that allows researchers access to computers at hundreds of sites around the

world [101]. While researchers use PlanetLab for a range of purposes, in my research, I typically use

these hosts to issue ping, traceroute, and other similar measurements from sites distributed around

the world.

2.3.3 Common Uses and Limitations of Traceroute

Table 2.1 shows an example traceroute. I highlight some of the information that traceroute provides,

example uses of this information, and limitations with it:

Path: Traceroute provides hops along the path from the source to the destination. This information

is used to discover and understand Internet routing [122,78,83,131,61,35]. However, traceroute has

a fundamental limitation. Most Internet communication is two-way, and many paths are asymmetric,

but (without control of both endpoints) traceroute can measure only the forward path. First, the

destination resets the TTL to a normal value. Second, even if the TTL value expires, the ICMP

Time Exceded responses will go to the destination.

In Section 2.4, I will explain how this limitation restricts the ability of content providers to

address performance problems. Faced with this shortcoming with the traceroute tool, operators

and researchers turn to various limited workarounds. Network operators often resort to posting

problems on operator mailing lists asking others to issue traceroutes to help diagnosis [94, 91].
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Table 2.1: Traceroute from University of Washington towards 18.0.0.1, which is unreach-
able/unresponsive.

Traceroute from zooter.cs.washington.edu to 18.0.0.1
Hop # DNS Name / IP Address RTT

1 acar-atg-02-vlan77.cac.washington.edu 0ms
2 vl3855.uwcr-atg-01.infra.washington.edu 0ms
3 uwcr-atg-01-vlan1889.cac.washington.edu 1ms
4 vl1850.uwbr-chb-01.infra.washington.edu 1ms
5 ge-2-0-0–4013.iccr-sttlwa01-03.infra.pnw-gigapop.net 1ms
6 iccr-sttlwa01-02-ge-0-2-0–0.infra.pnw-gigapop.net 1ms
7 nlr-packetnet.trans.pnw-gigapop.net 2ms
8 losa-seat-49.layer3.nlr.net 28ms
9 hous-losa-87.layer3.nlr.net 59ms

10 atla-hous-70.layer3.nlr.net 84ms
11 wash-atla-64.layer3.nlr.net 97ms
12 newy-wash-98.layer3.nlr.net 103ms
13 216.24.184.102 103ms
14 * *
15 * *
16 * *

It also forces many systems to assume symmetric paths [78, 131, 46, 83, 140], even though most

paths are asymmetric [51] due to policy routing and traffic engineering. Public web-accessible

traceroute servers hosted at various locations around the world provide some help, but their numbers

are limited. Without a server in every network, one cannot know whether any of those available have

a path similar to the one of interest. Further, they are not intended for the heavy load incurred by

regular monitoring. A few modern systems attempt to deploy traceroute clients on end-user systems

around the world [111,26], but none of them are close to allowing an arbitrary user to trigger an on-

demand traceroute towards the user from anywhere in the world. Another approach is to use loose

source routing, in which the sender specifies waypoints through which the packet should be routed,

to measure paths from a host without controlling it [95, 45, 23]. However, in 2000, the Mercator

study found that only 8% of routers supported source routing [45], and a 2009 study found that most

or all source-routed packets are blocked [100, 8]. Further, sending source-routed packets generates

many complaints [45, 23].
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Latency: Traceroute measures the round-trip time (RTT) to each hop. While some systems need

RTT values [106, 30], one-way link latencies (for both forward and reverse path links) would pro-

vide strictly more information. Techniques for geolocation [131, 61], latency estimation [78], and

ISP comparisons [83], among others, depend on link latency measurements obtained by subtracting

the RTT to either endpoint, then halving the difference (possibly with a filter for obviously wrong

values [78,83]). This technique should yield fairly accurate values if the link is traversed symmetri-

cally, but previous work found that 88-98% of paths are asymmetric [51] and that delay asymmetry

often accompanies path asymmetry [96], resulting in errors in link latency estimates [122].

A few other alternatives exist for estimating link latencies but none are satisfactory. IPMP is a

protocol that allows better delay measurements [75], but it requires changing routers to support it.

Rocketfuel annotates links with their link weights used in routing decisions [81], which may or may

not reflect latencies. The geographic locations of routers provide an estimate of link latency, but

geolocation information may be missing, wrong, or outdated, and latency does not always corre-

spond closely to geographic distance [61]. Tomographic approaches base delay estimates on shared

portions of paths [28, 127, 102], but lack the reverse path measurements necessary to accurately

measure to arbitrary destinations. Other techniques assume either symmetric paths [112] or require

control of both endpoints [49] and clock synchronization [110, 20]. These assumptions keep the

techniques from being broadly applicable.

Topology: Researchers use traceroutes to measure the Internet topology at the IP [5, 74],

router [115, 119], Point of Presence (PoP) [78], and AS level [5, 52, 113]. From the traceroute

in Table 2.1, for example, one can infer that NLR’s Los Angeles PoP connects to its Houston PoP,

and that NLR connects to PNW Gigapop. In addition to the issues that affect traceroute path mea-

surements, problems arise using it to map the Internet. Traceroutes issued from a small number of

vantage points (relative to the number of networks in the Internet) miss any links not used on for-

ward paths from those vantage points and, in particular, cannot see most peering links [93,52]. BGP

route collectors also have this problem, since they too have vantage points in only a small fraction

of the ASes lower in the AS hierarchy. Testbeds that seek to recruit participants in many networks
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potentially avoid this limitation [111, 26]; however, no deployments seem likely to allow arbitrary

researchers to issue on-demand measurements soon.

Failures: Traceroute also determines if the destination is responsive and reachable. In Table 2.1,

the trailing ‘*’ hops indicate that the destination is unresponsive, that the source does not have a

working path to the destination, or that the destination does not have a working path to the source.

In Section 2.5, I discuss the use and limitations of traceroute in diagnosing availability problems.

Despite these caveats, traceroute has proved to be extremely useful. Essential to traceroute’s

utility is its universality, in that it does not require anything of the destination other than an ability

to respond to probe packets.

2.4 Performance Problems

In this section, I discuss what is known about performance problems on the Internet. Many Internet

routes are slow, following circuitous paths even though more direct routes exist. Network operators

generally try to optimize performance, but available tools do not provide a full picture of wide-area

routing. In particular, while traceroute gives good visibility into the forward path, it cannot measure

the reverse path. In order to improve performance, operators need a way to measure the reverse

paths taken to reach their ASes.

Many clients suffer from slow performance when accessing major websites. As described in

Chapter 1, studies from major providers including Yahoo! [123], Google [18], and Amazon [73]

establish that, when clients experience slow web performance, they use the services less. In fact,

as clients continue to encounter degraded performance, they continue to use a service less and less,

and this reduced usage persists even after performance returns to previous levels [18]. Coupled

with the enourmous revenues these companies generate through advertisements and sales to clients,

providers have a financial inducement to provide fast service. Various components contribute to

a client’s latency, including the speed of the client’s access link, queueing delays along the path,
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propagation delays of the links on the path, transmission delays at routers, processing delay at the

server, and the fact that a single transaction may take multiple round-trips between the client and

server. Researchers found that the bulk of the latency comes from the round-trip network latency

between client and server [50], and that is what I focus on in this dissertation.

Despite it being in their financial interest to serve clients over low latency paths, a Google

study found that many clients suffer high latencies [66]. Measuring round-trip network latencies

on connections between Google servers and clients, the study found that 40% of connections had a

network latency of at least 400ms, sufficient for packets to circle the equator twice.2 The connections

incur this delay despite Google’s efforts to provide fast service. To improve performance to clients

spread around the world, providers like Google replicate their services at distributed data centers,

then direct each client to the one with the lowest network latency to the client. In fact, Google’s

data centers are well-distributed enough that 75% of client prefixes have a server within 1000 miles

(which would frequently yield round-trip latencies of less than 50ms [46]) and half of prefixes have

a server within 500 miles. Further, the study found that the vast majority of clients were being

served by geographically nearby data centers, indicating that the latency was due to indirect routes

and/or queueing.

Faster routes exist, but networks need better tools to find them. The Google study and other

research establish that, in many cases, indirect routes lead to long end-to-end delays, even though

more direct paths exist. One study found that 10% of paths incurred at least 15ms of additional

latency, as compared to a theoretical direct path between the endpoints [118]. Most other available

studies found even worse inflation. Comparing to the minimum latency from a Google server to a

client’s region, more than 20% of client prefixes had an inflation of over 50ms [66]. The fact that

other prefixes in the same region had much lower latencies to Google’s servers suggests the presence

of shorter routes through the network. Research explicitly found such routes [106, 41, 4]. A typical

technique for identifying these routes is to measure pair-wise delays between a set of nodes and

identify violations of the triangle inequality. In such violations, the delay measured between a pair

2The speed of light in fiber is approximately 200km per ms, and the circumference of the equator is just over 40,000km.
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of nodes is more than the delay of the indirect path between them composed by detouring through

a third node. Investigating five different data sets, one study found that, for 10% of paths, they

could improve the latency by 50% using such a detour [106]. Other studies report similar results:

one found that between 10% and 25% of paths had a detour that was half the latency or less [41],

and another found that more than 10% of paths saw latency improvements of 40ms or more on

detours [4]. However, while they represent working physical paths, these detour paths generally

violate valley-free routing policy, so cannot be selected by BGP or used to carry the bulk of Internet

traffic. The commercial offerings that exist [15] must maintain costly detour nodes and pass on the

cost to clients.

Evidence suggests that better performing policy-compliant alternate paths also exist but that

ASes often lack the tools and visibility necessary to select them. The length of an Internet path

depends on the AS path selected, the peering link chosen between each adjacent pair of ASes in

the path, and the route used to traverse each individual AS. Two possible causes could inflate any

of these three components (as compared to the great circle distance between the endpoints): (1) a

lack of a more direct physical path and/or (2) routing decisions that select a less direct route over

a more direct one. To determine the contribution of each of these factors, researchers measured

the Internet’s topology and compared selected paths to available paths that were not selected [118].

They concluded that inter-domain and peering decisions contribute most of the inflation. However,

the inflation did not stem from commercially-driven routing policies, such as valley-free or prefer-

customer. Instead, most of the inflation resulted from using shortest AS path as the tie breaker.

This metric need not correlate with performance, but routers making BGP decisions generally do

not have access to actual performance measures. Further, the inflation was not caused by intended

routing goals, but rather by a lack of tools to enable the seletion of better paths. They based this

conclusion on two facts. First, within individual networks, in which routing engines have access

to the complete network topology, 80% of routes were not inflated, suggesting that networks tend

to optimize for path length. Second, even though many routes used suboptimal peering links or

inter-domain paths, the study also found widespread evidence of cooperation among ASes to arrive

at better paths.
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To improve poorly performing paths, providers need a way to measure paths from their clients

back to their servers. Recent work from Google demonstrates that, given access to information

about paths, a provider can improve the performance of its clients [66]. After identifying inflated

paths, as described above, the researchers attempted to assign explanations, such as inadequate

peering or a misconfiguration. They then gave these explanations to Google network operators. In

many cases, once directed to a problem, the operators were able to resolve it, even if it requiring

contacting operators at the network at fault. For example, operators were able to reduce the latency

to a set of clients in Japan from over 100ms to only a few milliseconds by changing routes. On a

larger scale, in just three months, operators were able to nearly halve the number of prefixes which

incurred over 50ms of inflation when served by a South American data center.

However, improving inflated paths generally requires pinpointing the cause of the inflation, and

current tools do not give adequate visibility into the reverse path. A client of a service incurs the

latency of both the path to the server and the path back from the server, and these paths generally

differ. Operators at the provider can use traceroute to measure the path to the client, and the results

can highlight when an AS selects a longer path than is necessary. Without access to the client,

however, the operators do not have equivalent visibility into the other direction of the path. The

Google researchers inferred inflated reverse paths in cases where the forward path did not explain

the round-trip latency. In fact, even before their interventions improved some forward paths, they

concluded that 30% more reverse paths were circuitous than forward paths. However, lacking tools

capable of measuring the reverse path, they were unable to point operators to the source of the

problems. They cited the lack of information about the path from clients back to Google as the

predominant limitation faced in trying to optimize clients’ network latencies.

2.5 Availability Problems

In this section, I discuss what is known about availability problems on the Internet. The Internet

suffers from many outages. While most are short, a substantial number are long-lasting, and these

long-lasting problems contribute a lot of unavailability. Prolonged outages are not well understood.

Network operators lack tools to locate them, as standard tools like traceroute reveal only limited
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information during failures. The decentralized administration of the Internet means that an outage

affecting an operator’s AS may stem from a problem in another AS. The operator has little visibility

into the routing of other ASes and even less control over it. This current state argues for the need

for approaches to locating and repairing outages.

The Internet suffers from many long-lasting availability problems. The Internet’s availability

lags far behind that of the telephone network [67]. Various studies used active monitoring, such

as pings, between pairs of nodes in testbeds and found extended data plane outages [97, 4, 37].

In seminal early work, Paxson identified routing loops that persisted for more than 10 hours, as

well as other types of unavailability [97]. Researchers using the RON testbed found that 10% of

outages lasted at least 15 minutes, with failures appearing at a range of locations (near the edge

and in the core, at AS boundaries and within a single AS) [37]. Other studies looked at paths

from testbed nodes to destinations across the Internet and found similar results [47, 136]. A study

monitoring paths to popular (and presumably well-connected) web servers found over 1000 outages

in a week, with the average failure lasting for over 10 minutes [47]. Monitoring paths betweens

a distributed system’s servers and its clients, PlanetSeer found many prolonged outages, including

over a thousand loops per month that lasted over seven hours [136]. My own results, in Chapter 3,

show that even paths between data centers of a major cloud provider and core Internet routers suffer

from many long-lasting outages. The results show that, to substantially improve availability, we

must address these protracted failures.

In Section 3.5, I present evidence that suggests that misconfigurations may cause some long-

lasting outages. The Internet has sufficient redundancy to maintain connectivity after a range of

failures, and routing protocols are designed to recover and find new routes after link and router

failures. Under proper operation, protocols such as BGP should restore connectivity after a brief

period of routing convergence [69]. However, many long-lasting outages occur with few or no

accompanying routing updates [37]. With routing protocols failing to react, networks continue to

send traffic along a path that fails to deliver packets. Such problems can occur, for example, when

a router fails to detect an internal fault (e.g., corrupted memory on a line card causing traffic to be

black-holed [135]) or when cross-layer interactions cause an MPLS tunnel to fail to deliver packets
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even though the underlying IP network is operational [63]. Further, routing relies on the proper

configuration of multiple devices in multiple networks, running multiple protocols. These devices

can be tricky to configure, and currently operators lack tools to let them express network-wide

objectives, instead relying on tuning individual devices and protocols [89]. Operators make many

errors in configurations [82], some of which result in outages, and such misconfigurations seem

especially likely to occur on the rarely exercised backup paths that only come into use following

failures.

Current approaches are not able to sufficiently explain or locate the source of these lengthy

availability problems. The Internet protocols do not automatically recover from these lengthy

problems in a timely manner, suggesting they currently require human intervention. Rich techniques

exist to locate failures within a single network, but they require access to proprietary information

only available within that particular network [33, 64, 63, 109]. Existing studies found that failures

appear both near the edge and in the core [37], and so a failure between, for example, a server and

its client could appear anywhere along the path. Unfortunately, the techniques designed to work

within a single network do not apply to these sorts of wide-area problems. Operators in the server’s

and client’s networks may be able to detect the failure, as it affects their traffic, but will not have

access to the proprietary information of any transit network in the middle. Operators at the transit

network may have access to information to localize the failure, but, lacking access to the server and

client, they have no way to know what traffic should be flowing through the network.

Since more sophisticated techniques do not apply, operators routinely use traceroute to under-

stand wide-area problems [122], but it provides only limited information. Table 2.2 provides an

actual example illustrating traceroute’s limitations, taken from emails to the Outages.org mailing

list [94] on December 16, 2010. Operator A reported that “traffic attempting to pass through Level

3’s network in the Washington, D.C., area is getting lost in the abyss” and provided a traceroute

issued from his home. As seen on the left of the figure, the route passed through Verizon’s Balti-

more PoP before eventually reaching Level 3’s Washington, D.C. PoP, then trailed off. The trailing

“*”s indicate that traceroute did not receive any further responses, and so the operator suggested

that the problem might be with Level 3’s network in Washington, D.C. However, because paths
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Table 2.2: Traceroutes taken from emails sent in response to an outage reported on the Outages.org
mailing list on December 16, 2010. While traceroute provides some information about the outage,
it is confusing and provides an incomplete view. Operator A’s traceroute suggests a problem for-
warding from Level 3 in Washington, D.C., but operator B’s traceroute successfully goes through
Washington, D.C., before terminating in Denver. Further, the failure could be on the reverse path,
into which traceroute gives no visibility.

Operator A’s traceroute Operator B’s traceroute
Hop # DNS Name / IP Address Hop # Hostname / IP Address

1 wireless broadband router.home 1 192.168.1.1
2 l100.BLTMMD-vfttp-40.verizon-gni.net 2 l100.WASHDC-vfttp-47.verizon-gni.net
3 g10-0-1-440.BLTMMD-lcr-04.verizon-gni.net 3 g4-0-1-747.WASHDC-lcr-07.verizon-gni.net
4 so-2-0-0-0.PHIL-bb-rtr2.verizon-gni.net 4 0.ae1.br1.IAD8.alter.net
5 0.ae2.br2.IAD8.alter.net 5 ae6.edge1.WASHINGTONDC.level3.net
6 ae7.edge1.WASHINGTONDC4.level3.net 6 vlan90.csw4.WASHINGTON1.level3.net
7 vlan80.csw3.WASHINGTON1.level3.net 7 ae-71-71.ebr1.WASHINGTON1.level3.net
8 ae-92-92.ebr2.WASHINGTON1.level3.net 8 ae-6-6.ebr2.CHICAGO2.level3.net
9 * 10 ae-1-100.ebr1.CHICAGO2.level3.net

10 * 11 ae-3-3.ebr2.DENVER1.level3.net
11 * 12 ge-9-1.hsa1.DENVER1.level3.net

13 *
14 *
15 *

are frequently asymmetric and traceroute gives no visibility into the reverse path, traceroute cannot

provide enough information to definitively support this conclusion. As my results in Section 3.3.3

will show, path failures are often unidirectional, with one direction between a pair of nodes work-

ing while the other is broken. So, A’s traceroute could mean that Level 3 was not successfully

forwarding traffic to the destination (a broken forward path). Alternatively, the forward path could

be working, but the destination and other hops past Washington, D.C., could lack working reverse

paths back to A. Because it requires bidirectional connectivity from any hops it reports, traceroute

cannot differentiate these cases. Even if the forward direction is working, traceroute cannot measure

it without a working reverse path, since the replies will not reach the source. Also, from a single

location, traceroute gives little sense of how widespread the problem is.

With traceroute yielding such limited information, operators often resort to asking others for

help, but their traceroutes may not illuminate the problem. The right side of Table 2.2 displays the

traceroute of an operator B who replied to A’s post to the mailing list. B’s traceroute goes through
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Level 3’s Washington, D.C., PoP before trailing off after Denver. This measurement does not clarify

the situation. Has the initial problem shifted to Denver? Are the failures on the reverse path? Do

the reverse paths even pass through Level 3? For outages like this one, traceroute, “the number one

go-to tool” for operators troubleshooting problems [122], does not suffice.

Researchers have developed various approaches that attempt to locate the source of events by

analyzing BGP updates [38, 132, 22, 70, 82], but the control plane may not accurately reflect data

plane failures. One study showed that data plane outages often do not manifest on the control

plane [37]. Because this disconnect can exist between the control plane and the data plane, and,

ultimately, the Internet exists to deliver data, an approach that relies solely on BGP updates cannot

provide a complete solution to the problem of locating failures across the Internet.

Existing approaches to restoring connectivity do not suffice. While evidence exists of working

routes around failures, existing techniques to use those routes are incompatible with either current

routing protocols or routing policies. Similar to how researchers showed the existence of lower la-

tency paths by looking for violations of the triangle inequality, existing research established that a

pair of hosts can often route traffic around a failure between them by “detouring” the traffic through

a third node. RON was able to route around all failures that lasted more than 30 minutes [4]. In

56% of cases in which a host could not directly fetch documents from popular web servers, a similar

approach could successfully fetch the documents by relaying traffic through an intermediary [47].

These approaches provide a great alternative when no other solutions exist, and commercial offer-

ings exist [15]. However, it is expensive to maintain the nodes necessary for detouring, the detour

paths generally violate standard routing policy (so using such paths would likely be expensive, if

feasible at all), and the paths are unlikely to be capable of carrying much traffic at core Internet data

rates. Approaches which overcome these limitations generally require modifications to the core In-

ternet protocols, as with an approach that allows ASes to advertise multiple paths to, among other

goals, lend the ability to route around failures [133]. This approach provides a promising direction,

but modifications to core protocols face a long path to adoption, meaning that such a solution is

unlikely to improve Internet availability in the near future.
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Given the constraints of current policies and protocols, operators often have limited ability to

address problems. Suppose a failure exists between a network hosting a server and a client trying

to access the server. Operators at the server’s network would like to restore connectivity. If the

problem is within the operators’ network, they should have a means to resolve it. However, if the

problem is in some transit AS on the path, the operators have very little control. If the problem is on

the forward path towards the client, a well-connected network can try reaching the client through a

different provider or via a different data center. If the problem is on the reverse path, all the network

can do is change how it announces its prefixes, using techniques explained in Section 2.2.1. These

techniques provide only minimal, very coarse control. I discuss this limited control in detail in

Section 5.1. Essentially, the techniques provide mechanisms to affect which provider and which

PoP traffic enters the server’s network through, but, for the most part, other ASes will still be free to

select whichever path they want, often including the one that is being advertised but is not working.

So, in general, with current practices, operators at the AS containing the failure need to address it.

Often, operators from the server’s network have to contact the transit AS, opening incident tickets

or asking on mailing lists for contact information [94, 91]. The prevalence of long-lasting outages

suggests that it can take awhile for transit networks to be alerted to and address the problem.
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Chapter 3

CHARACTERIZING INTERNET OUTAGES

In this dissertation, my goal is to develop techniques to improve availability and performance on

today’s Internet. In order to build tools and systems to identify and remediate routing failures and

performance problems, it is necessary to understand the problems: how frequently they occur, what

their causes are, and other properties.

Fortunately, as I presented in Section 2.4, a rich literature examines performance problems. For

example, researchers established that faster, more direct routes frequently exist but that networks

lack tools to find them [118]. Research from Google characterized the performance problems that

the company faces and highlighted types of problems they can and cannot resolve [66]. These and

other studies suggest what networks would need from tools in order to improve performance, and

so in Chapter 4 I develop one such tool.

While existing studies characterized performance problems on the Internet and how providers

might address them, much less is known about availability problems. Studies mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.5 assess various types of outages in different settings, but do not provide the complete picture.

My goal in this chapter is to supplement these studies by characterizing failures on an Internet scale.

To provide direction in how to improve availability, these studies should help answer: whether it

is possible to monitor availability at this scale; how common outages are; how many paths experi-

ence outages; whether outages generally render a destination completely unreachable, or whether

outages are partial; whether, when two hosts cannot communicate, the problem affects the routes in

both directions between them; and whether valid routes exist that could restore connectivity to an

unreachable destination. In this chapter, I present three measurement studies to characterize Internet

outages. The studies establish that many outages occur, suggesting the need for new approaches to

improving availability. The characteristics of the outages motivate my approach to improving avail-

ability and inform the design of my systems to address them, which I will present in later chapters.
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Monitoring outages at Internet-scale with Hubble: To motivate the design of my failure loca-

tion techniques in Chapter 5, I design and build Hubble, a system that identifies availability problems

over the global Internet in real-time. The system monitors for Internet black holes, in which traffic

silently disappears without reaching the destination. Conducting a study at scale helps insulate the

conclusions against any biases introduced by monitoring only a small number of destinations.

Using Hubble, I found availability problems to be more common, widespread, and longer lasting

than expected. In a given week, thousands of networks are reachable from some locations and not

from others, and many of the problems last for hours or even days. This result both suggests that

we need new approaches to improve availability and that these approaches can issue measurements

from vantage points with working paths when trying to locate a problem. Using a novel technique

to isolate the direction of failures, I find that most failures are unidirectional, with the route in

one direction between a source and destination failing even though the other direction works. The

existance of unidirectional failures motivates the need to measure reverse paths in order to locate

failures.

In addition to presenting these measurement results, in this chapter I describe the design and

evaluation of Hubble. The major challenge in building Hubble is that of scale: how can the system

provide spatial and temporal coverage that scales to the global Internet, monitoring the data plane

from all vantages to all destinations, without requiring a prohibitive number of measurement probes.

To identify potential problems, Hubble monitors BGP feeds and continuously pings prefixes across

the Internet from distributed PlanetLab sites. It then uses traceroutes and other probes from the

sites to collect details about identified problems. I show that it monitors 89% of the Internet’s edge

prefix address space with a 15-minute time granularity and discovers 85% of the availability issues

that would be identified by a heavyweight approach (in which all vantage points traceroute those

same prefixes every 15 minutes), while issuing only 5.5% as many probes. I believe Hubble to be

the first real-time tool to identify availability problems on this scale across the Internet. The next

largest system of which I am aware, PlanetSeer, covered half as many ASes in a 3-month study and

monitored paths only for the small fraction of time that they were in use by clients [136]. Hubble

ran continuously for two years, starting in September, 2007. During that time, it identifed over 1.7

million black holes and availability problems.
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Supplemental studies: I supplement the results from Hubble with two additional studies. One

study, in Section 3.4, establishes that even well-provisioned cloud data centers experience frequent

routing problems. In the study, I assess the availability of key Internet routers from Amazon’s

EC2 cloud infrastructure [3]. Hubble monitors from PlanetLab sites, which are mainly located

at academic institutions. To complement the Hubble results, my EC2 study finds similar results

monitoring from commercial data centers. The data from these studies shows that, even though

most outages are short, the small number of long-lasting ones contribute much of the end-to-end

unavailability. Techniques exist to address many short outages [60, 68, 71]. However, my Hubble

and EC2 results suggest that, to improve availability substantially, we will also need to address

long-term outages. Few approaches exist to tackle these problems. Just as with Hubble, I find

that most of the outages observed from EC2 are partial, with one EC2 data center able to reach a

destination unreachable from another data center. The fact that the destinations are available from

some locations suggests the possibility of routing around the failures.

The final study, in Section 3.5, demonstrates that, in fact, working policy-compliant alternate

routes often exist between pairs of PlanetLab hosts that are unable to communicate directly. In fact,

I show that, in half the cases, an alternate path demonstrably exists that avoids the AS that seems

to contain the failure. Since BGP uses AS-level policy routing, this result suggests that BGP may

be able to find working alternate paths, if we can discern which AS contains the failure and trigger

BGP path exploration that avoids that AS. This observation forms the basis for my technique for

route repair, which I present in Chapter 5.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, I describe the design of Hubble. I

present an evaluation of Hubble in Section 3.2 and use it to study Internet availability in Section 3.3.

In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 I present the two supplemental studies. I provide a summary in Section 3.6.

3.1 Hubble Design and Architecture

3.1.1 Deriving Hubble’s Methodology

In this section, I describe why I want Hubble to characterize wide-area data plane failures across

the Internet, and I discuss the design and methodology implications of this goal. At the end of this
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dissertation, in Section 7.3.1, I discuss how future work might extend this work by overcoming some

of the limitations I describe here.

Data plane focus: I desire a system that detects data reachability problems, and so I use active

measurements to decide whether a destination is reachable. The Internet is intended to deliver data,

and a BGP path on top of a broken data plane is useless. If BGP perfectly reflected the data plane –

that is, data could reach a destination if and only if the source had a BGP path to it – then it would

suffice to detect problems by monitoring BGP feeds from services such as RouteViews [87] and

RIPE RIS [105]. However, other studies found that many data plane failures are not visibile in

BGP [37] and that default routes allow some sources to reach destinations for which they lack BGP

routes [21]. My own results in Section 3.2 also demonstrate that many data plane outages do not

register as BGP updates in route feeds. The only way to absolutely discern whether the data plane is

functioning and packets can reach a destination is to monitor traffic towards that destination. A sys-

tem could achieve this monitoring either by passively monitoring existing traffic or by introducing

probe traffic. Other studies achieve interesting results by passively monitoring existing application

traffic [27, 136]. One drawback with this approach is that it ties the studies to the particular traffic

patterns of the monitored applications, and few applications have enough traffic to enough destina-

tions around the world to provide continuous global coverage. To supplement these studies, I base

my results on active probing using ping and traceroute.

Wide-area routing focus: My dissertation focuses on deployable systems that edge ASes can use

to repair problems affecting them and their users, and so I focus on wide-area routing problems that

the ASes may be able to resolve. This focus has three components.

First, I concern myself only with problems affecting addresses that one would expect to be

reachable. For an IP address to be reachable, it needs to be part of a prefix announced by some origin

AS. So, I can monitor BGP advertisements and ignore any addresses that are not being announced.

Also, even within an announced prefix, a particular address may not be in use, or it may not offer the

particular service I am monitoring (in my case, ping). So, I only monitor addresses that I previously

observed as reachable via ping and which become reachable again eventually.
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Second, I focus on problems in which the destination’s AS seems not to be reachable, rather

than simply checking whether the particular destination is unreachable. I am primarily interested in

problems in which the Internet’s routing infrastructure fails to provide connectivity along advertised

AS paths, rather than problems in which the traffic traverses the AS path, but the specific host or

service happens to be down. As such, I focus on those destinations with reachability problems to the

origin AS. Even so, I find many problems, as shown in Section 3.3. I also focus on AS reachability

because my approach to problem remediation preserves AS autonomy, and so it would not work if

the destination AS is reachable but does not deliver traffic. Other than being down, a destination

could instead be unreachable within a reachable origin AS if the AS failed to deliver the traffic.

Whereas the source may be able to avoid problems in a transit AS by routing via a path that avoids

that AS, in general every path to the destination will have to traverse the destination AS. So, if the

destination AS is not delivering traffic to the destination, the source is unlikely to be able to resolve

the problem unilaterally. If the destination does not reply to a direct probe, I use traceroutes to reveal

the path towards the destination, to discern whether the destination’s origin AS is reachable.

Third, I focus on problems that affect more than a few routes, to eliminate source-specific prob-

lems. I am concerned with the reachability of destinations on an Internet-scale, rather than problems

caused only by issues near one of our sources. In a study of four months of daily traceroutes from

30 PlanetLab vantage points to destinations in 110,000 BGP prefixes, I found that most of the time,

all but a few of the 30 traceroutes reached the destination’s origin AS. If fewer than 90% reached,

though, it was likely the problems were more widespread; in half those cases, at least half of the

traceroutes failed to reach. I use this value as my conservative threshold: if at least 90% of probes

reach the origin AS of a destination, then I assume that any probes that did not reach may have

experienced congestion or problems near the source, and I ignore the issue. By avoiding further in-

vestigation of spurious problems caused by flaky PlanetLab hosts, I can limit the measurement load

required by my system. I use 90% reachability to define if a destination is experiencing a reach-

ability problem. I define a reachability event as the period starting when a destination begins to

experience a reachability problem and concluding when its reachability increases to 90% or higher.

My methodology may be better at detecting forward path failures from its vantage points to re-

mote targets, than it is at detecting reverse failures on the paths back from the targets. My measure-
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ment study in Section 3.3.3 finds more forward failures, but the following aspect of my experiment

design could partly explain the result. Because my approach excludes problems that affect fewer

than 10% of vantage points and does not join across targets, it would miss a problem that disrupted

connectivity between multiple targets and only a single source. I use traceroutes, which do not dif-

ferentiate the direction of failure, to determine if a target’s AS is reachable. Assume a failure is

on the forward path towards a target. Because Internet routing is generally destination-based, all

vantage points route to the target via the same prefix, with the paths eventually converging on their

way to the target. If one vantage point’s route experiences a failure on a particular link, presumably

other vantage points that route via that link will also experience it. If enough share that link, the

failure would cross the 90% threshold. However, the vantage points each belong to different institu-

tions (and hence different prefixes), and so the target’s reverse paths to them will route via different

destination prefixes, even over shared links. Reverse path failures might affect converging paths

from multiple targets back to a vantage point, without affecting other vantage points, but a single

vantage point experiencing multiple failures will not excede the threshold on its own. In this and

later chapters, I will show how we can partly account for asymmetry and unidirectional failures.

Characterization at a global-scale: In order to enrich understanding of wide-area routing prob-

lems impacting the data plane, I want to characterize these problems on a global scale. For each of

these problems, I want to determine whether it affects all vantage points or only some, whether it

is on the forward path to the destination or the reverse path back, and how long it lasts. I also want

to determine the location of the problem and whether alternate working paths exist. I mainly leave

these last two determinations to Chapter 5 and discuss the rest in this chapter.

In order to monitor the problems of interest at this scale, I need to use distributed vantage points

and limit the aggregate probing rate. If all failures were complete, then identifying potential prob-

lems would be easy – a probe from any vantage point could identify it. However, as I will show

in this chapter, many outages are partial, and so it might be necessary to probe from many vantage

points before identifying a particular problem. As described above, I make determinations of reach-

ability based on responses from routers along the paths to a destination. If not rate limited, the probe

packets could overwhelm routers along the paths. This restraint is especially important because I
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intend to monitor areas of the Internet experiencing problems, and, in doing so, I do not want to

exacerbate the problems. So, it is infeasible to monitor all paths to and from all ASes at a high rate.

I use three approaches to limit the probing rate. First, because I am interested in wide-area

routing problems, it suffices to monitor at the granularity at which wide-area routing works. BGP

is prefix-based, and so I need only monitor a single destination within each BGP-routable prefix.

Second, I use a lightweight technique to identify potential failures, trigger more extensive measure-

ments to exclude uninteresting cases (such as those that affect only a single source), and finally use

further measurements to characterize the interesting ones. This approach means that the measure-

ments and analysis have to be real-time, so that, when the system detects a potentially interesting

problem, it can focus further measurements on it. Third, I focus on detecting persistent issues. I

show in Section 3.4 that long problems contribute much of the unavailability, justifying their choice

as a priority. Because I am not concerned with transient problems, I can probe at a slower rate. I

consider only problems that persist through two rounds of quarter-hourly probes.

3.1.2 Overview of Measurement Components

As depicted in Figure 3.1, Hubble combines multiple types of measurements into four main compo-

nents to identify and characterize problems: pingable address discovery to decide what to monitor

(not shown in figure); active ping monitoring and passive BGP monitoring to identify potential

problem prefixes as targets for reachability assessment; triggered traceroutes to assess reachability

and monitor reachability problems; and spoofed probes, combined with the same triggered trace-

routes, to classify the direction of failures. Unless otherwise noted, Hubble uses PlanetLab sites

to perform the active measurements. I now present an overview of each of these measurements,

and then elaborate on how the system uses these measurements to monitor and classify reachability

problems.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the Hubble architecture.

Pingable address discovery: Pingable address discovery supplies the set of destinations for mon-

itoring to the active ping monitoring system. It discovers these destinations by probing the .1 in

every /24 prefix present in a BGP snapshot obtained from RouteViews [87] and retaining those

that respond. In the wide-area Internet, /24 prefixes tend to be the most specific uniquely routable

blocks, because announcements for /25 and more specific prefixes are widely filtered. Therefore,

probing one target per /24 allows Hubble to monitor the unique routes available from its vantage

points.

Active ping monitors (details in §3.1.3): Hubble issues pings from vantage points around the

world to the pingable addresses. As my results in this chapter will show, many outages are partial,

and so it is necessary to send pings to a destination from multiple locations to attempt to discover

problems that affect only some vantage points. The system in aggregate probes each address every

two minutes. When a vantage point fails to get a response from a previously responsive address, it

reports the prefix as a candidate potentially experiencing more widespread reachability problems,

resulting in triggered traceroutes to the prefix (§3.1.4). The system needs to send traceroutes because

I want to be able to determine whether or not the destination AS is reachable. However, given the

limitations of available vantage points, it is not feasible to frequently send traceroutes to an Internet-

scale set of targets. iPlane, for example, only refreshes its traceroutes daily [78]. Therefore, Hubble

uses lightweight pings to identify candidates for further investigation with more heavyweight trace-

routes.
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Passive BGP monitor (details in §3.1.3): The system observes BGP updates from multiple lo-

cations in quarter-hourly batches to maintain current AS-level routing information. This approach

allows continuous monitoring in near real-time of the entire Internet from diverse viewpoints, while

providing scalability by gathering information without issuing active probes. Supplementing its ping

monitoring, Hubble analyzes the BGP updates and identifies as targets for triggered traceroutes those

prefixes undergoing BGP changes, as they may experience related reachability problems. BGP feeds

also allow Hubble to monitor prefixes in which no pingable addresses were found, which cannot be

monitored by active ping monitors.

Triggered traceroute probes (details in §3.1.4): Every 15 minutes, Hubble issues traceroute

probes from distributed vantage points to targets selected as potentially undergoing problems. The

system selects three classes of targets: (1) previously reachable addresses that become unreachable,

as identified by the active ping monitors; (2) prefixes undergoing recent BGP changes, as identi-

fied by the passive BGP monitor; and (3) prefixes found to be experiencing ongoing reachability

problems in the previous set of triggered probes.

Spoofed probes (details in §3.1.4): Internet routes are often asymmetric, differing in the forward

and reverse direction [51]. A failed traceroute signals that at least one direction is not functioning,

but leaves it difficult or impossible to infer which direction is the problem. Hubble employs spoofed

probes, in which one monitor sets the source of packets to the IP of another monitor while probing

a problem prefix. This technique isolates many problems to either the forward or reverse path.

3.1.3 Identifying Potential Outages

Selective targeting allows the system to monitor the entire Internet by identifying as possible outages

only prefixes suspected to be experiencing problems. Hubble uses a hybrid approach, combining

active ping monitoring with passive BGP monitoring. If Hubble used only passive BGP monitoring,

it would miss any reachability event that did not correlate with BGP updates. As I present later in

Section 3.2, BGP is not a good predictor of most problems, but allows Hubble to identify more prob-

lems than ping monitoring alone. I now present more details on how the two monitoring subsystems

work.
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Active Ping Monitoring

To meet the goal of a system with global scale, Hubble employs active monitoring of the reachability

of prefixes. Hubble uses traceroute probes to perform its classification of reachability problems.

However, it is not feasible to constantly traceroute every prefix in order to detect all problems. On

heavily loaded PlanetLab machines, it would take any given vantage point hours to issue a single

traceroute to every prefix, and so problems that were only visible from a few vantage points might

not be detected in a timely manner or at all.

Hubble’s active ping monitoring subsystem achieves the coverage and data plane focus of active

probing, while substantially reducing the measurement overhead versus a heavy-weight approach

using pervasive traceroutes. If a monitor finds that a destination has become unresponsive, it reports

the destination as a target for triggered traceroutes.

I design the ping monitors to discover as many reachability problems as possible, while reducing

the number of spurious traceroutes sent to prefixes that are in fact reachable or are experiencing only

transient problems. When a particular vantage point finds an address to be unresponsive, it reprobes

two minutes later. If the address does not respond six times in a row, the vantage point identifies

it as a target for reachability analysis, triggering distributed traceroutes to the prefix. I found that

delaying the reprobes for a few minutes eliminates most transient problems, and I conducted a

simple measurement study that found that the chance of a response on a seventh probe after none

on the first six is less than 0.2%. Hubble sends traceroutes from 30 vantage points to perform its

reachability analysis. The number of vantage points is fairly arbitrary but is intended to allow for

probes from most geographic regions represented on PlanetLab, without sending excessive packets

towards a destination experiencing problems. Hubble issues traceroutes in 15 minute rounds, and so

the aggregate traceroute rate to a destination is comparable to the aggregate ping rate to a destination.

Because 30 traceroutes to a destination entail around 500 total probe packets, a 0.2% chance of a

response to further pings means that (in expectation) it requires fewer packets to trigger traceroutes

immediately, rather than sending more pings and only sending traceroutes if the pings fail.

A central controller periodically coordinates the ping monitors, such that, on average, within any

two minute period, one vantage point should send an initial ping to each destination, and up to five
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vantage points may send reprobes to the destination. Once a day, the system examines performance

logs, replacing monitors that frequently fall behind or report improbably many or few unresponsive

destinations. Hubble thus regularly monitors every destination.

Passive BGP Monitoring

Hubble uses BGP information published by RouteViews [87] to continually monitor BGP routing

updates from more than 40 sources. Hubble maintains a BGP snapshot at every point in time by

incorporating new updates to its current view. Furthermore, it maintains historical BGP information

for use in problem detection and analysis.

Hubble uses BGP updates for a prefix as an indicator of potential reachability problems for that

prefix. In some cases, reachability problems trigger BGP updates, such as when BGP explores other

paths after a prefix becomes unreachable. In other cases, a misconfigured router can advertise an

incorrect BGP path, resulting in BGP updates that precede a reachability problem. Hubble therefore

uses BGP updates to generate further targets for traceroutes, complementing its ping tests. Specifi-

cally, it selects those prefixes for which the BGP AS path has changed or been withdrawn at multiple

vantage points. Hubble uses BGP monitoring to try to discover outages that ping monitoring misses.

In particular, because of limited probing capacity at PlanetLab sites and because of a need to limit

how often a destination receives probe packets, each PlanetLab vantage point takes multiple hours

to progress through the entire target list. Therefore, a short outage that affects only a small number

of vantage points may not be discovered by ping monitoring alone.

3.1.4 Real-time Reachability Analysis

Given a list of targets identified by the ping and BGP monitors, Hubble triggers traceroutes and

integrates information from up-to-date BGP tables to assess the reachability of the target prefixes.
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Triggered Traceroutes

Constantly performing traceroutes to every prefix is both inefficient and impractical. However, we

do not want to sacrifice the level of detail exposed by traceroutes regarding actual routing behavior

in the Internet, especially since such detail can then be used to localize the problem. Hubble strikes a

balance by using triggered traceroutes to target prefixes identified by either the passive BGP monitor

or the active ping monitors, plus prefixes known to be experiencing ongoing reachability problems.

So, as long as a routing problem visible from the PlanetLab vantage points persists, Hubble will

continually reprobe the destination prefix to monitor its reachability status.

Every 15 minutes, Hubble triggers traceroutes to the destinations on the target list from 30 Plan-

etLab nodes distributed across the globe. I limit these measurements to only a subset of PlanetLab

nodes. Traceroutes from over 200 PlanetLab hosts within a short time span might be interpreted by

the target end-hosts as denial of service (DoS) attacks. Each of the 30 hosts sends traceroutes to the

targets in an independent random order over the course of the 15 minute period, and Hubble then

collects the results. In an early version of Hubble, with target selection based only on RouteViews

updates, which are published in quarter-hourly batches, I discovered a surprising number of long-

lasting problems and decided that this coarseness was still interesting for my study of unavailability.

I then based my design on techniques that suffice for this granularity, with probing in quarter-hourly

rounds.

Analyzing Traceroutes to Identify Problems

In this section, I describe how Hubble identifies that a prefix is experiencing reachability prob-

lems. The analysis uses the triggered traceroutes, combined with Hubble’s passive routing view as

obtained from RouteViews.

Since Hubble chooses as probe targets a single .1 in each of the suspect prefixes, we cannot

be assured of a traceroute reaching all the way to the end-host, even in the absence of reachability

problems. In some cases, a host with the chosen .1 address may no longer exist, may be offline,
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or may stop responding to ICMP probes. Hence, I take a conservative stance on when to flag a

prefix as being unreachable from a specific source. Hubble flags a path as working if the last hop

on the traceroute is in the origin AS for the prefix. It does this by mapping the last hop seen in the

traceroute to its prefix and then to the AS originating that prefix in the BGP snapshot. A prefix may

have multiple origins [141], in which case Hubble classifies the path as working if it includes a hop

from any of the origin ASes. Since border routers often have IP addresses from the adjoining ASes,

Hubble also classifies a path as working if the last IP address on the traceroute has an alias (i.e.,

another IP address that belongs to the same router) that belongs to the destination’s origin AS.

Note that, because I define reachability based on the origin AS for a prefix in routing tables,

Hubble ignores prefixes that are not present in any of the BGP table feeds it monitors. These

prefixes are easily classified as unreachable just by observing BGP messages. Further, note that

the system’s reachability check matches against any of the BGP paths for the prefix, rather than the

particular path visible from the source of the traceroute. This is because Hubble issues traceroutes

from PlanetLab nodes, while it gets its BGP data from RouteViews’ vantage points, and the two sets

are disjoint.

Traceroutes may occasionally not reach the destination for reasons that have little to do with the

overall reachability of the target prefix, such as short-lived congestion on a single path or problems

near the source. As described in Section 3.1.1, Hubble flags a prefix as experiencing reachability

problems worth monitoring only if less than 90% of the triggered probes to it reach the origin AS.

Isolating Failure Direction using Spoofed Probes

Consider Figure 3.2, with a traceroute from monitor V1 reaching through provider A, and a trace-

route from monitor V2 terminating with its last hop in B. One might assume that the problem is

between B and the origin, but it could also be a problem on the reverse path to V2. With just the

forward path information supplied by traceroute, these cases are indistinguishable. Hubble employs

source-spoofed probes to differentiate the cases and provide much more specific information about

the failure. A source-spoofed probe (henceforth referred to as a spoofed probe) is one in which the
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Figure 3.2: An instance in which Hubble can use spoofed probes to isolate the direction of the
failure. The arrows depict traceroutes from Hubble’s vantage points. While the measurements
initially suggest a problem in B, the problem could actually be on the reverse path back to V2
(which may not even traverse B). By having V1 ping D spoofing as V2, Hubble uses V1’s working
path to D to test D’s reverse path to V2 in isolation. Similarly, by having V2 spoof as V1, the system
can test V2’s forward path in isolation.

prober sets the source address in the packet to one other than its own. Note that Hubble only ever

spoofs packets using the source address of one of the other vantage points.

To determine why V2 cannot reach D, monitor V1 pings D with the source set as V2. These

probes reach D along V1’s forward path. If the responses to these probes reach V2, then the reverse

path from D to V2 must work, and Hubble determines that the failure is on V2’s forward path.

Otherwise, V2 pings D with the source set as V1. If V2’s forward path works, then the responses to

these probes should reach V1, and Hubble determines that the failure is on the reverse path back to

V2. A central controller coordinates the spoofing, assigning, for instance, V1 to probe D spoofing

as V2, then fetching the results from V2 for analysis. Because Hubble only draws conclusions from

the receipt of spoofed probes, not their absence, it does not draw false conclusions if V2 does not

receive the probe for other reasons or if the controller is unable to fetch results.

At the time of the Hubble study, the PlanetLab kernel did not allow spoofed probes to be sent,

and so spoofing was not fully integrated into Hubble. In this chapter, I provide results using a parallel

deployment on RON [4]. Since the time of that study, I received technical support and permission
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D=128.9.112.1
(128.9.0.0/16)
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(a) Traceroutes from vantage points with paths through
Cal. State Univ. Network reached D, but traceroutes from
other vantage points terminated with their last hops in Cox
Communication. It was premature to blame Cox, because
the problem could have been on asymmetric reverse paths.

D=128.9.112.1
(128.9.0.0/16)

USC-ISI

X

Y Z

Cal. State 
Univ. Network

To: D
Fr: Z (spoofed)
Ping?

To: Z
Fr: D
Ping!

To: Z
Fr: D
Ping!

Cox Comm.

(b) X pinged D, spoofing as Z, to cause D to reply to Z.
This probe isolated the reverse path (D to Z) from the for-
ward path (Z to D). Z received D’s response, meaning the
reverse path worked. The forward path through Cox must
not have been working.

Figure 3.3: These figures depict a failure on paths to ISI that Hubble found on October 8, 2007.
Because X had a working path to D, Hubble used a spoofed ping sent from X to probe the reverse
path from D to Z independent from the forward path from Z to D. Z’s receipt of this probe established
that the reverse path worked, meaning the problem was on the forward path through Cox.

from PlanetLab to spoof from PlanetLab sites, and so measurements in later chapters use spoofed

probes from PlanetLab.

3.2 Evaluation

Hubble ran continuously as an automated system for two years, starting in September 2007. I start by

giving an example of one of the problems Hubble found. Figure 3.3 illustrates a simplified version

of the probes sent by the system. On October 8, 2007, at 5:09 a.m. PDT, one of Hubble’s ping

monitors found that 128.9.112.1 was no longer responsive. At 5:13, Hubble triggered traceroutes

from around the world to that destination, part of 128.9.0.0/16, originated by AS4, the Information

Sciences Institute (ISI) at the University of Southern California. Four vantage points were unable to

reach the origin AS, whereas the others reached the destination. All of the failed probes stopped at

one of two routers in Cox Communications, one of ISI’s providers, whereas the successful probes

traversed other providers, as shown in Figure 3.3(a). In parallel, six of 13 RON vantage points were
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unable to reach the destination, with traceroutes ending in Cox, while the other seven RON nodes

successfully pinged the destination. As shown in Figure 3.3(b), Hubble launched pings from some

of those seven nodes, spoofed to appear to be coming from the other six, and all six nodes received

responses from 128.9.112.1. This result revealed that the problems were all on forward paths to

the destination, and Hubble determined that Cox was not successfully forwarding packets to the

destination. It continued to track the problem until all probes launched at 7:13 successfully reached

the destination, resolving the problem after two hours.

In this section, I assess Hubble’s efficacy and coverage. In Section 3.3 I present results of a

measurement study conducted using Hubble.

How much of the Internet does Hubble monitor? Hubble selects targets from prefixes seen

in BGP announcements collected by RouteViews. Its active ping monitoring includes more than

110,000 prefixes discovered to have pingable addresses, distributed over 92% of the edge ASes, i.e.,

ASes that do not provide routing transit in any AS paths seen in RouteViews BGP tables. These

target prefixes include 85% of the edge prefixes in the Internet and account for 89% of the edge

prefix address space. I classify a prefix as non-edge if an address from it appears in any of our

traceroutes to another prefix. Hubble pings each of its target prefixes every two minutes.

I next gauge whether Hubble is likely to discover problems Internet users confront. To help

me do so, my collaborators collected a sample of BitTorrent users by crawling popular sites that

aggregate BitTorrent metadata and selecting 18,370 target swarms. For a month starting Decem-

ber 20, 2007, they repeatedly requested membership information from the swarms. They observed

14,380,622 distinct IPs, representing more than 200 of the nearly 250 DNS country codes. I am in-

terested in whether the routing infrastructure provides connectivity, and so Hubble monitors routers

rather than end-hosts. End-hosts are more likely to go offline (and do not represent wider reach-

ability issues reachability when they do). They are often in prefixes that do not respond to pings.

Further, a router generally uses the same path to all prefixes originated by a given AS [72]. There-

fore, I assess whether these representative end-users gathered from BitTorrent share origin ASes

with routers monitored by Hubble. I find that 99% of these IP addresses belong to ASes containing

prefixes monitored by Hubble.
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How effective are Hubble’s target selection strategies? To reduce measurement traffic overhead

while still finding reachability events, Hubble combines passive BGP monitoring and active pings

to select targets for further investigation. As a comparison, suppose a system instead simply used

30 vantage points to send traceroutes to all monitored prefixes every 15 minutes. This scheme

would provide as frequent traceroute information during failures as Hubble provides. I refer to this

strawman proposal as pervasive traceroute. The total probe traffic sent by Hubble, including pings

and traceroutes, is 5.5% of that required by pervasive traceroute. Note that Hubble probes nearly as

fast as is possible from PlanetLab sites, and so pervasive traceroute would not be able to monitor

nearly as many destinations as Hubble in practice.

Given its much lighter measurement load, I next assess how effectively Hubble’s target selection

strategies discover events compared to the alternative proposed above. For this evaluation, I issued

traceroutes every 15 minutes for 10 days beginning August 25, 2007, from 30 PlanetLab vantage

points to 1500 prefixes, and I compare the reachability problems discovered in these traceroutes with

those discovered to the same set of prefixes by Hubble’s BGP- and ping-based target selection. I

use the quarter-hourly traceroutes as “ground truth” reachability information. I only consider events

that both begin and end within the experiment and only consider events that persist for at least one

additional round of probing after they start. There were 1100 such reachability events, covering

333 of the prefixes, with the longest lasting almost 4 days. 236 of the events involved complete

unreachability, and 874 were partial. Here and in later sections, I classify a reachability event as

being complete if, at any point during the event, none of the traceroute vantage points is able to

reach it. Otherwise, the event is partial.

Figure 3.4 shows the fraction of the events also discovered by Hubble’s target selection strate-

gies, both individually and combined. Individually, active ping monitoring discovered 881 of the

problems (79%), and passive BGP monitoring discovered 420 (38%); combined, they discovered

939 (85%). For events lasting over an hour, the combined coverage increases to 95%. The average

length of an event discovered by ping monitoring is 2.9 hours, whereas the average length of an

event discovered by BGP monitoring and not by ping monitoring is only 0.8 hours.

This experiment yields a number of conclusions. First, BGP monitoring is not sufficient. Related

work supports this result [37]. I was surprised at how low BGP-based coverage was; in fact, I had
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Figure 3.4: For reachability events discovered in 10 days of quarter-hourly traceroutes, fraction of
events also discovered by Hubble’s target selection. While BGP alone catches only a fraction of
the total events, Hubble’s techniques combine to be nearly as effective as pervasive traceroute, a
heavyweight approach with the same time granularity.

originally intended to only do BGP monitoring, until I discovered that it discovered too few events.

Second, BGP monitoring provides a supplement to ping monitoring, particularly with short events.

Because I strive to limit the rate at which I probe destinations, an inherent tradeoff exists between

the number of monitors (more yielding a broader viewpoint) and the rate at which a single monitor

can progress through the list of ping targets. Short reachability problems visible from only a few

vantages may not be discovered by ping monitors. BGP monitoring often helps in these cases. Third,

Hubble discovers many of the outages that pervasive traceroute would discover, while issuing many

fewer probes.

How quickly after a problem starts does Hubble discover it? Besides discovering a high per-

centage of all reachability events, a goal for Hubble is to identify the events in a timely fashion. For

the same reachability events as in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 shows the delay between when the event is

detected by pervasive traceroute’s quarter-hourly probes and when the prefix is identified as a target

by Hubble’s target selection. It is possible that Hubble’s monitoring identifies problems before the

quarter-hourly traceroutes. In these cases, for ease of readability, I give the delay as 0. I addition-

ally plot events lasting longer than an hour separately to avoid the concern that the large number

of events shorter than that might distort Hubble’s performance. The ideal plot in the graph would
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Time since start of event (hrs)

Figure 3.5: For reachability events in 10 days of quarter-hourly traceroutes, time from when the
traceroutes detect the event until Hubble identifies the prefix as a target. Events lasting over an hour
are also given separately. Fractions are out of only the events eventually identified, 85% overall and
95% of those longer than an hour. Hubble identifies 73% of events at least as quickly as pervasive
traceroute.

be a vertical line at 0; Hubble achieves that for 73% of the events it identifies, discovering them at

least as early as quarter-hourly probes. Of the events lasting over an hour, Hubble discovers 96% of

them within an hour of the event’s start. So Hubble’s lightweight probing approach still allows it to

discover events in a timely fashion, and we can generally trust the duration it gives for the length of

an event.

3.3 Characteristics of Reachability Problems on the Internet

After assessing the effectiveness of Hubble in achieving its goals, I now present the results of a

measurement study using Hubble to detect and measure reachability problems on the Internet for

3 weeks starting September 17, 2007. Hubble issued traceroutes from 35 PlanetLab sites across

15 countries (though only 30 sites at a time) and deployed ping monitors at 104 sites across 24

countries. In Section 3.1.1, I defined a reachability problem to be when a prefix is reachable from

less than 90% of probing sites, and a reachability event is the period starting when I first identify

that a prefix is experiencing reachability problems and concluding when its reachability increases to
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90% or higher. I consider only events that began and ended during the study and persisted through

at least one additional round of probing after being detected.

3.3.1 Case Studies

I present a few case studies as examples of problems Hubble detects. These examples are not meant

to be exhaustive in any way.

Example of complete unreachability: For a prefix originated by an AS in Zimbabwe, probes to

routers along previously successful paths to the prefix showed that the link to its primary provider

seemed to have disappeared, and traffic was being routed through a backup provider. However, all

probes terminated in this backup provider, either due to a misconfiguration in the secondary provider

or due to the origin AS being down. In subsequent rounds of probing, packets started getting through

to the destination only after the link to the primary provider came up again. This type of problem

cannot be detected without active measurements, as the backup exported a valid AS path.

Example of partial reachability due to a problem in one provider: Hubble found that all probes

to a particular prefix in Hong Kong that went through FLAG Telecom were dropped, whereas those

that used other transit ASes reached the destination AS, Hutchinson. Of the 30 traceroutes to this

destination, 11 went through FLAG and failed to reach the destination. This observation strongly

suggests problems with the FLAG-Hutchinson connection.

Example of partial reachability due to a problem with some paths through a transit AS: When

monitoring an AS in Vietnam, probes from 15 of Hubble’s vantage points passed through the Level

3 network, with some of the probes being dropped in Level 3 while others reached the destina-

tion. Comparing the failed probes with earlier ones in which all 15 probes through Level 3 were

successful, the internal route within Level 3 had changed. In the earlier successful traceroutes,

packets reached a router 4.68.120.143 in the Level 3 network and were forwarded to another router

213.244.165.238 (also in Level 3), and then to the destination AS. However, in the failed probes
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flagged as a reachability problem, packets reached router 4.68.120.143, which then sent them to

another Level 3 router 4.68.111.198, where the traceroutes terminated. This path change could have

been due to load balancing or changes in IGP weights, because all the routers on the old path, in-

cluding router 213.244.165.238, still responded to Hubble’s probes. These responses suggest that

either router 4.68.111.198 was misconfigured or that the routing information was not consistent

throughout the AS.

3.3.2 Prevalence and Duration

During the three week study, Hubble identified 31,692 reachability events, involving 10,224 distinct

prefixes. Of these, 21,488 were cases of partial reachability, involving 6,202 prefixes, and 4,785 pre-

fixes experienced periods of complete unreachability. Hubble detected an additional 19,150 events

that either were transient or were still ongoing at the end of the study, involving an additional 6,851

prefixes. Of the prefixes that had problems, 58% experienced only a single reachability event, but

25% experienced more than two and 193 experienced at least 20.

The cases of partial reachability are more interesting. Especially for small ASes originating a

single prefix, cases of complete unreachability may indicate that the prefix has simply been taken

offline. When a destination is partially reachable, a working physical path exists from at least

some portions of the Internet. However, some hosts are unable to find the working routes to the

destination, either due to a physical partition, due to a routing policy that restricts the export of the

working path, or due to a router that is announcing a route that fails to deliver traffic.

In my experiments, however, we can eliminate physical partitions as an explanation. All Hubble

vantage points maintained connectivity with the Hubble controller at the University of Washington

throughout the study. So, we can piece together a working physical path from the destination to some

vantage point, from that vantage point to the controller, then from the controller to the vantage point

that could not reach the destination. Since the problems are not due to physical partitions, either

routing policies are eliminating all working paths, or routers are advertising paths that do not work.

Policy-induced unreachability and misconfigurations might help explain why BGP proved to be a
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Duration of reachability event (hrs)

Figure 3.6: Duration of reachability events discovered by Hubble during a three week study starting
September 17, 2007. The X-axis is on a log scale. Many of the events lasted for hours, and some
lasted for days.

poor predictor of reachability problems, as seen in Section 3.2. By detouring through the University

of Washington, the physical paths I demonstrated around the failures would generally violate routing

policy. In Section 3.5, I demonstrate that we can often piece together policy-compliant paths around

failures in a similar way. In Chapter 5, I present a technique to switch traffic onto alternate working

policy-compliant paths, when they exist.

Figure 3.6 shows the duration of reachability events. More than 60% lasted over 2 hours. From

Section 3.2, we know the system has excellent coverage of events this long, but may miss some

shorter ones. Still, 19,000 events lasted longer than 2 hours, and 2,940 of the events lasted at least

a day. Cases of partial reachability tend to resolve faster, with a median duration of 2.75 hours, 3
4

of an hour shorter than for cases of complete unreachability. Even so, in 1,675 instances a prefix

experienced partial reachability for over a day, an astounding violation of the Internet’s goal of

global reachability.

3.3.3 Direction Isolation

I conducted a study on the RON testbed [4] to determine how often Hubble’s spoofed probes estab-

lish that a problem is unidirectional, with either the forward or reverse path failing while the other
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direction continues working. My study used 13 RON nodes, six of which permitted spoofing of

source addresses.

I issued pings every half hour for a day from the RON nodes to destinations in all the prefixes

known by Hubble to be experiencing reachability problems at that time. I then discarded destina-

tions that were either pingable from all 13 RON nodes or unresponsive from all, as spoofed probes

between RON nodes cannot isolate the direction of failures in those cases. For every partially reach-

able destination D and for each RON node S which did not receive a ping response from D, I chose

a RON node V that received a response from D and could send out spoofed probes. I had V send a

probe to D with the source address set to S. If S received D’s response, it indicated a working reverse

path back from D to S. Thus, there was a problem on the forward path from S to D. Similarly, in

cases when a node S did not receive a response from D and was able to send spoofed probes, I had

S send out probes to D with the source address set to that of a node V that had received a response

from D. If V received D’s response, it demonstrated a working forward path from S to D. Therefore,

the problem was on the reverse path from D back to S. I issued redundant probes to account for

congestion losses.

I evaluated 25,286 instances in which one RON node did not receive a response from a destina-

tion, but another node did receive a response from the destination. In 53% of these cases, spoofing

allowed Hubble to determine that the failure was on the forward path, and in 9% it determined the

failure to be on the reverse path. The fact that I could only verify a working forward path from

the six nodes capable of spoofing limits these results. Looking only at the 11,355 failed paths from

sources capable of spoofing, I found the problem to be on the forward path in 47% of cases and on

the reverse path in 21%. The remaining 32% may have had failures both ways, or transient loss may

have caught packets.

I next evaluated the same RON data to determine how often the reachability issues from multi-

ple RON nodes to a particular destination could either be blamed entirely on forward paths to the

destination or entirely on reverse paths back from the destination. In each half hour, I considered

those targets to which at least one RON node had connectivity and at least three did not. I then
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Table 3.1: Out of sets of pings in which at least three vantage points failed to reach the destination,
the percentage of sets in which Hubble’s technique using spoofed packets determined that all prob-
lems were on the forward path, all on the reverse path, or a mix of both. The table also gives the
percentage of sets for which the system could not make a determination.

Class Forward Reverse Mix Unknown Total
All nodes 49% 0% 1% 50% 3605
Spoofing nodes 42% 16% 3% 39% 2172

determined, for each target, whether forward paths were responsible for all problems; whether re-

verse paths were; or whether each failed path could be pinned down to one direction or the other,

but it varied across sources. I then repeated the experiment, but considered only sources capable

of spoofing and only destinations unreachable from at least three of these sources. The top half of

Table 3.1 presents the results. I determined the failing direction in half of the sets of pings, with

nearly all of them isolated to the forward direction (note that the 1% difference accounts for sets

in which some of the spoofing nodes had reverse path failures while other nodes had forward path

ones). When considering just the spoofing nodes, I was able to explain all failures in 61% of sets. In

95% of those sets, the problems were isolated to either reverse or forward paths only, meaning that

all nodes had paths to the destination or that the destination had paths to all nodes, respectively.

3.4 Quantifying Unreachability from Amazon EC2

It is possible that the Hubble data is skewed by only monitoring from PlanetLab’s mainly academic

sites. To test the prevalence of outages experienced by commercial data centers, I conducted a

measurement study using Amazon EC2, a major cloud provider [3]. EC2 presumably has the re-

sources, business incentive, and best practices available for combating Internet outages, whereas

previous studies, including Hubble’s, focused on academic testbeds that may experience biased

conditions [37, 97, 47]. I show that even EC2 data centers experience many long-term network

connectivity problems.

I rented EC2 instances in each of the four available EC2 regions from July 20, 2010 until August

29, 2010. Each vantage point issued a pair of pings every 30 seconds to 250 targets, consisting of
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Figure 3.7: For partial outages observed from EC2, the fraction of outages of at most a given
duration (solid) and their corresponding fraction of total unreachability (dotted). Note that the x-
axis is on a log-scale. I found that more than 90% of outages lasted 10 minutes or less, but that 84%
of the total unavailability was due to outages longer than 10 minutes.

five routers each from the 50 highest-degree ASes [128]. I selected the routers randomly from the

iPlane topology [58], making sure that each router was from a distinct BGP prefix. I focus on

paths to routers in major networks, as these should be even more reliable than paths to end-hosts. I

define an outage as four or more consecutive dropped pairs of pings from a single vantage point to

a destination. This methodology means that the minimum outage duration I consider is 90 seconds.

Because EC2 does not allow spoofing, I could not isolate the direction of failures.

In 79% of the outages in the EC2 study, some vantage points had connectivity with the destina-

tion (one of the routers), while others did not. During these partial outages, the destination is up, and

some paths to it work, suggesting that it may be possible to route around the problem. Figure 3.7

shows the duration of the 10,308 partial outages. By comparison, an earlier study found that 90%

of outages lasted less than 15 minutes [37]. I also find that most outages are relatively short; more

than 90% lasted less than 10 minutes (solid line). However, these short outages account for only

16% of the total unavailability (dotted line). The relatively small number of long-lasting problems

account for much of the overall unavailability. Delayed protocol convergence does not explain long

outages [69], nor do transient loss or congestion.
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The Hubble and EC2 studies differ too much for the results to be directly comparable. In par-

ticular, Hubble used more vantage points and used traceroutes to test reachability to ASes, whereas

EC2 probed much more frequently to a much smaller destination set and used ping to test reach-

ability to particular routers. However, both studies found that most outages were partial and that

long-lasting outages contributed substantially to unavailability.

3.5 Assessing Policy-Compliant Alternate Paths

Both the Hubble study and the EC2 study found many long-lasting partial outages, during which a

destination was reachable from some vantage points and not others. During both studies, the vantage

points maintained connectivity with a controller at the University of Washington. As explained in

Section 3.3.2, this connectivity provides potential detours around the outages, establishing that the

outages were not due to physical partition. Since the problems are not due to physical partitions,

either routing policies are eliminating all working paths, or routers are advertising paths that do

not work. Other work has restored routing between a pair of hosts by routing through another

end-host [4, 47, 15]. By detouring through the University of Washington or another end-host, the

paths around these failures violate the valley-free routing policy [42] – in not making those paths

available, routers are properly enacting BGP export policy. If routing policy eliminates all working

paths, then the problem will persist until a repair. However, if working policy-compliant paths also

exist, it might be possible to switch traffic onto them.

The techniques I present in Chapter 5 rely on the underlying network being physically connected

and on the existence of policy-compliant routes around the failure, and so I need to establish that

there are long-lasting outages that are not just physical failures or the result of routing export poli-

cies. I now consider how often there is a policy-compliant path between a pair of hosts experiencing

an outage. I cannot directly answer this question, since BGP policy is opaque. However, I show that

alternate paths appear to exist during many failures, and, generally, the longer a problem lasted, the

more likely it was that an alternative route existed.

Previous work found that many long-lasting failures occur outside of the end-hosts’ networks

[37], and I focus on these types of problems. Every 10 minutes for a week starting September
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5, 2011, I issued traceroutes in both directions between all pairs of PlanetLab sites. This setting

allows me to issue traceroutes from both ends of every path, and the probes from those end-hosts to

other PlanetLab sites give a rich view of other paths that might combine to form alternate routes. I

considered as outages all instances in which a pair of hosts were up and had previously been able

to send traceroutes between each other, but all traceroutes in both directions failed for at least three

consecutive rounds, before working again. As with Hubble, I then discarded any outages in which

any of the traceroutes terminated in the destination AS. Once traffic reaches the destination AS, it is

a local routing (and likely end-host) issue, and my techniques do not address those issues. I was left

with nearly 15,000 outages.

I checked if the traceroutes included working policy-compliant routes around the failures. After

the fact, for each outage, I inspected all rounds of failed probes except the first and last one, during

which the problem may have been developing or resolving. For each such round, I considered paths

from the source to other PlanetLab sites, and paths from other PlanetLab sources to the destination.

From these sets of paths, I attempted to find a path from the source that intersected (at the IP-

level) a path to the destination, such that the spliced path did not traverse the AS in which the

failed traceroute terminated. I only considered a spliced path as valid if it would be available under

observable BGP export policies. To check export policies, when splicing together a potential path,

I only accepted it if the AS subpath of length three centered at the splice point appeared in at least

one traceroute during the week [79]. This check suffices to encode the common valley-free export

policy [42], thought to be the basic policy in place at most ASes.

My methodology may fail to identify some valid paths that exist. I only considered routes

exposed by PlanetLab, a testbed that has somewhat homogenous routing. I also required that spliced

paths intersect at a shared IP address. Two traceroutes might intersect at a router or a PoP without

sharing an IP address, and I would not consider this intersection when trying to splice paths. So, it

is possible that alternate policy paths existed in cases when my probes did not discover them.

Overall, I found that, for 49% of outages, alternate paths existed for the duration of the failure.

Considering just long outages that lasted at least an hour, I found alternate routes in 83% of failures.

If an alternate path existed during the first round of a failure, it was likely to persist: in less than 2%

of cases was there an alternate path in some rounds and not others.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, I presented three studies of Internet outages. For the largest study, I developed Hub-

ble, a system to perform continuous and fine-grained probing of the Internet in order to identify

reachability problems in real-time on a global scale. Hubble establishes that it is feasible to monitor

outages on this scale with a 15 minute granularity. At the core of Hubble’s approach is a hybrid

monitoring scheme, combining passive BGP monitoring with active probing of the Internet’s edge

prefix space. I estimate that this approach allowed Hubble to discover and monitor 85% of reacha-

bility problems, while issuing only 5.5% of the measurement traffic required by an alternative brute

force approach that probes all destinations with the same 15 minute granularity that Hubble uses

once it discovers a problem. To broaden and support my conclusions, I supplemented the Hubble

results with two other studies, one from EC2 and one from PlanetLab.

Results from the studies motivate the goals, requirements, and design of a new approach to

addressing outages on the Internet:

The Internet suffers from many outages: In a three week study, Hubble identified persistent

reachability problems affecting more than 10,000 distinct prefixes.

Long-lasting outages contribute substantially to unavailability: One in five of the outages dis-

covered by Hubble lasted over 10 hours. Similarly, the EC2 study showed that even commercial

data centers experience such problems. Long outages contribute signficantly to unavailability, and

so we need to address them to substantially improve availability.

Many of the outages are not discoverable from available public BGP collectors: Only 38%

of the problems discovered by Hubble showed up in BGP updates from RouteViews. This result

implies that it is necessary to monitor the data plane to discover the problems, and it suggests that

connectivity is failing in cases when BGP routes are available.
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Many of the outages are partial: Two-thirds of the problems found by Hubble were cases of

partial reachability. The EC2 study also found many cases of partial outages. These results suggest

the possibility of routing around the failure. Also, as my use of spoofing to isolate the direction

of failures demonstrates, it is possible to use measurements along the working paths to learn more

about the failures.

Many failures are unidirectional: In most cases, when a partially reachable destination was

not pingable from a particular Hubble vantage point, Hubble was able to isolate the problem to

either a failed forward path to the destination or a failed reverse path back to the source, while the

other direction continued to work. Since a working path in one direction will generally be policy-

compliant in the other direction, this finding is further evidence that valid alternatives may exist. It

also means that techniques to locate failures need to address asymmetry and unidirectional failures.

Working policy-compliant alternate paths often seem to exist: My study of failures between

PlanetLab nodes found that hosts experiencing a failure may actually have a valid alternate path

around the failure. Because these other paths avoid the AS where the failing paths terminate, the

possibility exists to restore reachability via a BGP reroute. To do so, we need a way to determine

which AS is causing the failure and make other ASes choose paths that do not use it.
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Chapter 4

REVERSE TRACEROUTE

Traceroute is a simple and widely used Internet diagnostic tool. Operators use it to investi-

gate routing failures and performance problems [122]. Researchers use it as the basis for Internet

maps [5, 78, 111], path prediction [78], geolocation [131, 61], AS performance analysis [83], and

anomaly detection [140, 138, 136]. My system Hubble uses it.

However, traceroute has a fundamental limitation – it provides no information about the re-

verse path, despite the fact that policy routing and traffic engineering mean that paths are generally

asymmetric [51]. As Richard Steenbergen, CTO for nLayer Communications, presented at a recent

tutorial for network operators on troubleshooting, “the number one go-to tool is traceroute,” but

“asymmetric paths [are] the number one plague of traceroute” because “the reverse path itself is

completely invisible” [122].

This invisibility hinders operators. As described in Section 2.4, it limited Google’s ability to

troubleshoot slow paths to clients. As in the example traceroute in Section 2.5, it limits operator’s

ability to troubleshoot outages. I presented data in Section 3.3.3 showing that most failures are

unidirectional, making it even more evident that we need the ability to measure both directions of a

path to understand failures.

Similarly, the lack of reverse path information restricts researchers, as explained in Section 2.3.3.

Traceroute’s inability to measure reverse paths forces unrealistic assumptions of symmetry on sys-

tems with goals including path prediction [78], geolocation [131,61], AS performance analysis [83],

and prefix hijack detection [140]. Recent work shows that measured topologies miss many of the

Internet’s peer-to-peer links [93,52] because mapping projects [5,78,111] lack the ability to measure

paths from arbitrary destinations.
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A goal of my thesis is to address this basic restriction of traceroute by building a tool to provide

the same basic information as traceroute – IP-address-level hops along the path, plus round-trip de-

lay to each – but along the reverse path from the destination back to the source. I have implemented

my reverse traceroute system and made it available at http://revtr.cs.washington.edu.

Google is reportedly also implementing its own version of the tool for its own use. While traceroute

runs as a stand-alone program issuing probes on its own behalf, reverse traceroute is a distributed

system comprised of a few tens to hundreds of vantage points, owing to the difficulty in measuring

reverse paths. As with traceroute, reverse traceroute does not require control of the destination and

hence can be used with arbitrary targets. All it requires of the destination is an ability to respond

to probes, the same requirement as standard traceroute. It does not require new functionality from

routers or other network components.

My system builds a reverse path incrementally, using a variety of methods to measure reverse

hops and stitching them together into a path. It combines the view of multiple vantage points to

gather information unavailable from any single one. It starts by measuring traceroutes from the

vantage points to the source. This limited atlas of a few hundred or thousand routes to the source

serves as a set of baseline paths, allowing reverse traceroute to measure the path from an arbitrary

destination by building back the path from the destination until it intersects the atlas.

Reverse traceroute uses three main measurement techniques to build backwards. First, Internet

routing is generally destination-based, allowing reverse traceroute to piece together the path one hop

at a time. Second, reverse traceroute employs the IP timestamp and record route options to identify

hops along the reverse path. Third, reverse traceroute use limited source spoofing – spoofing from

one vantage point as another – to use the vantage point in the best position to make the measure-

ment. This controlled spoofing is similar to Hubble’s and allows reverse traceroute to overcome

many of the limitations inherent in using IP options [116, 115, 40], while remaining safe, as the

spoofed source address is one of reverse traceroute’s hosts. Just as many projects use traceroute,

others have used record route and spoofing for other purposes. Researchers used record route to

identify aliases and generate accurate topologies [115], and others used spoofing to measure router

processing delays [44]. With reverse traceroute, I am the first to show that the combination of these

techniques can be used to measure arbitrary reverse paths.

http://revtr.cs.washington.edu
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Experienced users realize that, while traceroute is useful, it has numerous limitations and caveats

and can be potentially misleading [122]. Similarly, my tool has limitations and caveats. Sec-

tion 4.4.1 includes a thorough discussion of how the output of my tool might differ from a direct

traceroute from the destination to the source, as well as how both might differ from the actual path

traversed by traffic. Just as traceroute provides little visibility when routers do not send TTL-expired

messages, my technique relies on routers honoring IP options. When my measurement techniques

fail to discern a hop along the path, reverse traceroute falls back on assuming the hop is traversed

symmetrically. My evaluation results show that, in the median (mean) case for paths between Planet-

Lab sites, reverse traceroute measures 95% (87%) of hops without assuming symmetry. The need

to assume symmetry in cases of an unresponsive hop points to a limitation of my tool compared to

traceroute. Whereas traceroute can often measure past an unresponsive hop or towards an unreach-

able destination, my tool must sometimes guess that it is measuring the proper path. In Chapter 5,

I describe techniques that can sometimes overcome these issues to provide useful information even

in the presence of failures.

I rely on routers to be “friendly” to my techniques, yet some of my techniques have the potential

for abuse and can be tricky for novices to use without causing disturbances. As I ultimately want my

tool widely used operationally, I have attempted to pursue my approach in a way that encourages

continued router support. My system performs measurements in a way that emphasizes network

friendliness, controlling the probe rate to individual routers, in aggregate across all measurements.

I presented the work at NANOG [92] and RIPE [104] conferences, and so far the response from

operators has been positive about supporting my methods (including source spoofing). I believe the

goal of wide use is best served by a single, coordinated system that services requests from all users.

In Section 7.3.2, I discuss the future work necessary to open my reverse traceroute system up to

public use.

I evaluate the effectiveness of my system as deployed today, although it should improve as I

add vantage points. In the median (mean) case for paths between PlanetLab sites, as a conservative

estimate, my technique reveals at least 87% (83%) of the routers and 100% (94%) of the PoPs,

compared to a traceroute issued from the destination. Paths between public traceroute servers and
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PlanetLab show similar results. Because my technique requires software at the source, my evalua-

tion is limited to paths back to PlanetLab nodes I control.

I believe my reverse traceroute system can be useful in a range of contexts, to help address

performance and availability problems, as well as to help us understand the Internet. In this chapter,

I provide three illustrative examples. I present a case study of how a content provider could use my

tool to troubleshoot poor reverse path performance. I also uncover thousands of links at core Internet

exchange points that are invisible to current topology mapping efforts. I use my reverse traceroute

tool to measure link latencies in the Sprint backbone network with less than a millisecond of error,

on average. In Chapter 5, I describe how reverse traceroute can be used as a key building block in a

system to locate failures and restore connectivity.

4.1 Basic Reverse Traceroute Techniques

My goal is a reverse path tool equivalent to traceroute. Like traceroute, reverse traceroute should

work universally without requiring control of a destination, and it should work using only the fea-

tures of Internet routers and protocols as they exist today. The reverse traceroute tool should return

IP addresses of routers along the reverse path from a destination back to the source, as well as the

round-trip delay from those routers to the source. In this section, I describe the basic techniques I

use to measure a reverse path. Then, in Section 4.2, I describe other techniques I use to increase the

accuracy, coverage, and efficiency of my reverse traceroute system.

I assume the availability of a set of vantage points distributed around the Internet. I design

the system to work with tens or hundreds of vantage points, a small number relative to the tens of

thousands of ASes and hundreds of thousands of BGP prefixes. I use these vantage points in several

ways: to precompute an atlas of Internet routes from the vantage points to destinations around the

Internet, to measure a set of paths from the vantage points to the reverse traceroute source, and to

issue directed probes to uncover pieces of the reverse path.

At a high level, the source requests a path from my system, which coordinates probes from the

source and from a set of distributed vantage points to discover the path. First, distributed vantage
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(c) Combine to yield complete path.

Figure 4.1: High-level overview of the reverse traceroute technique. § 4.1.1- 4.1.2 explain how to
measure from D back to the atlas.

points issue traceroutes to the source, yielding an atlas of paths towards it (Fig. 4.1(a)). This atlas

provides a rich, but limited in scope, view of how parts of the Internet route towards the source.

Reverse traceroute uses this limited view to bootstrap measurement of the desired path. Because

Internet routing is generally destination-based, the system assumes that the path to the source from

any hop in the atlas is fixed (over short time periods) regardless of how any particular packet reaches

that hop. Once the path from the destination to the source reaches a hop in the atlas, it uses the atlas

to derive the remainder of the path.

Second, using techniques explained in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, reverse traceroute measures

the path back from the destination incrementally until it intersects this atlas (Fig. 4.1(b)). The as-

sumption that routing is destination-based also enables this hop-by-hop path stitching; once reverse

traceroute knows that the path from D goes through R, it needs only determine the route at R to-

wards S when attempting to discover the next hop. This assumption produces a valid path even

in cases of packet-, flow-, and destination-based load balancing, as long as R does not use source-

specific routing. Essentially, each intermediate router R reverse traceroute finds on the path can

become the new destination for a reverse traceroute back to the source.

Finally, as shown in an example in Section 4.1.3, reverse traceroute merges the two components

of the path – the destination-specific part from the destination until it intersects the atlas and the

atlas-derived path from this intersection back to the source – to yield a complete path (Fig. 4.1(c)).
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4.1.1 Identify Reverse Hops with IP Options

Reverse traceroute uses two basic measurement primitives, the Record Route and Timestamp IP

options, to measure segment by segment until intersecting the atlas. IP options are standard options

defined as part of the Internet Protocol. They can be enabled on any IP packet and instruct routers to

process the packet in particular ways. Whereas TTL values are reset by the destination, restricting

traceroute to measuring only on the forward path, a destination replying to a ping generally reflects

any IP options in its reply, so routers along both the forward and reverse path process the options. I

briefly explain how the two options I use work:

IP Record route option (RR): With this option set, a probe records the router interfaces it encoun-

ters. The IP standard limits the number of recorded interfaces to nine; once those fill, no more

interfaces are recorded. If RR slots remain when the destination sends its response, then routers on

the reverse path will record some of that route.

Reverse traceroute uses RR to gather reverse hops directly if the destination is within eight hops.

Figure 4.2(a) depicts this probe, which I refer to as RR-Ping(S ! D). The source S issues a ping to

D with the RR option enabled. This ping allows a limited measurement of the reverse path, as long

as the destination is fewer than 9 hops from the source. While it might seem as though this probe

would be enough to build reverse traceroute, the average path on the Internet is approximately 15

hops [58]. So, RR-Ping(S ! D) is just one component of the system.

IP timestamp option (TS): IP allows probes to query a set of specific routers for timestamps. Each

probe can specify up to four IP addresses, in order; if the probe traverses the router matching the next

IP address that has yet to be stamped, the router records a timestamp. The addresses are ordered, so

a router will not timestamp if its IP address is in the list but is not the next one.

The timestamp option allows reverse traceroute to confirm whether a particular router is on the

reverse path, using what I refer to as TS-Query-Ping(S ! D|D,R). As shown in Figure 4.2(b), the

source S issues an ICMP ping probe to D with the timestamp query enabled for the ordered pair of

IP addresses D and R. R will record its timestamp only if it is encountered by the probe after D
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option, it fills out a timestamp (2). Be-
cause the timestamp requests are or-
dered, R only fills out a timestamp
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(c) Vantage point V sends a record
route ping to D, spoofing as S (1).
D replies to S (2), allowing S to dis-
cover that R is on the reverse path (3).
Reverse traceroute uses this technique
when S is out of record route range of
D, but V is close enough.

Figure 4.2: Three measurement techniques that allow us to establish that R is on the reverse path
from D back to S. In §4.2, I give two techniques, akin to (c), that use spoofing to overcome
limitations in timestamp support. Because reverse traceroute builds a reverse path incrementally,
D can either be the original target destination or some intermediate router already discovered to be
along the path.

has stamped the packet. In other words, if S receives a timestamp for R, then it knows R appears

on the reverse path. For reverse traceroute’s purposes, the value of the timestamp is meaningless; it

just cares whether or not a particular router processes the packet. Thus, if reverse traceroute guesses

a router on the return path, the TS option can confirm the hypothesis.

Reverse traceroute uses existing network topology information – specifically IP-level connectiv-

ity of routers from Internet topology maps [58] – to determine candidate routers for the reverse path.

Routers adjacent to D in the topology are potential next hops. Reverse traceroute uses timestamp

query probes to check whether any of these potential next hops is on the path from D to S.

There are some caveats to using record route and timestamp. For example, from any particular

source, only a fraction of targets will be reachable within record route’s limit of nine hops. In Sec-

tion 4.1.2, I explain how reverse traceroute uses multiple vantage points to overcome this limitation.
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Section 4.1.3 provides an example of using IP options and multiple vantage points to measure a re-

verse path. Other caveats exist. Some ASes filter and drop probes with IP options set. Further, some

routers do not process the IP options in the prescribed manner. Section 4.2 explains how reverse

traceroute can overcome these limitations in many cases by carefully orchestrating multiple vantage

points and/or multiple probes.

4.1.2 Record Route with Spoofed Source Addresses

As with Hubble, reverse traceroute uses a limited form of spoofing, where it replaces the source

address of a probe with the actual source of the reverse path it is measuring. This form of spoofing

is an extremely powerful measurement tool. When V probes D spoofing as S, D’s response will

go to S; I refer to V as the spoofer and S as the receiver. This method allows the probe to traverse

the path from D to S without having to traverse the path from S to D and without having a vantage

point in D’s prefix. I could hypothetically achieve a similar probe trajectory using loose source

routing (from V to S, but source routed through D) [95]. However, a source-routed packet can be

identified and filtered anywhere along the path, and such packets are widely filtered [8], too often

to be useful in my application.1 On the other hand, if a spoofed packet is not ingress filtered near

the spoofer, it thereafter appears as a normal packet. I can use a source capable of spoofing to probe

along any path.

This arrangement allows reverse traceroute to use the most advantageous vantage point with

respect to the particular measurement it wants to perform. Hubble uses limited spoofing to check

one-way reachability; reverse traceroute uses it to overcome limitations of IP options. Without

spoofing, RR’s 9 IP address limit restricts it to being useful only when S is near the target. However,

as shown in Figure 4.2(c), if some vantage point V is close enough to reach the target within eight

RR slots, then reverse traceroute can probe from V spoofing as S to measure addresses on the path

back to S. Similarly, spoofing can bypass problematic ASes and machines, such as those that filter

timestamp-enabled packets or those that do not correctly implement the option.

1Existing work [40, 115] and my own study in Section 4.4.2 show comparatively wide support for timestamp and
record route options.
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Although spoofing is often associated with malicious intent, I use it in a very controlled, safe

fashion. Nefarious uses generally spoof as an address outside the control of the spoofer. Reverse

traceroute only spoofs as a source under its control, avoiding any issues of concealment or un-

wanted traffic. A source requests a reverse path measurement, then receives responses to probes

sent by vantage points spoofing as the source. No harm can come from the source causing itself to

receive measurement packets. Since some ASes filter all spoofed packets sent by end-hosts within

them [12], reverse traceroute tests from each host and only sends further spoofed probes where

allowed. My systems have been issuing spoofed probes for over three years without complaint.

Roughly one-third of PlanetLab sites currently allow spoofing, with the number slowly increas-

ing from around 20% over the course of this dissertation. This result is fairly representative; the

Spoofer project tested 12,000 clients and found that 31% could send spoof packets [12]. Even if

filtering increases, I believe, based on positive feedback from operators, that the value of my service

will encourage an allowance (supported by router ACLs) for a small number of strategically-placed

measurement nodes to issue spoofed probes using a restricted set of ports. Measurement Lab (M-

Lab) [85] could provide part of such a deployment. M-Lab is a distributed platform for measurement

tools to enhance Internet transparency. Of the 16 current M-Lab sites, 15 can spoof. It is likely that a

higher percentage of M-Lab sites can spoof, as compared to PlanetLab or the Spoofer project results,

because the M-Lab nodes are hosted in commercial data centers. Another possible approach is to

have routers rate limit spoofed options packets (just as with UDP probes) and filter spoofed probes

sent to broadcast addresses, thereby reducing the security concerns without diminishing their utility

for network measurements.

4.1.3 Example of Incrementally Building a Reverse Traceroute

IP option-enabled probes, coupled with spoofing as S from another vantage point, give reverse

traceroute the ability to measure a reverse hop from D on the path back to S. It uses these probes to

stitch together the path incrementally until it reaches a router R that is on a path from some vantage

point V to S. Reverse traceroute then infers the rest of D’s reverse path from R onward as being

the same as V ’s.
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Figure 4.3: Incremental construction of a reverse path using diverse information sources.

Figure 4.3 illustrates how reverse traceroute composes the above set of techniques to deter-

mine the reverse path from D to S, when it has control over S and a set of other vantage points

(V1, V2, V3). As described at the beginning of Section 4.1, the system also uses a partial map of

router-level connectivity, from iPlane’s offline mapping [58].

Reverse traceroute begins by having the vantage points issue traceroute probes to S (Fig-

ures 4.1(a) and 4.3(a)). These probes serve as a baseline set of observed routes towards S that can be

used to complete a partially inferred reverse path. Reverse traceroute then issues RR-Ping(S ! D)

to determine if the source S is within eight RR hops of the destination, i.e., whether a ping probe

from S can reach D without filling up its entire quota of 9 RR hops (Figure 4.3(b)).2 If the source

2This is not quite as simple as sending a TTL=8 limited probe, because of issues with record route implementa-
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is within eight RR hops of D, this probe would determine at least the first hop on the reverse path,

with further hops recovered in an iterative manner.

If the source is not within eight hops, reverse traceroute determines whether some vantage point

is within eight RR hops of D (Section 4.2.4 describes how it does this). Let V3 be one such vantage

point. Reverse traceroute then issues a spoofed RR ping probe from V3 to D with the source address

set to S (Figure 4.3(c)). This probe traverses the path V3 ! D ! S and records IP addresses

encountered. In many cases, most of these addresses will be on the forward path from V3 to D,

but, since V3 is within eight hops, the probe will discover some hops along the reverse path back

to S. In the example, the probe reveals R1 to be on D’s path to S. Reverse traceroute then iterates

over this process, with the newly found reverse hop as the target of its probes. For instance, it

next determines a vantage point that is within eight RR hops of R1, which could be a different

vantage point V2. Reverse traceroute uses this new vantage point to issue a spoofed RR ping probe

to determine the next hop on the reverse path (Figure 4.3(d)). In some cases, a single RR ping probe

may determine multiple hops, as in the illustration with R2 and R3.

Now, consider the case where neither S nor any of the vantage points is within eight hops of

R3. In that case, reverse traceroute considers the potential next hops to be routers adjacent to R3

in the known topology. Suppose R4 and R5 are candidates, determined from a precomputed atlas

of Internet topology. Reverse traceroute issues timestamp probes from S to verify whether R4

or R5 respond to timestamp queries TS-Query-Ping(S ! R3|R3, R4) and TS-Query-Ping(S !

R3|R3, R5) (as shown in Figure 4.3(e)). In the example, R4 responds, so it is adjacent to R3 in

the network topology and is on the reverse path from R3. Thus, reverse traceroute assumes R4 is

the next hop on the reverse path. Reverse traceroute continues to perform incremental reverse hop

discovery until it intersects with a known path from a vantage point to S,3 at which point it considers

that to be the rest of the reverse path (Figures 4.1(c) and 4.3(f)). Once the procedure has determined

tions [115]. Some routers on the forward path might not record their addresses, thereby freeing up more slots for the
reverse path, while some other routers might record multiple addresses or might record their address but not decrement
or respond to TTL-limited probes.

3Measurement techniques may discover different addresses on a router [116], so reverse traceroute determine inter-
sections using alias data from topology mapping projects [62, 78, 115] and a state-of-the-art technique [11].
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the hops in the reverse path, reverse traceroute issues pings from the source to each hop in order to

determine the round-trip latencies.

Sometimes, reverse traceroute may be unable to measure a reverse hop using any of its tech-

niques, but I still want it to provide the user with useful information. When reverse traceroute is

unable to calculate the next hop on a path, the source issues a standard traceroute to the last known

hop on the path. Reverse traceroute then assumes the last link is traversed symmetrically, and it

tries to calculate the rest of the reverse path from there. In Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2, I present

results that show that reverse traceroute usually does not have to assume many symmetric hops and

that, even with this approximation, it still achieves highly accurate paths.

4.2 Advanced Reverse Traceroute Techniques

For a workable reverse traceroute for the Internet, I needed to add techniques to address limitations

in available vantage points and variations in router implementations. The following goals drive these

changes:

• Accuracy: The system should be robust to variations in how routers handle IP options.

• Coverage: It should work for arbitrary destinations irrespective of AS-specific configurations.

• Efficiency: It needs to be selective with its use of vantage points to introduce as little measure-

ment traffic as possible.

4.2.1 Correcting for Variations in IP Options Support

I next explain how reverse traceroute compensates for two variations in support for the timestamp

option. In the first variation, as I will present in Section 4.4.2, 15.5% of addresses respond to

timestamp-enabled pings, but do not record stamps in their responses. When checking if R is on the

reverse path from D, reverse traceroute normally asks for both D’s and R’s timestamps, to force R
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termine which.
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(d) Reverse traceroute finds a V s.t.,
when V pings D asking for R’s
timestamp (5), it does not receive a
stamp (6). This response suggests that
R is not on V ’s path to D.

S

D

To: D  Fr: S
Timestamp: 
Is R on path?

7

V

To: S  Fr: D
Timestamp: 
R is on path

8

(e) V spoofs as S, pinging D (7), and
S receives a timestamp for R (8). Be-
cause the system established that R is
not on V ’s path to D, R must be on
the reverse path from D to S.

Figure 4.4: Two examples of how reverse traceroute discovers a reverse hop with timestamp even
though D does not stamp, as long as it replies. Because reverse traceroute builds a reverse path
incrementally, D can either be the original target destination or some intermediate router already
discovered to be along the path. In (b), S received two stamps from R, indicating that R is on both
the forward and reverse paths. In (c), S instead received only one stamp, which could be from either
the forward or reverse path. (d) and (e) depict how reverse traceroute can isolate the stamp to the
reverse path.

to only stamp on the reverse path, but this approach will not work for destinations (or routers) that

do not record stamps.

Figure 4.4 illustrates how reverse traceroute addresses this behavior. After identifying that D

responds without stamping (Fig. 4.4(a)), S pings D asking for two timestamps from R. If S receives

no stamps, reverse traceroute concludes that R is not on the path. If it receives two stamps, it

concludes that R is on both the forward and reverse paths between S and D (Fig. 4.4(b)). If S

receives only a single stamp, R could be on the forward or reverse path (Fig. 4.4(c)). To determine

which, reverse traceroute enlists an additional vantage point. Essentially, it finds a vantage point V
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which it can establish does not have R on its path to D (Fig. 4.4(d)). Then, V pings D spoofing as

S, asking for R’s timestamp (but not D’s). If S receives a stamp for R, it proves R is on the reverse

path from D (Fig. 4.4(e)). This technique relies on being able to find a vantage point that does not

have R on its path. To establish that reverse traceroute vantage points have sufficiently diverse paths

to many destinations, I examined iPlane traceroutes to destinations in 140,000 prefixes and found at

least two adjacent hops for 55% of destinations.

Unfortunately, the absence of a timestamp response in V ’s non-spoofed timestamp ping to D

(Fig. 4.4(d)) does not definitively establish that R is not on V ’s path. R could be on the path, but not

timestamp a particular packet, because it was rate-limiting its stamps, because the packet was lost

due to congestion, or because the packet was load-balanced onto a path that did not include R (but

the next probe might be load-balanced through R). In all these cases, R could record a timestamp

on subsequent probes. Normally, reverse traceroute uses timestamp to establish that a router is on

a path. If a router actually on the path fails to timestamp, the system misses inferring a reverse

hop – a false negative. In the technique described in the last paragraph, reverse traceroute instead

uses timestamp to establish that R is not on V ’s path. If R was on V ’s forward path but failed

to record a timestamp, the subsequent probe from V spoofing as S could cause reverse traceroute

to falsely conclude that R was on the reverse path to S – a false positive.4 To guard against this

possibility, reverse traceroute uses multiple probes to reduce the likelihood of false positives. To test

this approach, for each iPlane destination D, each PlanetLab source V , and each router R on V ’s

traceroute to D, I sent a dozen timestamp pings from V to D asking for R’s timestamp. Table 4.1

gives the likelihood of receiving a timestamp in the last (12 � n) probes after not receiving one in

the first n. In practice, reverse traceroute sends 3 probes to test whether R is on V ’s path. If none

are stamped, the system considers that sufficient evidence that R is likely not on the path.

Table 4.1 suggests that this approach will lead to some false positives, but this is acceptable. Re-

verse traceroute selected R as a candidate because it was adjacent to D in the network topology. The

timestamp from R established that R was on either S’s forward or reverse path to D (Fig. 4.4(c)).

A false positive will mean that reverse traceroute assumed V was the first hop on the reverse path,

4It would also be difficult to use traceroute to establish that R was not on the path, as an address along the traceroute
could be an alias of R, and existing techniques to identify aliases do not provide complete solutions.
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Table 4.1: For routers on traceroutes from PlanetLab to iPlane destinations, the chance that the
router will timestamp a ping sent to the destination as a function of the number of previous pings it
has not timestamped. The more probes unstamped, the less chance a router will stamp future probes.

Consecutive Probes Chance of Timestamp
without Timestamp with More Probes

1 10.1%
2 6.3%
3 4.3%
4 3.1%
5 2.4%
10 0.9%

when in fact it was likely the last hop on the forward path. In the case when it is unable to de-

termine a hop using timestamp, reverse traceroute assumes that the last hop on the forward path is

symmetric, so false positives with timestamp are equivalent to its fallback assumption.

In the second variation, some hosts record stamps in two slots, even if the request only asks for

their timestamp once, and even if the second address asked for is provably not on the path [114]. All

Linux machines I tested display this bug. As I will present in Section 4.4.2, 5.8% of addresses in

the iPlane topology display this pathology. If reverse traceroute fails to recognize these cases, then

any address it guesses as being adjacent will appear to have stamped and be declared as being on the

reverse path. Reverse traceroute accounts for this extra stamping by testing for R on the reverse path

by requesting TS-Query-Ping(S ! D|D,R, R). Since I have never observed any hosts stamping

two extra slots, if the third slot is stamped then R must have done it. However, many routers will

only stamp once, even if asked twice, so, if reverse traceroute only receives two stamps, it needs

to decide whether R made the second stamp or D recorded an extra stamp. I initially thought to

evaluate these cases by checking whether the values of the first and second stamps were the same.

However, I found that 5.4% of extra stamps are actually incremented from the initial stamp, a false

positive under the strawman test. Further, the test would lead to false negatives for adjacent nearby

routers that stamp the same time as the previous hop. By probing for timestamps to adjacent hops

seen in iPlane traceroutes, I found that adjacent routers gave identical stamps in 6.3% of cases.
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Figure 4.5: If a timestamp probe from S encounters a filter (1), reverse traceroute can often bypass
it by spoofing as S from a different vantage point (2), as long as the filter is just on the forward path.

Reverse traceroute employs an additional test to exclude these false positives and false negatives.

If the second timestamp is equal to or one more than the first, reverse traceroute sends a followup

probe to D, TS-Query-Ping(S ! D|D,X), where X is the address of a machine known not to be

on the path (specifically, a desktop in our lab at the University of Washington). If D does not record

an extra stamp for X , then reverse traceroute declares R as being on the reverse path.

Variations also exist in how routers process the record route option [115]. However, known

implementations only vary in whether the router records an IP when TTL-expiring a packet and in

which IP address (router alias) the router records. Reverse traceroute does not send TTL-limited

packets, and so variations in TTL-expiration behavior do not affect the system. Variations in which

alias the router records do not affect how reverse traceroute probes. The system does use alias

datasets to decide if paths / measurements intersect, however.

4.2.2 Avoiding Probe Filters to Improve Coverage

I next discuss techniques to improve the coverage of reverse traceroute’s measurements. Some

networks may filter ICMP packets, and others filter packets with options enabled. Further, some

vantage points have all their outgoing packets filtered, while others are filtered along some routes and

not others. In the course of measuring a reverse path, if a source attempts a TS or RR measurement

and does not receive a response, reverse traceroute retries the measurement with a vantage point

(VP) spoofing as the source. As seen in Figure 4.5, if filtering occurs only along the source’s
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forward path, and the VP’s forward path does not have a filter, the original source should receive the

response. Previous results suggest that most filtering occurs in edge ASes [40], and so filters along

one forward path often will not occur along another.

I demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach on a small sample of 1000 IP addresses selected

at random out of those in the iPlane topology known to respond to timestamp probes. The 1000

destinations include addresses in 662 ASes. I chose 10 spoofing PlanetLab vantage points I found

to receive (non-spoofed) timestamp responses from the highest number of destinations. To simulate

reverse traceroute sources, I chose one host at each of the 209 working non-spoofing PlanetLab sites.

First, each (non-spoofing) PlanetLab source sent a series of six timestamp pings to each of the 1000

destinations. I used redundant probes to account for packet loss due to congestion, rate limiting, or

other factor unrelated to permanent filters. Of the 209 sources, 103 received responses from at least

700 destinations; I dropped them from the experiment, as they do not experience significant filtering.

Then, each spoofing vantage point sent timestamp pings to each destination, spoofing as each of the

remaining PlanetLab hosts in turn. Of these, 63 sources failed to receive any responses to either

spoofed or non-spoofed probes; they are completely stuck behind filters or were not working. For

the remaining 43 hosts, Figure 4.6 shows how many destinations each host receives responses from,

both without and with spoofing. The results show that some sites benefit significantly. In reverse

traceroute’s timestamp measurements, whenever the source does not receive a response, it retries

with 5 spoofers. Since some vantage points have filter-free paths to most destinations, the system

uses the 5 best overall, rather than choosing per destination. Spoofing enables many of the nodes

that experience widespread filtering to still use timestamps as part of reverse traceroute.

4.2.3 Filtering of Record Route

Similarly, I would like to differentiate between cases when the destination does not respond to record

route probes and cases when the probes are being filtered (but might work over a different path to

the destination). As explained in the previous section, if a timestamp probe from a source fails to

receive a response, reverse traceroute can have a number of vantage points probe the destination at
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Figure 4.6: For 43 PlanetLab nodes, the number of destinations (out of 1000) from which the
node receives timestamp responses. The graph shows the total number of unique destinations when
sending the ping directly and then when also using 10 spoofers. The nodes are ordered by the
total number of responding destinations. Other PlanetLab sites were tested but are not included in
the graph: 103 did not experience significant filtering and 63 did not receive responses even with
spoofing.

once, spoofing as the source. We need not worry about rate limiting – any probe that reaches the

destination and receives a response is equivalent.

However, reverse traceroute cannot send record route probes to a target simultaneously from a

large number of vantage points. With spoofed record route, only nearby spoofers can find reverse

hops, since each packet includes only nine slots. Because many routers rate limit after only a few

probes, reverse traceroute cannot send from many vantage points at once, in the hopes that one will

prove close enough – the router might drop the probes from the VPs within range. Since reverse

traceroute can send only a few probes at a time, I would like to limit the number of sets it has to

send before deciding that a destination is simply not responsive.

To set an appropriate threshold, I probed every IP address in the DisCarte topology from every

PlanetLab site, and I considered every site that received responses from at least 10,000 destinations

(so ran properly and does not have a filter near the source). Figure 4.7 shows the fraction of those

sites that received responses from the destinations. The graph shows that, if a destination responds

to a few vantage points, it most likely responds to many.
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Figure 4.7: For each address in the DisCarte topology, the fraction of PlanetLab sites that receive
responses when sending record route probes to the address. The graph depicts the distribution of
this fraction as a CCDF over the DisCarte addresses. Most addresses replied to either very few sites
or to at least half the sites. This result suggests that there is little utility in continuing to probe a
target that has not responded to a set of vantage points. In practice, reverse traceroute gives up after
trying 10 sites.

In measuring a reverse path, reverse traceroute first attempts a non-spoofed ping, then, if it fails,

reverse traceroute attempts spoofed probes from three vantage points at a time. It gives up after

three such sets if none yields a response. Making the simplifying assumption that each vantage

point is equally likely to receive a response, we would expect to get a response with probability at

least 0.89 = 1 � (1 � 0.2)10 for the 59% of destinations that reply to at least 20% of sites and

probability at least 0.99 for the 52% of destinations that reply to at least 40% of sites. I consider

these fractions to be adequate and do not worry about the destinations that reply to fewer vantage

points, since exhaustive search would take too long to justify the limited benefit.

4.2.4 Selective Use of Vantage Points for Scalability

When sending spoofed record route probes, reverse traceroute determines which VPs are likely to be

near a router before probing the router, then uses only the ones likely to be nearby. Because Internet

routing is generally based on the longest-matching prefix for a destination, a VP close to one address

in a prefix is likely close to other addresses in the prefix. Reverse traceroute precomputes the set
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of vantage points to use for each prefix. Each week, reverse traceroute harvests the set of router IP

addresses seen in the Internet atlas gathered by iPlane and supplements the set with a recent list of

pingable addresses [56]. Every VP issues a record route ping to every address in the set. For each

address, the system determines the set of VPs that were near enough to discover reverse hops.

Reverse traceroute uses this information in two ways. First, if it encounters one of the probed

addresses, it knows the nearest VP to use. Second, if it encounter a new address, the offline probes

provide a hint: the group of VPs within range of some addresses in the same prefix as the target

might be within range of the target. Given a new address in some prefix, reverse traceroute first tries

the vantage point that was within record route range of the most atlas addresses from that prefix.

In the case of multiple vantage points both within range of the maximal number, reverse traceroute

favors the one that measured the most reverse hops overall from addresses in the prefix (was closest

in aggregate to the prefix). However, since some prefixes span many addresses and include many

routers, a different vantage point may ingress into the prefix in a different location and be close to

a different set of addresses than the first vantage point is close to. So, reverse traceroute next tries

the vantage point that is within record route range of the most addresses in the prefix that were not

close to the first vantage point. The system continues selecting vantage points in this manner until

it has selected at least one near to every iPlane address in the prefix. In this way, reverse trace-

route generates the ordered list of vantage points to try when probing a new address in the prefix.

Note that reverse traceroute’s selection process is an instance of the standard greedy algorithm for

the well-known set cover optimization problem – for each prefix, each vantage point defines a set

consisting of the addresses near it.

For a representative day, Figure 4.8 shows the coverage achieved by given numbers of VPs per

prefix. The system determines the covering VPs for all prefixes, but the graph only includes prefixes

for which it probed at least 15 addresses, as it is trivial to cover small prefixes. The graph shows

that, for most prefixes, reverse traceroute only needs a small number of VPs. For example, in the

median case, a single VP suffices for over 95% of addresses in the prefix, and the system rarely

needs more than 4 VPs to cover the entire prefix.

Because only measurements from nearby vantage points yield reverse hops, reverse traceroute

sets the initial TTL to 11 for all RR and spoofed RR probes. Probes from distant vantage points will
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Figure 4.8: For prefixes in which iPlane observed � 15 addresses within RR range of at least
one vantage point, the fraction of the addresses for which reverse traceroute can find reverse hops
using RR probes from a given number of vantage points per prefix. Reverse traceroute chooses the
vantage points greedily on a per-prefix bases, so each additional one is within range of as many new
addresses in the prefix as possible. Prefixes with few addresses are trivial to cover using a small
number of vantage points, so the graph excludes them to clearly show that reverse traceroute still
only needs a small number for most prefixes.

expire before reaching the destination, reducing the effects of rate limiting. I use a value of 11 to

account for the fact that record route and TTL hop counts may differ from each other [115].

4.3 System Implementation

The reverse traceroute system consists of vantage points (VPs), which issue measurements, a con-

troller, which coordinates the VPs to measure reverse paths, and sources, which request paths to

them. I use a local machine at the University of Washington as a controller. When a VP starts up,

it registers with the controller, which can then send it probe requests. A source runs my software

to issue standard traceroutes, RR-Pings, and TS-Query-Pings, and to receive responses to probes

from VPs spoofing as the source. However, it need not spoof packets itself. Currently, the reverse

traceroute source software only runs on Linux and (like the ICMP traceroute option traceroute

-I) requires superuser permission. The controller receives requests from sources and combines the

measurements from VPs to report reverse path information. This centralized controller carefully
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controls the rate at which reverse traceroute probes any particular router. It also reuses measure-

ments when a particular source requests multiple destinations.

Reverse traceroute uses topology maps from iPlane [58] to identify adjacent routers to test with

TS-Query-Pings (Fig. 4.3(e)). iPlane issues daily forward traceroutes from PlanetLab sites and

traceroute servers to around 140,000 prefixes. To increase the set of possible next-hop routers, I

consider the topology to be the union of maps from the previous 2 weeks. Since reverse traceroute

verifies the reverse hops using option-enabled pings, stale topology information makes my system

less efficient but does not introduce error.

4.3.1 Current Deployment

The reverse traceroute deployment in this dissertation uses one host at each of the more than 200

active PlanetLab sites as VPs to build an atlas of traceroutes to a source (Fig. 4.3(a)). Over the course

of the study below, more than 60 PlanetLab sites allowed spoofed probes at least some of the time.5

My implementation of reverse traceroute employs one host at each of these sites as spoofing nodes.

Routers upstream from the other PlanetLab sites filter spoofed probes, so I did not spoof from these

vantage points. Reverse traceroute also uses one host at each of 14 Measurement Lab sites [85] that

allow spoofing. Various organizations provide public web-accessible traceroute servers, and reverse

traceroute employs 1200 of them [8]. These nodes issue only traceroutes and cannot set IP options,

spoof, or receive spoofed probes. Like PlanetLab nodes that do not spoof, reverse traceroute uses

them to map paths to sources requesting reverse path measurements.

The system maintains an atlas of these traceroute paths from all vantage points to all recent

sources, with the measurements refreshing at a slow rate in the background over time. If a requested

reverse traceroute intersects an overly stale atlas traceroute to the requesting source, the system

refreshes that traceroute to make sure it still traverses the intersection point. Some areas of the

Internet are stable for longer periods of time, and applications like real-time anomaly detection

5As of the writing of this dissertation, nearly twice as many allow spoofing, and so the coverage and accuracy of the
system have likely improved.
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require fresher paths than applications like topology discovery. Calculating appropriate adaptive

staleness intervals is an area for future research. For now, the system uses a single interval. For the

studies in this chapter, I issued all traceroutes in a batch at the beginning of the study (including the

traceroutes to which I compare reverse traceroute measurements) and consider them up-to-date for

the duration of the studies. Most paths on the Internet are stable for long periods of time [97, 137],

and so I do not expect this simplification to have a large effect on my results.

I have currently tested my client software only on Linux machines. Packaging the code for

widespread deployment is future work. Because I have dozens of operators asking to use the system,

I am being patient to avoid a launch that does not perform up to expectations. In Section 7.3.2, I

discuss these future plans.

4.4 Evaluation

To test how well the reverse traceroute system can determine reverse paths, I consider evaluation

settings that allow me to compare a reverse traceroute from D to S to a direct traceroute from D to S.

A complete evaluation of the accuracy of reverse traceroute would require ground truth information

about the path back from the destination. Obviously, I lack ground truth for the Internet, but I

use two datasets, one PlanetLab-based and one using public traceroute servers, that allow me to

compare to a traceroute from D. For the reverse traceroute, I assume the system does not control D

and must measure the path using the techniques described in this chapter. For the direct traceroute

comparison, I simply issue a standard traceroute from D to S.

For the PlanetLab dataset, I employed as sources a host at each of 11 PlanetLab sites chosen at

random from the spoofing nodes. As destinations, I used one host at each of the 200 non-spoofing

PlanetLab sites that were working. Although this small number of destinations cannot be representa-

tive of the entire Internet, the destinations include hosts in 35 countries. The measured reverse paths

traversed 13 of the 14 transit-free commercial ASes. Previous work observed route load balancing

in many of these types of networks [6], providing a good test for the reverse traceroute techniques.
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For the traceroute server dataset, I employed as sources a host at 10 of the same PlanetLab sites

(one had gone down in the meantime). The 1200 traceroute servers I utilized belong to 186 different

networks (many of which offer multiple traceroute servers at different locations). For each source,

I chose a traceroute server at random from each of the 186 networks. I then issued a traceroute

from the server to the PlanetLab source. Because in many cases I did not know the IP address of

the traceroute server, I used the first hop along its path as the destination in the reverse traceroute

measurements. When measuring a reverse traceroute from this destination back to the source, I

excluded from reverse traceroute all traceroute servers in the same network, to avoid providing it

with an unfair advantage. There are tens of thousands of ASes and hundreds of thousands of routable

prefixes, so even 1200 traceroute servers do not cover the entire routing space.

One challenge when comparing reverse traceroute and traceroute is that the two techniques may

find different IP addresses on the same router. As explained in Section 2.1, routers have multiple

IP addresses, known as aliases. Traceroute generally finds the ingress interface, whereas record

route often returns the egress or loopback address [116]. To account for this, I consider a traceroute

hop and a reverse traceroute hop to be the same if they are aliases for the same router. I use alias

data from topology mapping projects [62, 78, 115] and aliases I discovered using a state-of-the-art

technique [11]. However, alias resolution is an active and challenging research area, and false aliases

in the data could lead to falsely labeling two different routers as equivalent. Conversely, missing

aliases could cause me to label as different two interfaces on the same router. Because reverse

traceroute uses alias data based on measurements from PlanetLab, the alias data for the PlanetLab

dataset is likely more complete than the alias data for the traceroute server dataset. By relying on

existing alias resolution techniques, I intend the comparison to be conservative – I only count two

IP addresses as matching if alias datasets identify them as belonging to the same router.

4.4.1 Accuracy

How similar are the hops on a reverse traceroute to a direct traceroute from the destination

back to the source? For the PlanetLab dataset, the RevTR line in Figure 4.9 depicts the fraction of

hops seen on the direct traceroute that are also seen by reverse traceroute. Figure 4.10 shows the
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same for the traceroute server dataset. Note that, outside of this experimental setting, I would not

normally have access to the direct traceroute from the destination.

Using the available alias data, I find that the paths measured by my technique are quite similar to

those seen by traceroute. In the median (mean) case, reverse traceroute measured 87% (83%) of the

hops in the traceroute for the PlanetLab dataset. For the traceroute server dataset, reverse traceroute

measured 75% (74%) of the hops in the direct traceroute, but 28% (29%) of the the hops discovered

by reverse traceroute do not appear in the corresponding traceroute.

The figures also compare reverse traceroute to other potential ways of estimating the reverse

path. All techniques used the same alias resolution. Researchers often (sometimes implicitly) as-

sume symmetry, and operators likewise rely on forward path measurements when they need reverse

ones. The Guess Fwd lines depict how many of the hops seen in a traceroute from D to S are also

seen in a traceroute from S to D. In the median (mean) case, the forward path shared 38% (39%) of

the reverse path’s hops for the PlanetLab dataset and 40% (43%) for the traceroute server dataset.

Another approach would be to measure traceroutes from a set of vantage points to the source.

Using iPlane’s PlanetLab and traceroute server measurements, the Intersect TR line in Figure 4.9

shows how well this approach works, by assuming the reverse path is the same as the forward path

until it intersects one of the traceroutes6. No system today performs this type of path intersection on-

demand for users. When performing the intersection, I exclude any traceroutes from the AS hosting

the destination, because in general most networks do not host traceroute servers. For the PlanetLab

dataset, in the median (mean) case, this traceroute intersection shared 69% (67%) of the actual trace-

route’s hops. This result suggests that simply having a few hundred or thousand traceroute vantage

points is not enough to reliably infer reverse paths. My system uses novel measurement techniques

to build off these traceroutes and achieve much better results.

What are the causes of differences between a reverse traceroute and a directly measured trace-

route? Although it is common to think of the path given by traceroute as the true path, in reality it is

6I omit the line from Figure 4.10 to avoid clutter.
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Figure 4.9: For the PlanetLab dataset, the fraction of hops on a direct traceroute from the destination
to the source that reverse traceroute and other techniques also discover. Key labels are in the same
top-to-bottom order as the lines.

also subject to measurement error. In this section, I discuss reasons traceroute and reverse traceroute

may differ from each other and/or from the true path taken. As a starting point, I present results

of a study demonstrating that it can be difficult to compare measurements made using different

techniques. From each of the destinations in the PlanetLab dataset, I issued both a traceroute and

an RR ping to each of the 11 used as sources, so the RR ping had the same source and destination

as the traceroute (unlike with reverse traceroute’s RR probes to intermediate routers). Since the RR

slots could fill up before the probe reaches the destination, I only check if the traceroute matches

the portion of the path that appeared in the RR. After alias resolution, the median fraction of RR

hops seen in the corresponding traceroute is 0.67, with the other factors described in this section

accounting for the differences. This fraction is 0.2 lower than that for reverse traceroute, even though

the traceroute and RR probes are sent from the same source to the same destination, showing the

difficulty in matching RR hops to traceroute hops.

Incomplete alias information: This lower fraction suggests that many of the differences between the

paths found by reverse traceroute and those found by traceroute are due to missing alias information.

Most alias identification relies on sending probes to the two IP addresses and comparing the IP-IDs

of the responses, to see if they likely came from a shared counter [11]. For the PlanetLab dataset,

of all the missing addresses seen in a traceroute that are not aliases of any hop in the corresponding
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Revtr PoP-level

Guess Fwd PoP

Figure 4.10: For the traceroute server dataset, the fraction of hops on a direct traceroute from the
destination to the source that reverse traceroute and other techniques also discover. Key labels are
in the same top-to-bottom order as the lines.

reverse traceroute, 88% do not allow for this type of alias resolution [11]. Similarly, of all extra

addresses seen in some reverse traceroute that are not aliases of any hop in the corresponding reverse

traceroute, 82% do not allow for alias resolution. For the traceroute server dataset, 75% of the

missing addresses and 74% of the extra ones do not allow it. Even for addresses that do respond to

alias techniques, reverse traceroute’s alias sets are likely incomplete.

In these cases, it is possible or even likely that the two measurement techniques observed IP ad-

dresses that appear different but are in fact aliases of the same router. To partially examine how this

lack of alias information limits the comparison, I use iPlane’s Point-of-Presence (PoP) clustering,

which maps IP addresses to PoPs defined by (AS,city) pairs [78]. For many applications such as the

fault location system described in Chapter 5 and the diagnosis of inflated latencies [66], PoP level

granularity suffices. iPlane has PoP mappings for 71% of the missing addresses in the PlanetLab

dataset and 77% of the extra ones. For the traceroute server dataset, for which I have less alias in-

formation, it has mappings for 79% of the missing addresses and 86% of the extra ones. Figures 4.9

and 4.10 include PoP-Level lines showing the fraction of traceroute hops seen by reverse traceroute,

if I consider PoP rather than router-alias-level comparison. For the PoP-level comparisons, I use the

iPlane data to map the IP addresses on the paths to PoPs. If multiple adjacent IP addresses on a path

map to the same PoP, I merge them. If an IP address is not in iPlane’s PoP mappings, I default to
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using alias comparisons for that particular hop. After mapping the addresses, I calculate the fraction

of PoPs (and unmapped aliases) on the direct traceroute that are also on the corresponding reverse

traceroute. In the median case, the reverse traceroute included all the traceroute PoPs in both graphs

(mean=94%, 84%), and, overall, most of the remaining unmatched hops are ones for which iPlane

lacks PoP mappings. If reverse traceroute were measuring a different path than traceroute, then one

would expect PoP-level comparisons to differ about as much as alias-level ones. The implication of

the measured PoP-level similarity is that, when traceroute and reverse traceroute differ, they usually

differ only in which router or interface in a PoP the path traverses. In these cases, reverse traceroute

is measuring the correct path, but the alias-level accuracy metric undercounts. As a point of com-

parison, Figure 4.10 includes a PoP-level version of the Guess Fwd line. In the median (mean) case,

it includes only 60% (61%) of the PoPs. The paths are quite asymmetric even at the PoP granularity.

Assumptions of symmetry: When reverse traceroute is unable to identify the next reverse hop, it

resorts to assuming that hop is symmetric. Reverse traceroute will be unable to measure a reverse

hop if the system’s traceroute, record route, and timestamp techniques all fail. Each could fail

either because of routers that are configured not to respond or because the system lacked sufficient

coverage (an intersecting traceroute, a spoofing vantage point near the target, or knowledge of the

correct next hop to test with timestamp). The assumption of symmetry may lead to inaccuracies. For

the PlanetLab dataset, if I consider only cases when reverse traceroute measured a complete path

without assuming symmetry, in the median (mean) case reverse traceroute matched 93% (90%) of

the traceroute alias-level hops. Similarly, for the traceroute server dataset, in the median (mean) case

reverse traceroute found 83% (81%) of the traceroute hops. I discuss how often reverse traceroute

has to assume symmetry in Section 4.4.2.

Load-balancing and contemporaneous path changes: Another measurement artifact is that trace-

route and reverse traceroute may uncover different, but equally valid, paths, either due to following

different load-balanced options or due to route changes during measurement. To partly capture these

effects, the Next Day lines in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 compare how many of the traceroutes’ hops are also

on traceroutes issued the following day. For the PlanetLab dataset, 26% of the paths exhibit some

router-level variation from day to day. For the traceroute dataset, 49% of paths changed at the router

level and (not shown in the graph) 15% changed at the PoP-level. Even the same measurement issued
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at a different time may yield a different path, and reverse traceroute and traceroute measurements

were issued hours apart.

Hidden or anonymous routers: Previous work comparing traceroute to record route paths found that

16% of IP addresses appear with RR but do not appear in traceroutes [116, 115]. Hidden routers,

such as those inside some MPLS tunnels, do not decrement TTL. Anonymous routers decrement

TTL but do not send ICMP replies, appearing as ‘*’ in traceroute.

Exceptional handling of options packets: Packets with IP options are generally diverted to a router’s

route processor and may be processed differently than on the line card. For example, previous work

suggests that packets with options are load-balanced per-packet, rather than per-flow [115].

An additional source of discrepancies between the two techniques is that traceroute and re-

verse traceroute make different assumptions about routing. Reverse traceroute’s techniques assume

destination-based routing – if the path from D to S passes through R, from that point on it is the

same as R’s path to S. An options packet reports only links it actually traversed. With traceroute, on

the other hand, a different packet uncovers each hop, and it assumes that if R1 is at hop k and R2 is

at hop k+1, then there is a link R1–R2. However, it does not make the same assumption about desti-

nation routing, as each probe uses (S,D) as the source and destination. These differing assumptions

lead to two more causes of discrepancies between a traceroute and a reverse traceroute:

Traceroute inferring false links: Although I use the Paris traceroute technique for accurate traversal

of flow-based load balancers, it can still infer false links in the case of packet-based load balanc-

ing [6]. These spurious links appear as discrepancies between traceroute and reverse traceroute, but

in reality show a limitation of traceroute.

Exceptions to destination-based routing: With many tunnels, an option-enabled probe will see the

entire tunnel as a single hop. With certain tunnels, however, reverse traceroute’s assumption of

destination-based routing may not hold. When probed directly, an intermediate router inside the

tunnel may use a path to the destination other than the one that continues through the tunnel. I con-

ducted a study to show that, at least on the small dataset in question, few paths show violations of
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destination-based routing. To do so, I adapted the methodology of an earlier technique to measure

how long it takes routers to generate packets [44]. From a host at each of 46 PlanetLab and Mea-

surement Lab sites that allowed spoofing, I sent an RR ping to a host at the University of Washington

(UW). Each spoofing host Vi yielded a set of hops H(i,j) for 1  j  9 (assuming UW was at least

9 hops from Vi). This probe is the ground truth path from Vi to UW. For each such hop H(i,j), Vi

then sent an RR ping to H(i,j) spoofing as UW. This probe is similar to the direct probes to routers

that reverse traceroute uses to measure reverse hops. If routers use destination-based routing, then,

from Vi onward, the direct RR ping from Vi to UW should follow the same path as this probe. This

study includes 163 unique hop IP addresses and 230 unique (Vi, H(i,j)) pairs.

The assumption of destination-based routing usually holds. I compared the next hop after H(i,j)

seen by the two measurements. If Vi uses destination-based routing, the spoofed probe should also

return H(i,j+1) (or one of its aliases). Overall, 223 of 230 (97%) of (Vi, H(i,j)) pairs had the same

next hop. Of the seven that differed, five were within Cogent’s network, and the discrepancies were

due to either missing alias data or due to the paths going through parallel routers in the same PoP.

Further, of the seven, only one was different for more than the first hop.

I also calculated the edit distance between each pair of probes. Overall, 179 (77%) of paths had

an edit distance of 0 (were identical), and 18% had an edit distance of 1. Only nine cases had an edit

distance of two, and one case had an edit distance of four. Of the ten instances with edit distance

greater that one, eight involved either Cogent’s JFK PoP or differences within the UW campus. By

examination, missing alias data and campus load balancing explained the UW cases. The Cogent

cases and the final two cases either were due to missing alias data or may have differed by a single

router.

At least over this dataset, reverse traceroute’s assumption of destination-based routing seems

generally valid.

4.4.2 Coverage

What fraction of hops does reverse traceroute measure without assuming symmetry? In Sec-

tion 4.4.1, I noted that reverse traceroute’s paths are more accurate when the techniques succeed in
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Figure 4.11: For the PlanetLab dataset, the fraction of reverse path hops measured, rather than
assumed symmetric. The graph includes results with subsets of the reverse traceroute techniques.

measuring the entire path without having to fall back to assuming a link is symmetric. As seen in

Figure 4.9, if forced to assume the entire path is symmetric, in the median case we would discover

only 39% of the hops on a traceroute. In this section, I investigate how often reverse traceroute’s

techniques are able to measure reverse hops, keeping it from reverting to assumptions of symmetry.

Using the PlanetLab dataset, Figure 4.11 presents the results for my complete technique, as well as

for various combinations of the components of the reverse traceroute technique. The graph shows

the fraction of hops in the reverse traceroute that were measured, rather than assumed symmetric.

Reverse traceroute finds most hops without assuming symmetry. In the median path in the

PlanetLab dataset, reverse traceroute measured 95% of hops (mean=87%), and in 80% of cases

it was able to measure at least 78% of the path without assuming any hops were symmetric. By

contrast, the traceroute intersection estimation technique from Figure 4.9 assumes in the median

that the last 25% of the path is symmetric (mean=32%). Although not shown in the graph, the

results are similar for the traceroute server dataset – in the median case, reverse traceroute measured

95% of hops (mean=92%) without assuming symmetry.

The graph also depicts the performance of reverse traceroute if it does not use spoofed record

route pings or does not use timestamping. In both cases, the performance dropped off somewhat.
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Figure 4.12: For IP addresses seen in iPlane’s daily Internet map, CDF of number of hops to nearest
PlanetLab site. Note that this graph does not include the Measurement Lab nodes used by reverse
traceroute, as they were unavailable at the time.

What fraction of routers are within record route range of reverse traceroute vantage points?

For reverse traceroute’s spoofed record route technique to be effective, its spoofing vantage points

must be near its targets, so that probes will reach their destinations before the RR slots fill. I now

show that our set of vantage points is distributed enough to be useful for many paths.

I refer the reader to related work for a detailed evaluation of record route and the challenges in

using it [116, 115]. I focus on how likely reverse traceroute is to have vantage points within eight

hops of nodes it wants to probe. I consider all addresses observed in one of iPlane’s daily Internet

maps [78], which include paths from all PlanetLab sites and 500 traceroute servers to destinations in

140,000 prefixes. I issued traceroutes from all PlanetLab sites to all the iPlane addresses, including

those observed as intermediate hops on iPlane’s traceroutes to its destinations. With reverse trace-

route’s spoofed RR technique, the key is whether a spoofing vantage point is near the destination

or intermediate router, not whether the source is, so these results help characterize the coverage of

my system when asked for paths to arbitrary sources. Figure 4.12 shows the percentage of iPlane IP

addresses within a given number of hops of a reverse traceroute vantage point. To discover reverse

hops, either a spoofing node or the source must be within eight record route hops of the destination,

and the closer the node, the more reverse hops discovered with a single probe. To estimate the

vantage points’ coverage, I analyzed the traceroutes to iPlane addresses and found that 37% of
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addresses are within eight hops of at least one spoofing node.7 The graph also presents the trace-

route distance to the nearest PlanetLab site, regardless of whether it can spoof. If all PlanetLab sites

were to allow spoofing, reverse traceroute would be within eight hops of 58% of all addresses in

the dataset, which could lead to a corresponding increase in accuracy. Since some routers respond

to traceroute but not record route, and vice versa [115], this measure is not perfect, but it gives a

reasonable estimate of PlanetLab coverage.

What fraction of routers support the IP timestamp option? Whereas previous studies assessed

support of the record route option [115], little was known about the timestamp option. Although

timestamps are a standard option in the IP specification, many routers do not honor them and some

ASes filter them. To assess how many routers honor such requests, I performed a measurement study

of all IP addresses discovered by iPlane on May 10, 2010 [78]. To generate the data set, I gathered

all 351,214 IP addresses observed in iPlane traceroutes from that day, then removed all private

addresses and addresses in prefixes whose operators opted out of our experiments. I then issued

(options-free) pings to each remaining address and retained the 267,736 addresses that responded.

Note that some of these addresses are aliases of each other. I did not attempt to correct the data for

differing numbers of interfaces on each router.

For these 267,736 addresses, I sent TS-Query-Ping(S ! D|D,X), to test whether D time-

stamps and whether it records extra stamps. To attempt to avoid filters, I resent the probes from

multiple PlanetLab vantage points. Further, to account for packet loss, I sent each measurement five

times redundantly from each vantage point. As seen in Table 4.2, I did not receive any responses

from 31% of addresses. An additional 15.5% of addresses responded to the probes without recording

a timestamp value. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, 5.8% of addresses exhibited a common faulty

implementation, in which the router recorded two stamps on encountering its address, even though

the second requested address did not belong to it. The table lists this as Extra Stamp behavior. The

remaining 47.7% of addresses correctly responded to these probes with a single timestamp.

7The results in this study should be considered a lower bound on reverse traceroute’s RR coverage. It does not include
Measurement Lab nodes; including them would improve the coverage, especially since they tend to be close to the core
of the Internet. The number of spoofing PlanetLab sites has also increased significantly since I conducted this study.
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Table 4.2: Responsiveness to timestamp probes for a set of 267,736 public addresses dis-
covered by iPlane on May 10, 2010. PlanetLab sites sent each address D probes requesting
TS-Query-Ping(S ! D|D,X), where X is an IP address known not to be on any of the paths.
The table classifies how many addresses D did not respond, how many responded without stamp-
ing, how many stamped just for D, and how many stamped for both D and (incorrectly) for X .

Classification IP Addresses %
Stamps Properly 127706 47.7%
Unresponsive 83002 31.0%
Responsive, Zero Stamps 41422 15.5%
Extra Stamp 15606 5.8%
Total 267736 100%

4.4.3 Overhead

I assess the overhead of reverse traceroute using the traceroute server dataset from Section 4.4.1,

comparing the time and number of probes required by the system to those required by traceroute.

How long does it take to measure a reverse traceroute? The median (mean) time for one of

the 10 PlanetLab sites to issue a traceroute to one of the 186 traceroute servers was 5 seconds (9.4

seconds). At the time of these experiments, using the system as described in Section 4.3, the median

(mean) time to measure a reverse traceroute was 41 seconds (116.0 seconds), including the time

to send an initial forward traceroute (to determine if the destination is reachable and to present a

round-trip path at the end).

How many probes does it take to measure a reverse traceroute? For each reverse traceroute

measurement, the system sends the initial forward traceroute and a number of options-enabled ping

packets, some of which may be spoofed. In cases when it is unable to determine the next reverse

hop, it sends a forward traceroute and assumes the last hop is symmetric. In addition, reverse trace-

route requires traceroutes to build an atlas of paths to the source, and it uses ongoing background

mapping to identify adjacencies and to determine which vantage points are within RR-range of

which prefixes.
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If I ignore the probing overhead of the traceroute atlas and the mapping, in the median case,

the only traceroute required was the initial one (mean=1.2 traceroutes). In the median (mean) case,

a reverse traceroute required 2 (2.6) record route packets, plus an additional 9 (21.2) spoofed RR

packets. The median (mean) number of non-spoofed timestamp packets was 0 (5.1), and the median

(mean) number of spoofed timestamp packets was also 0 (6.5). The median (mean) total number

of options packets sent was 13 (35.4). As a point of comparison, traceroute uses around 45 probe

packets on average, 3 for each of around 15 hops. At the end of a reverse traceroute, reverse trace-

route also sends 3 pings to each hop to measure latency. So, ignoring the creation of the various

atlases, reverse traceroute generally requires roughly two to three times as many packets as trace-

route.

The atlases represent the majority of the reverse traceroute probe overhead. Reverse trace-

route borrows the adjacency information needed for its timestamp probes from an existing mapping

service [78]. To determine which spoofing vantage points are likely within record route range of

a destination, reverse traceroute regularly issue probes from every spoofer to a set of addresses in

each prefix. In the future, I plan to investigate if I can reduce this overhead by probing only a single

address within each prefix.

In many circumstances these atlases can be reused and/or optimized for performance. For exam-

ple, if the source requests reverse paths for multiple destinations within a short period of time [137],

reverse traceroute can reuse the atlas. As an optimization, it may need to only issue those traceroutes

that are likely to intersect [78], and it can use known techniques to reduce the number of probes to

generate the atlas [34]. While the results in this section focus on the overhead of measuring a

single reverse traceroute, Section 5.4.4 presents basic scalability results from a reverse traceroute

deployment designed to regularly refresh the reverse paths back from a set of destinations to a set

of sources. By reusing probe results across paths and by focusing on refreshing a stale path instead

of starting from scratch, that deployment greatly reduces the number of probes required to maintain

the traceroute atlas and measure paths. In Section 7.3.2, I propose ideas to further reduce the time

and number of probes required by reverse traceroute in the future.
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Figure 4.13: For iPlane destinations that are not in DisCarte training data, number of vantage points
reverse traceroute needs to send RR pings from before discovering a reverse hop.

Does reverse traceroute efficiently find which vantage points to use? In Section 4.2.4, I described

how reverse traceroute uses background training measurements to determine the order of vantage

points to spoof from for a particular prefix, and I showed that it took few vantage points to cover

a set of training addresses. Now, I demonstrate that the sets learned on a training set allow reverse

traceroute to determine quickly which vantage points to use to probe new addresses. I first generated

the per-prefix orders based on probes I issued from reverse traceroute’s vantage points to addresses

in the DisCarte topology. I then found the set of 7823 iPlane destinations that were not in the

DisCarte topology, but were in prefixes that appeared in the DisCarte topology. For each destination,

I mapped it to its prefix, then used the greedy set cover orderings for that prefix to issue one record

route probe at a time until I discovered a reverse hop. As seen in Figure 4.13, for 80% of destinations

I discovered a reverse hop after only a single probe, for more than 90% I needed at most 2 vantage

points, and there was very little benefit from using more than 5 VPs. For any destination for which

the orderings did not produce a reverse hop, I tried the vantage points which were not part of that

prefix’s set cover solution. I found that, for 97% of the iPlane targets within range of some vantage

point, reverse traceroute’s set cover orderings suggested a vantage point capable of finding a reverse

hop. Reverse traceroute’s technique for selecting vantage points allows it to quickly discover these

hops without sending excessive probes.
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Table 4.3: Traceroute giving forward path from University of Central Florida to 66.79.146.129. The
path starts in Florida, goes up to Washington, DC, then comes back down to Florida before going
across the country. However, this routing does not explain the jump in latency between the last two
hops, suggesting an indirect reverse path.

Hop # IP address AS name Location RTT
1 132.170.3.1 UCF Orlando, FL 0ms
2 198.32.155.89 FloridaNet Orlando, FL 0ms
3 198.32.132.64 FloridaNet Jacksonville, FL 3ms
4 198.32.132.19 Cox Comm. Atlanta, GA 9ms
5 68.1.0.221 Cox Comm. Ashburn, VA 116ms
6 216.52.127.8 Internap Washington, DC 35ms
7 66.79.151.129 Internap Washington, DC 26ms
8 66.79.146.202 Internap Washington, DC 24ms
9 66.79.146.241 Internap Miami, FL 53ms

10 66.79.146.129 Internap Seattle, WA 149ms

4.5 Debugging Poor Performance with Reverse Traceroute

As explained in Section 2.4, providers like Google want to optimize client performance by serving

clients along low latency paths, but the lack of information about reverse paths back to Google

servers from clients hinders these efforts [66].

To illustrate how reverse traceroute can solve such problems, I next describe one example of how

I used reverse traceroute to diagnose an instance of path inflation. The round-trip time (RTT) on the

path from the PlanetLab node at the University of Central Florida to the IP address 66.79.146.129,

which is in Seattle, was 149ms. Table 4.3 shows the forward path returned by traceroute, annotated

with the locations of intermediate hops inferred from their DNS names. The path has some cir-

cuitousness going from Orlando to Washington via Ashburn and then returning to Florida. But, that

does not explain the steep rise in RTT from 53ms to 149ms on the last segment of the path, because

a hop from Miami to Seattle is expected to only add 70ms to the RTT8.

To investigate reverse path inflation back from the destination, Table 4.4 gives the reverse path,

as measured by reverse traceroute. The reverse path is noticeably circuitous. Starting from Seattle,

8Interestingly, the latency to Ashburn seems to also be inflated on the reverse path.
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Table 4.4: Reverse traceroute giving reverse path from 66.79.146.129 back to the University of
Central Florida. The circuitous reverse path back from Seattle explains the huge RTT between the
last two hops on the forward path (Miami and Seattle). The third hop, 137.164.130.66 (internap-
peer.lsanca01.transitrail.net), is a peering point between Internap and TransitRail in L.A.

Hop # IP address AS name Location RTT
1 66.79.146.129 Internap Seattle, WA 148ms
2 66.79.146.225 Internap Seattle, WA 141ms
3 137.164.130.66 TransitRail Los Angeles, CA 118ms
4 137.164.129.15 TransitRail Los Angeles, CA 118ms
5 137.164.129.34 TransitRail Palo Alto, CA 109ms
6 137.164.129.2 TransitRail Seattle, WA 92ms
7 137.164.129.11 TransitRail Chicago, IL 41ms
8 137.164.131.165 TransitRail Ashburn, VA 23ms
9 132.170.3.1 UCF Orlando, FL 0ms

10 132.170.3.33 UCF Orlando, FL 0ms

the path goes through Los Angeles and Palo Alto, and then returns to Seattle before reaching the

destination via Chicago and Ashburn. I verified with a traceroute from a PlanetLab machine at

the University of Washington that TransitRail and Internap connect in Seattle, suggesting that the

inflation was due to a routing misconfiguration. Private communication with an operator at one of

the networks confirmed that the detour through Los Angeles was unintentional. Without the insight

into the reverse path provided by reverse traceroute, such investigations would not be possible by

the organizations most affected by inflated routes.

4.6 Other Applications of Reverse Traceroute

I believe many other opportunities exist for improving systems and studies using reverse traceroute.

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, traceroute has a range of uses, but its lack of reverse path visibility

limits its applicability. In this section, I present two further examples of how reverse traceroute can

be used in practice. I intend these sections to illustrate a few ways in which one can apply the tool

to help understand the Internet; they are not complete studies of the problems.
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Figure 4.14: Example of reverse traceroute techniques aiding in topology discovery. With trace-
routes alone, V1 and V2 can measure only the forward (solid) paths. If V2 is within 8 hops of D1,
a record route ping allows it to measure the link AS3-AS2, and a record route ping spoofed as V1
allows it to measure AS3-AS5.

4.6.1 Topology Discovery

Studies of Internet topology rely on the set of available vantage points and data collection points.

With a limited number available, routing policies bias what researchers measure. As an example,

with traceroute alone, topology discovery is limited to measuring forward paths from a few hundred

vantage points to each other and to other destinations. Reverse traceroute allows us to expose many

peer-to-peer links invisible to traceroute.

Figure 4.14 illustrates one way in which my techniques can uncover links. Assume that AS3

has a peer-to-peer business relationship with the other ASes. Because an AS does not want to

provide free transit, most routes will traverse at most one peer-to-peer link; this policy is an aspect

of valley-free routing. In this example, traffic will traverse one of AS3’s peer links only if it is

sourced or destined from/to AS3. V1’s path to AS3 goes through AS4, and V2’s path to AS3 goes

through AS1. Topology-gathering systems that rely on traceroute alone [78, 5, 111] will observe

the links AS1-AS3, AS4-AS3, and AS2-AS5. But, they will never traverse AS3-AS5, or AS3-AS2, no

matter what destinations they probe (even ones not depicted). V2 can never traverse AS1-AS3-AS5

in a forward path (assuming standard export policies), because that would traverse two peer-to-peer
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links. However, if V2 is within 8 hops of D1, then it can issue a record route ping that will reveal

AS3-AS2, and a spoofed record route (spoofed as V1) to reveal AS3-AS5.9

Furthermore, even services like RouteViews [87] and RIS [105], with BGP feeds from many

ASes, offer limited views and likely miss these links. Typical export policies mean that only routers

in an AS or its customers see the AS’s peer-to-peer links. Since RouteViews has vantage points in

only a small percentage of the ASes lower in the AS hierarchy, it does not see most peer links [93,

52].

To demonstrate how reverse traceroute can aid in topology mapping, I apply it to a recent study

on mapping Internet exchange points (IXPs) [8]. That study used existing measurements, novel

techniques, and thousands of traceroute servers to provide IXP peering matrices that were as com-

plete as possible. As part of the study, the researchers published the list of ASes they found to be

peering at IXPs, the IXPs at which they peered, and the IP addresses they used in those peerings.

I measured the reverse paths back from those IP addresses to all PlanetLab sites. I discovered

9096 IXP peerings (triples of the two ASes and the IXP at which they peer) that are not in the

published dataset, adding an additional 16% to the 58,534 peerings in their study. As one example,

reverse traceroute increased the number of peerings found at the large London LINX exchange by

19%. If we consider just the ASes observed peering and not which IXP they were seen at, reverse

traceroute found an additional 5057 AS links not in the 51,832 known IXP AS links, an increase

of 10%. Of these AS links, 1910 do not appear in either traceroute [78] or BGP [128] topologies

– besides not being known as IXP links, reverse traceroute is discovering links not seen in some

of the most complete topologies available. Further, of the links in both my data and UCLA’s BGP

topology, UCLA classifies 1596 as Customer-to-Provider links, whereas the fact that reverse trace-

route observed them at IXPs strongly suggests they are in fact Peer-to-Peer links. Although the

recent IXP study was by far the most exhaustive yet, reverse traceroute provides a way to observe

even more of the topology.

9Note that reverse traceroute’s timestamp pings are not useful for topology discovery, because the system only uses
them to query for hops already known to be adjacent.
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4.6.2 Measuring One-Way Link Latency

In addition to measuring a path, traceroute measures a round-trip latency for each hop. As explained

in Section 2.3.3, many research efforts use traceroute to estimate link latencies, even though it can-

not accurately measure these delays in the presence of asymmetric routing. Operators also want

accurate ways to measure link latencies to aid in troubleshooting [122]. More generally, researchers

have proposed combining topology measurements with end-to-end measurements of loss, latency,

bandwidth, and other properties, in order to isolate the metrics to individual links [28,19]. However,

this approach, known as network tomography, works best only when the links are traversed sym-

metrically or when one knows both the forward and reverse paths. Of course, asymmetric routing

means that, traditionally, this data has only been available in very limited settings.

In this section, I revisit the problem of estimating link latencies since I now have a tool that

provides reverse path information to complement traceroute’s forward path information. Given path

asymmetry, the reverse paths from intermediate routers likely differ from the end-to-end traceroutes

in both directions. Without reverse path information from the intermediate hops back to the hosts, we

cannot know which links a round-trip latency includes. Measurements to endpoints and intermediate

hops yield a large set of paths, which I simplify using IP address clustering [78]. I then generate

a set of linear constraints: for any intermediate hop R observed from a source S, the sum of the

link latencies on the path from S to R plus the sum of the link latencies on the path back from R

must equal the round-trip latency measured between S and R. I then solve this set of constraints

using least-squares minimization, and I also identify the bound and free variables in the solution.

Bound variables are those sufficiently constrained to solve for the link latencies, and free variables

are those that remain under constrained.

I evaluate this approach on the Sprint backbone network by comparing against inter-PoP laten-

cies Sprint measures and publishes [121]. I consider only the directly connected PoPs and halve

the published round-trip times to yield ground-truth link latencies, for 89 links between 42 PoPs.

Forward traceroutes observed 61 of the 89 links, and reverse traceroutes found 79. I use these mea-

surements to formulate constraints on the inter-PoP links, based on round-trip latencies measured
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Figure 4.15: Error in estimating latencies for Sprint inter-PoP links. For each technique, I only
include links for which it provided an estimate: 61 of 89 links using traceroute, and 74 of 89 using
reverse traceroute. Sprint reports its ground truth latencies only to 0.5ms granularity.

from PlanetLab nodes to the PoPs using ping. This set of constraints allows me to solve for the

latencies of 74 links, leaving 5 free and 10 unobserved. As a comparison point, I use a traditional

method for estimating link latency from traceroutes [78]. For each link in a forward traceroute, I

estimated the link latency to be half the difference between the round-trip delay to either end. Then,

for each Sprint link, I used the median across all traceroute-derived estimates for that link.

Figure 4.15 shows the error in the latency estimates of the two techniques, compared to the

published ground truth. My reverse traceroute-based approach infers link latencies with errors from

0ms to 2.2ms for the links, with a median of 0.4ms and a mean of 0.6ms. Sprint reports round-trip

delays with millisecond granularity, so the median “error” is within the precision of the data. The

estimation errors using the traditional traceroute method range from 0ms to 22.2ms, with a median

of 4.1ms and a mean of 6.2ms – 10x reverse traceroute’s worst-case, median, and mean errors. For

the dataset studied, using reverse traceroute to generate and solve constraints yields values very

close to the actual latencies, whereas the traditional approach does not.
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4.7 Summary

Although widely-used and popular, traceroute is fundamentally limited in that it cannot measure

reverse paths. This limitation leaves network operators and researchers unable to answer important

questions about Internet topology and performance. To solve this problem, I developed a reverse

traceroute system to measure reverse paths from arbitrary destinations back to the user. The system

uses a variety of methods to incrementally build a path back from the destination hop-by-hop, until

it reaches a known baseline path. I believe that my system makes a strong argument for both the IP

timestamp option and source spoofing as important measurement tools, and I hope that PlanetLab

and ASes will consider them valuable components of future measurement testbeds.

The reverse traceroute system is both effective – in the median case finding all of the PoPs seen

by a direct traceroute along the same path – and useful. I show that the tool enables investigations

impossible with existing tools, such as tracking down performance problems caused by path inflation

along a reverse route. The system’s probing methods have also proved useful for topology mapping.

In illustrative examples, I demonstrated how the system can discover more than a thousand peer-to-

peer links invisible to both BGP route collectors and to traceroute-based mapping efforts, as well as

how it can be used to accurately measure the latency of backbone links.
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Chapter 5

IMPROVING INTERNET AVAILABILITY WITH LIFEGUARD

In Chapter 3, I presented studies showing that the Internet suffers from many long-lasting out-

ages. Monitoring paths from Amazon’s EC2 cloud service, we found that, for outages lasting at

least 90 seconds, 84% of the unavailability came from those that lasted over 10 minutes. Section 3.5

showed that policy-compliant reroutes often seem to exist but are not being found. Faults should not

persist if alternate routes exist, but router configurations are keeping ASes from discovering paths

that can successfully forward data.

When an outage keeps a network from sending or receiving some of its traffic, the network would

like to restore connectivity. However, the failure may be caused by a problem outside the network,

and available protocols and tools give operators little visibility into or control over routing outside

their local networks. Operators struggle to obtain the topology and routing information necessary

to locate the source of an outage, since measurement tools like traceroute and reverse traceroute

require connectivity to complete their measurements.

Even knowing of the location of a failure, operators have limited means to repair or avoid the

problem. Traditional techniques for route control give the operators’ network direct influence only

over routes between it and its immediate neighbors, which may not be enough to avoid a problem

in a transit network farther away. Even if one of the techniques does enable rerouting around a

particular failure, it may also force networks with working paths to reroute, as the techniques cannot

be precisely targeted. Having multiple providers still may not suffice, as the operators have little

control over the routes other ASes select to it.

To substantially improve Internet availability, we need a way to combat long-lived failures. I

believe that Internet availability would improve if data centers and other well-provisioned edge
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networks were given the ability to repair persistent routing problems, regardless of which network

along the path is responsible for the outage. The edge network is in a position to observe routing

disruptions, when it can no longer reach parts of the Internet. If some alternate working policy-

compliant path can deliver traffic, the data center or edge network should be able to cause the

Internet to use it.

I propose achieving this goal by enabling an edge network to disable routes that traverse a

misbehaving network, triggering route exploration to find new paths. While accomplishing this goal

might seem to require a redesign of the Internet’s protocols, my objective is a system that works

today with existing protocols, even if it cannot address all outages. In this chapter, I present the

design and implementation of a system that enables rerouting around many long-lasting failures

while being deployable on today’s Internet. I call my system LIFEGUARD, for Locating Internet

Failures Effectively and Generating Usable Alternate Routes Dynamically. LIFEGUARD aims to

automatically repair partial outages in minutes, replacing the manual process that can take hours.

Existing approaches often enable an edge AS to avoid problems on its forward paths to destinations

but provide little control over the paths back to the AS. LIFEGUARD provides reverse path control

by having the edge AS O insert the problem network A into path advertisements for O’s addresses,

so that it appears that A has already been visited. When the announcements reach A, BGP’s loop-

prevention mechanisms will drop the announcement. Networks that would have routed through A

will only learn of other paths, and will avoid A. Using the BGP-Mux testbed [14] to announce paths

to the Internet, I show LIFEGUARD’s rerouting technique finds alternate paths 76% of the time.

While this BGP poisoning provides a means to trigger rerouting, I must address a number of

challenges to provide a practical solution. LIFEGUARD combines this basic poisoning mechanism

with a number of techniques. LIFEGUARD has a subsystem to locate failures, even in the pres-

ence of asymmetric routing and unidirectional failures. To accurately locate problems, LIFEGUARD

combines active measurement probes from tools including reverse traceroute, along with historical

path and router responsiveness information. My evaluation shows that, even though LIFEGUARD

controls only one endpoint of a failing path, it can often locate problems as accurately as if it could

assess the path from both ends. I validate my failure isolation approach and present experiments sug-

gesting that, lacking LIFEGUARD’s novel measurements, the commonly used traceroute technique
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for failure location gave incorrect information 40% of the time. I address how to decide whether

to poison; will routing protocols automatically resolve the problem, or do I need to trigger route

exploration? I show empirically that triggering route exploration could eliminate up to 80% of the

observed unavailability. When it reroutes failing paths to remediate partial outages, LIFEGUARD

carefully crafts BGP announcements to speed route convergence and minimize the disruption to

working routes. My experimental results show that 94% of working routes reconverge instantly and

experience minimal ( 2%) packet loss. After rerouting, LIFEGUARD maintains a sentinel prefix

on the original path to detect when the failure has resolved, even though live traffic will be routing

over an alternate path. When LIFEGUARD’s test traffic reaches the sentinel, LIFEGUARD removes

the poisoned announcement.

LIFEGUARD can locate and reroute around many failures, but it is not capable of repairing all

outages and addressing all the associated issues. I intend the system to serve both as an approach

that networks can experiment with today and as a prototype that the community might build upon

in the future. By acting as a model, it can highlight both the potential benefits of such a system

and the challenges that are better addressed through protocol modifications. In this chapter and in

Section 7.3.4, I propose some slight modifications that could enable more systematic approaches to

avoiding long-lasting outages.

In Section 5.1, I provide an overview of current approaches and why they do not suffice. Sec-

tion 5.2 describe both the high level goal in avoiding outages as well my specific approach to re-

store connectivity. Section 5.3 addresses practical questions, including how LIFEGUARD locates

problems, how LIFEGUARD determines whether to poison a particular problem, and when to stop

poisoning it. Section 5.4 presents my evaluation of LIFEGUARD. In Section 5.5, I discuss a case

study in which LIFEGUARD locates a failure and then routes around it. Section 5.6 presents two

discussion points. I summarize the chapter in Section 5.7.

5.1 Current Approaches to Locating and Remediating Long-Lasting Failures

Currently, operators rely on insufficient techniques to try to locate and resolve long-lasting outages,

especially if the failure is in a network outside the operators’ control. The lack of better options to
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address outages contributes to the duration of these problems. Asymmetric paths leave operators

with a limited view even when paths work. Tools like traceroute require bidirectional connectivity

to function properly, and so failures restrict their view further. As shown in Figure 2.2, traceroute

output can be confusing during failures. Public traceroute servers and route collectors [87, 105]

extend the view somewhat, but only a small percentage of networks make them available. As seen

in Section 3.2, many outages do not manifest in available feeds. In fact, these challenges mean that

operators frequently resort to asking others to issue traceroutes on their behalf to help confirm and

isolate a problem [94].

If operators successfully identify a failure outside their own networks, they have little ability to

effect repair:

Forward path failures: The source network’s operators can select an alternative egress in an at-

tempt to avoid the problem. When choosing, they can see the full BGP paths provided by their

neighbors. Each of the source’s providers announces its preferred path, and the source is free to

choose among them. If the network’s providers offer sufficiently diverse paths, the failure may be

avoided. For example, I inspected BGP routes from five universities (University of Washington,

University of Wisconsin, Georgia Tech, Princeton, and Clemson) [14] to prefixes in 114 ASes. If

these universities were my providers, the routes are sufficiently diverse that, if the last AS link before

the destination on one of the routes failed silently, I could route around it to reach the destination in

90% of cases by routing via a different provider. In Section 5.4.2, I present an equivalent experiment

demonstrating that my techniques I present in this chapter would allow me to avoid 73% of these

links on reverse paths back from the 114 ASes, without disturbing routes that did not use that link. 1

Reverse path failures: Using traditional techniques, however, having multiple providers may not

offer much reverse path diversity. Under BGP, the operators can only change how they announce

a prefix to neighbors, perhaps announcing it differently to different neighbors. They have no other

direct influence over the paths other networks select. In Section 2.2.1, I explained how operators can

change announcements to attempt to influence routes towards the prefix. A major limitation of all

1The 114 ASes were all those that both announce prefixes visible at the universities, needed for the forward path study,
and peer with a route collector [105, 87, 99, 1], needed for the reverse study.
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the techniques is that they generally act on the next hop AS, rather than allowing a network to target

whichever AS is causing a problem. More specifically, MEDs can only be effective if the problem is

in the immediate upstream neighbor. Similarly, a destination can use selective advertising to direct

traffic away from one of its providers. If the problem is not in the immediate provider, selective

advertising may be deficient in two ways. First, all working routes that had previously gone through

that provider will change. Second, even if all sources with failing paths had selected routes through

a particular provider before selective advertising, the paths may continue to experience the failure

even after selective advertising. Advertising a more-specific prefix is a form of selective advertising

and suffers from similar limitations. Prepending is a very blunt mechanism, for reasons akin to those

mentioned for selective advertising, with the additional caveat that ASes are free to apply their own

local preferences and ignore path length as a selection criterion.

BGP communities are a promising direction for future experiments in failure avoidance but do

not currently provide a complete solution. Some ASes offer communities that provide behavior

that could be used to avoid routing problems. For example, SAVVIS offers communities to specify

that a route should not be exported to a particular peer or that the route should be prepended when

exported to the peer. Cogent, meanwhile, does not seem to allow targeting of a particular peer, but

it does have communities to restrict export to peers on a given continent. However, communities

are not standardized across ASes, and some ASes give limited control over how they disseminate

routes.

Further, many ASes do not propagate community values they receive [103], and so communi-

ties are not a feasible way to notify arbitrary ASes of routing problems. If most ASes forwarded

the communities on announcements they received, then an edge network could use communities

like the ones offered by SAVVIS to control some routes, without needing to be directly connected

to SAVVIS. To demonstrate that communities do not propagate widely through the Internet, I an-

nounced five prefixes with a meaningless (but syntactically valid) community set on them, one from

each of five U.S. universities [14], and then inspected RouteViews to see how many ASes had the

community still attached to the announcements. Of 35 RouteViews peer ASes, between 0 and 4 had

the community, depending on the prefix. In general, any AS that used a Tier-1 to reach a prefix did
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not have the community on my announcement. Similarly, I looked up my prefixes in Level 3 and

ATT Looking Glass servers and found that the community was no longer part of the announcement.

Since other ASes are free to use arbitrary policy to select paths to the prefix, changes to the

announcements and to local configuration may be unable to repair outages. In such cases, oper-

ators often must resort to phone calls or e-mails asking operators at other networks for support.

These slow interactions contribute to the duration of outages. Eventually, an operator may update

configuration to address the problem.

However, without systematic monitoring to detect when the underlying problem resolves or

automatic measures to undo it at that point, the change may persist long after it is needed. For

example, researchers at Google found that a Japanese AS routed traffic to Google in California long

after Google had a Japenese PoP, presumably due to legacy configuration dating from when Google

was only present in California [66]. The example in Section 4.5, in which traffic went from Seattle

to Los Angeles before returning to Seattle, likely reflects a similar out-of-date configuration.

I now describe my approach to enable automatic repair of failing reverse paths.

5.2 Enabling Failure Avoidance

Suppose an AS O wants to communicate with another AS Q but cannot because of some problem

on the path between them. If the problem is within either O or Q, operators at that network have

complete visibility into and control over their local networks, and so they can take appropriate steps

to remedy the problem. Instead, consider a case in which the problem occurs somewhere outside of

the edge ASes, either on the forward path to Q or on the reverse path back to O. Further suppose

that O is able to locate the failure and to determine that an alternate route likely exists.2

O would like to restore connectivity regardless of where the problem is, but its ability to do so

currently depends largely on where the problem is located. If the problem is on the forward path

2I discuss how LIFEGUARD does this in Section 5.3.
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and O’s providers offer suitable path diversity, O can choose a path that avoids the problem. By

carefully selecting where to locate its PoPs and which providers to contract with, O should be able

to achieve decent resiliency to forward path failures. However, having a diversity of providers may

not help for reverse path failures, as O has little control over the routes other ASes select to reach

it. As explained in Section 5.1, route control mechanisms like MEDs and selective advertising only

let O control the PoP or provider through which traffic enters O. However, these BGP mechanisms

give O essentially no control over how other ASes reach the provider it selects.

O needs a way to notify ASes using the path that the path is not successfully forwarding traffic,

thereby encouraging them to choose alternate routes that restore connectivity. As a hint as to which

paths they should avoid, O would like to inform them of the failure location. AS-level failure

locations are the proper granularity for these hypothetical notifications, because BGP uses AS-level

topology abstractions. In particular, when one of the notified ASes chooses an alternate path, it will

be selecting from AS paths announced to it by its neighbors. Therefore, O needs to inform other

ASes of which AS or AS link to avoid, depending on whether the failure is within a single AS or at

an AS boundary.

Ideally, I would like a mechanism to let the origin AS O of a prefix P specify this information

explicitly with a signed announcement I will call AVOID PROBLEM(X,P). Depending on the nature

of the problem, X could either be a single AS (AVOID PROBLEM(A,P)) or an AS link A � B

(AVOID PROBLEM(A-B,P)). Note that AS O is only able to directly observe the problem with

prefix P; it cannot determine if the issue is more widespread. Announcing this hypothetical primitive

would have three effects:

• Avoidance Property: Any AS that knew of a route to P that avoided X would select such a

route.

• Backup Property: Any AS that only knew of a route through X would be free to attempt to

use it. Similarly, A would be able to attempt to route to O via its preferred path (through B in

the case when X is the link A-B).

• Notification Property: A (and B, for link problems) would be notified of the problem, alerting

its operators to fix it.
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5.2.1 LIFEGUARD’s Failure Remediation

Deploying AVOID PROBLEM(X,P) might seem to require changes to every BGP router in the In-

ternet. Instead, I use mechanisms already available in BGP to perform the notifications, in order to

arrive at a solution that is usable today, even if the solution is not complete. A usable approach can

improve availability today while simultaneously helping the community understand how we might

improve availability further with future BGP changes. I call my approach LIFEGUARD, for Locating

Internet Failures Effectively and Generating Usable Alternate Routes Dynamically.

To approximate AVOID PROBLEM(A,P) on today’s Internet, LIFEGUARD uses BGP’s built-in

loop prevention to “poison” a problem AS that is announcing routes but not forwarding packets. To

poison an AS A, the origin announces the prefix with A as part of the path, causing A to reject the

path (to avoid a loop) and withdraw its path from its neighbors [29, 21]. This withdrawal causes

ASes that previously routed via A to explore alternatives. Importantly, the poison affects only traffic

to O’s prefix experiencing the problem. By allowing an AS to poison only prefixes it originates,

my approach is consistent with the goals of ongoing work that seeks to authenticate the origin of

BGP announcements [88]. Proposals to verify the entire path [9] are consistent with the future goal

for my approach, in which AVOID PROBLEM(X,P) would be a validated hint from the origin AS

to the rest of the network that a particular AS is not correctly routing its traffic. By the time such

proposals are deployed, it may be feasible to develop new routing primitives or standardized BGP

communities to accomplish what I currently do with poisoning.

Although BGP loop prevention was not intended to give O control over routes in other ASes,

it lets me experiment with failure avoidance. In effect, poisoning A implements the Avoidance

Property of AVOID PROBLEM(A,P), giving O the means to control routes to it. A’s border routers

will receive the poisoned announcement and detect the poison, a form of the Notification Property.

On its own, poisoning is a blunt, disruptive instrument, a limitation that LIFEGUARD must over-

come. Poisoning inserts A into all routes, so even ASes that were not routing through A may undergo

route exploration before reconverging to their original route, leading to unnecessary packet loss [69].
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Figure 5.1: Routes and routing tables (a) before and (b) after O poisons A to avoid a problem. Each
table shows only paths to the production prefix, with the in-use, most-preferred route at the top.
Poisoning A for the production prefix causes it to withdraw its route from E and F, forcing E to use
its less-preferred route through D and leaving F with only the sentinel. Routes to the sentinel prefix
do not change, allowing O to check when the problem has resolved.

Instead of providing the Backup Property, poisoning cuts off ASes that lack a route around A. Poi-

soning disables all paths through A, even if some work.

In the following sections, I show how LIFEGUARD overcomes what initially seem like limita-

tions of poisoning in order to better approximate AVOID PROBLEM(X,P).

Minimizing Disruption of Working Routes

Inserting an AS to poison an announcement increases AS path length. Suppose that an origin AS O

decides to poison A for O’s prefix P. The poisoned path cannot be A-O, because O’s neighbors need

to route to O as their next hop, not to A. So, the path must start with O. It cannot be O-A, because

routing registries list O as the origin for P, and so a path that shows A as the origin looks suspicious.

Therefore, O announces O-A-O. Experiments found that BGP normally takes multiple minutes to

converge when switching to longer paths, with accompanying packet loss to the prefix during this

period [69]. This loss would even affect networks with working paths to the prefix.
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To poison in a way that shortens and smooths this convergence period, LIFEGUARD crafts

steady-state unpoisoned announcements in a way that “prepares” all ASes for the possibility that

some AS may later be poisoned. Figure 5.1 provides an example of an origin AS O with a pro-

duction prefix P which carries real traffic. Figure 5.1(a) depicts the state before the problem, and

Figure 5.1(b) depicts the state following a failure, after O has reacted to repair routing.

LIFEGUARD speeds up convergence and reduces path exploration by prepending to the pro-

duction prefix P’s announcement, announcing O-O-O as the baseline path. If O detects that some

networks (ASes E and F in Figure 5.1) cannot reach P due to a problem in A, O updates the an-

nouncement to O-A-O.3 These two announcements are the same length and have the same next hop,

and so, under default BGP, they are equally preferred. If an AS is using a route that starts with

O-O-O and does not go through A, then receives an update that changes that route to start with

O-A-O instead, it will likely switch to using the new route without exploring other options, con-

verging instantly. I will show in a measurement study in Section 5.4.2 that this prepending smooths

convergence, helping ease concerns that an automated response to outages might introduce needless

routing instability. This approach is orthogonal to efforts to reduce convergence effects [71, 68, 60],

which would benefit LIFEGUARD.

Partially Poisoning ASes

LIFEGUARD tries to avoid cutting off an entire AS A and all ASes that lack routes that avoid A. I

have three goals: (1) ASes cut off by poisoning should be able to use routes through A to reach O

as soon as they work again; (2) if some paths through A work while others have failed, ASes using

the working routes should be able to continue to if they lack alternatives; and (3) when possible, the

system should steer traffic from failed to working paths within A.

Advertising a less-specific sentinel prefix. While O is poisoning A, ASes like F that are “captive”

behind A will lack a route [17]. To ensure that F and A have a route that covers P, LIFEGUARD

3I only intend O to poison one AS at a time. If future work reveals a need to poison multiple ASes, then O could
prepend its baseline path more times.
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announces a less-specific sentinel prefix that contains P (and can also contain other production

prefixes). When P experiences problems, the system continues to advertise the sentinel with the

baseline (unpoisoned) path. As seen in Figure 5.1(b), ASes that do not learn of the poisoned path,

because they are “captive” behind A, will receive the less specific prefix and can continue to try

routing to the production prefix on it, through A, instead of being cut off. This effect is the Backup

Property desired from AVOID PROBLEM(A,P) and helps achieve goals (1) and (2).

Selectively poisoning to avoid AS links. Although most failures in a previous study were confined

to a single AS, 38% occurred on an inter-AS link [37]. I use a technique I call selective poisoning to

allow LIFEGUARD, under certain circumstances, to implement AVOID PROBLEM(A-B,P). Poison-

ing does not provide a general solution to AS link avoidance, but, given certain topologies, selective

poisoning can shift traffic within A onto working routes.

Specifically, under certain circumstances, O may be able to steer traffic away from a particular

AS link without forcing it completely away from the ASes that form the link. Suppose O has

multiple providers that connect to A via disjoint AS paths. Then O can poison A in advertisements

to one provider, but announce an unpoisoned path through the other provider. Because the paths are

disjoint, A will receive the poisoned path from one of its neighbors and the unpoisoned path from

another, and it will only accept the unpoisoned path. So, A will route all traffic to O’s prefix to

egress via the neighbor with the unpoisoned path. This selective poisoning shifts routes away from

A’s link to the other neighbor, as well as possibly affecting which links and PoPs are used inside A.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the idea. Assume O discovers a problem on the link between A and B2.

This failure affects C3, but C2 still has a working route through A, and C4 still has a working route

through B2. O would like to shift traffic away from the failing link, without forcing any networks

except A to change which neighbor they select to route through. In other words, O would like

to announce AVOID PROBLEM(A-B2,P). If O only uses selective advertising without poisoning,

announcing its prefix via D1 and not D2, C4’s route will have to change. If O poisons A via both

D1 and D2, C2 and C3 will have to find routes that avoid A, and A will lack a route entirely (except

via a less-specific prefix). However, by selectively poisoning A via D2 and not via D1, O can shift

A and C3’s routes away from the failing link, while allowing C3 to still route along working paths
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Figure 5.2: A case in which LIFEGUARD can use selective poisoning. By selectively poisoning A on
announcements to D2 and not on announcements to D1, O can influence which routes are selected
within A without disturbing routes outside A. In particular, O can cause traffic to avoid the link from
A to B2, without disrupting how C3 routes to A or how C[1,2,4] route to O.

in A and without disturbing any other routes. Selective poisoning functions like targeted prepending

– prepending requires that A use path length to make routing decisions and potentially causes other

ASes to shift from using routes through D2, whereas selective poisoning forces only A to change.

In Section 5.4.2 I find that selective poisoning lets LIFEGUARD avoid 73% of the links I test.

5.3 Applying Failure Avoidance

In the previous section, I described how LIFEGUARD uses BGP poisoning to approximate

AVOID PROBLEM(X,P). Poisoning allows me to experiment with failure avoidance today, and it

gives ASes a way to deploy failure avoidance unilaterally. In this section, I describe how LIFE-

GUARD decides when to poison and which AS to poison, as well as how it decides when to stop

poisoning an AS.

5.3.1 Locating a Failure

An important step towards fixing a reachability problem is to identify the network or router respon-

sible for it. To be widely applicable and effective, I require my fault isolation technique to: (1) rely
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only on deployed protocols and available vantage points; and (2) be accurate even in the face of

asymmetric paths and unidirectional failures.

This setting means that some routers may not respond to probes and that I can only assume con-

trol of one direction of any path I am monitoring. Further, the probing overhead cannot be more than

the available vantage points can support, and the probing rate must not overwhelm routers that rate

limit their responses. To overcome these challenges, the technique will have to integrate information

from multiple measurement nodes, each with only partial visibility into routing behavior.

I assume that a routing failure between a pair of endpoints can be explained by a single prob-

lem. While addressing multiple failures is an interesting direction for future work, this dissertation

focuses on single failures.

Overview of Failure Isolation

The failure isolation component of LIFEGUARD is a distributed system, using geographically dis-

tributed PlanetLab hosts to make data plane measurements to a set of monitored destinations. Draw-

ing on Hubble’s measurements, which showed that many outages were partial, LIFEGUARD uses

vantage points with working routes to send and receive probes on behalf of those with failing paths.

Because many failures are unidirectional, it adapts techniques from reverse traceroute to provide

reverse path visibility. In the current deployment, vantage points send pings to monitor destina-

tions, and a vantage point triggers failure isolation when it experiences repeated failed pings to a

destination. This failure detection works like Hubble’s ping monitors.

LIFEGUARD uses historical measurements to identify candidates that could potentially be caus-

ing a failure, then systematically prunes the candidate set with additional measurements. I outline

these steps first before describing them in greater detail.

1. Maintain background atlas: LIFEGUARD maintains an atlas of the round-trip paths between

its sources and the monitored targets to discern changes during failures and generate candi-

dates for failure locations.
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Figure 5.3: Isolation measurements conducted for an actual outage. With traceroute alone, the
problem appears to be between TransTelecom and ZSTTK. Using spoofed traceroute, reverse trace-
route, and historical path information, LIFEGUARD determines that the forward path is fine, but that
Rostelecom no longer has a working path back to GMU.

2. Isolate direction of failure and measure working direction: After detecting a failure, LIFE-

GUARD uses Hubble’s spoofed ping technique to isolate the direction of failure to identify

what measurements to use to locate the failure. Further, if the failure is unidirectional, it

measures the path in the working direction using one of two measurement techniques.

3. Test atlas paths in failing direction: LIFEGUARD tests which subpaths still work in the fail-

ing direction by probing routers on historical atlas paths between the source and destination.

It then remeasures the paths for responsive hops, thereby identifying other working routers.

4. Prune candidate failure locations: Routers with working paths in the previous step are

eliminated. Then, LIFEGUARD blames routers that border the “horizon of reachability.” This

horizon divides routers that have connectivity to the source from those that lack that connec-

tivity.

Description of Fault Isolation

I illustrate the steps that LIFEGUARD uses to isolate failures using an actual example of a fail-

ure diagnosed on February 24, 2011. At the left of Figure 5.3 is one of LIFEGUARD’s vantage
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points, a PlanetLab host at George Mason University (labeled GMU). The destination, belonging to

Smartkom in Russia, at the right, became unreachable from the source. For simplicity, the figure

depicts hops at the AS granularity.

Maintain background atlas: In the steady state, LIFEGUARD uses traceroute and reverse traceroute

to regularly map the forward and reverse paths between its vantage points and the destinations it is

monitoring. During failures, this path atlas yields both a view of what recent paths looked like before

the failure, as well as a historical view of path changes over time. These paths provide likely can-

didates for failure locations and serve as the basis for some of the isolation measurements I discuss

below. Because some routers are configured to ignore ICMP pings, LIFEGUARD also maintains

a database of historical ping responsiveness, allowing it to later distinguish between connectivity

problems and routers configured to not respond to ICMP probes.

The figure depicts historical forward and reverse traceroutes with the dotted black and red lines,

respectively. The thick, solid black line in Figure 5.3 depicts the traceroute from GMU during the

failure. Traceroute can provide misleading information in the presence of failures. In this case, the

last hop is a TransTelecom router, suggesting that the failure may be adjacent to this hop, between

TransTelecom and ZSTTK. However, without further information, operators cannot be sure, since

the probes may have been dropped on the reverse paths back from hops beyond TransTelecom.

Isolate direction of failure and measure working direction: LIFEGUARD tries to isolate the direc-

tion of the failure using spoofed pings, using Hubble’s technique described in Section 3.1.4. In the

example, spoofed probes sent from GMU to Smartkom reached other vantage points, but no probes

reached GMU, implying a reverse path failure. When the failure is unidirectional, LIFEGUARD

measures the complete path in the working direction. Extending the spoofed ping technique, LIFE-

GUARD sends spoofed probes to identify hops in the working direction while avoiding the failing

direction. For a reverse failure, LIFEGUARD finds a vantage point with a working path back from D,

then has S send a spoofed traceroute to D, spoofing as the working vantage point. In the example,

GMU issued a spoofed traceroute, and a vantage point received responses from ZSTTK and the

destination. The blue dashed edges in Figure 5.3 show the spoofed traceroute.
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If the failure had been on the forward path, the system instead would have measured the working

reverse path with a spoofed reverse traceroute from D back to S. Reverse traceroute, as described in

Chapter 4, requires two-way connectivity between the source and destination. LIFEGUARD avoids

that limitation by sending all probes from its vantage points, spoofing as the source experiencing the

problem.

It is useful to measure the working direction of the path for two reasons. First, since the path is

likely a valid policy-compliant path in the failing direction, it may provide a working alternative for

avoiding the failure. Second, knowledge of the path in the working direction can guide isolation of

the problem in the failing direction, as I discuss below.

Test atlas paths in failing direction: Once it has measured the working path, LIFEGUARD measures

the responsive portion of the failing direction, as much as the failure allows. For forward and

bidirectional failures, the source can simply issue a traceroute towards the destination in order to

measure the path up to the failure.

For reverse failures, LIFEGUARD cannot measure a reverse traceroute from D, as such a mea-

surement requires a response from D to determine the initial hops, even with the help of a spoofing

node V. Instead, LIFEGUARD has its vantage points, including S, ping: (1) all hops on the forward

path from S to D and (2) all hops on historical forward and reverse paths between S and D in its

path atlas. These probes test which locations can reach S, which cannot reach S but respond to other

vantage points, and which are completely unreachable. LIFEGUARD uses its atlas to exclude hops

configured never to respond. For all hops still pingable from S, LIFEGUARD measures a reverse

traceroute to S.

In the example, LIFEGUARD found that NTT still used the same path towards GMU that it had

before the failure and that Rostelecom no longer had a working path. I omit the reverse paths from

most forward hops to simplify the figure. In this case, LIFEGUARD found that all hops before Ros-

telecom were reachable (denoted with blue clouds with solid boundaries), while all in Rostelecom

or beyond were not (denoted with light-gray clouds with dashed boundaries), although they had

responded to pings in the past.
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Prune candidate failure locations: Finally, LIFEGUARD removes any reachable hops from the

suspect set and applies heuristics to identify the responsible hop within the remaining suspects. For

forward outages, the failure is likely between the last responsive hop in a traceroute and the next hop

along the path towards the destination. LIFEGUARD’s historical atlas often contains paths through

the last hop, providing hints about where it is trying to route. LIFEGUARD checks the reachability

of these hops with pings to settle on candidate locations.

For a reverse failure, LIFEGUARD considers reverse paths from D back to S that are in its atlas

prior to the failure. For the most recent path, it determines the farthest hop H along that path that can

still reach S, as well as the first hop H’ past H that cannot. Given that H’ no longer has a working

path to S, contacting the AS containing H’ or rerouting around it may resolve the problem.

If the failure is not in H’, one explanation is that, because H’ lacked a route, D switched to

another path which also did not work. In these cases, LIFEGUARD performs similar analysis on

older historical paths from D, expanding the initial suspect set and repeating the pruning. Since

Internet paths are generally stable [137], the failing path will often have been used historically, and

there will often be few historical paths between the source and destination.

Because both historical reverse paths from unresponsive forward hops traversed Rostelecom,

it seems highly likely this is the point of failure. This conclusion is further supported by the fact

that all unreachable hops except Rostelecom responded to pings from other vantage points, indi-

cating that their other outgoing paths still worked. I provide details on this and other examples at

http://lifeguard.cs.washington.edu.

Case Studies

These techniques enable failure isolation at the granularity of an AS or router, within minutes of

detecting an outage. I now present two case studies that illustrate how LIFEGUARD uses different

measurements to isolate failures depending on the direction of the failure.

http://lifeguard.cs.washington.edu
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Figure 5.4: Isolation measurements for an actual forward path failure. The forward traceroute
terminates in AdNet Telecom, but LIFEGUARD measures a working reverse path through NTT.
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Isolating a forward path failure: LIFEGUARD identified a failure keeping one of its sources,

located in China, from reaching a router in Romania. Figure 5.4 depicts some of LIFEGUARD’s

measurements in a figure generated automatically by the system. The historical atlas revealed that

the forward path to Romania went through AdNet Telecom, one of the destination’s providers,

whereas the reverse path left the destination AS through NTT, a different provider. Using spoofed

pings, the system isolated the problem to the forward path. LIFEGUARD then successfully measured

the entire (spoofed) reverse traceroute back from the destination, revealing that it still went via NTT.

The figure depicts the identical historical and spoofed reverse paths as a single line. The Chinese

source’s current forward traceroute followed a similar path to the historical one to AdNet Telecom

but terminated at a router in that AS. This result indicated a failure reaching the destination from

AdNet. Furthermore, the only vantage points that could reach the destination during the outage used

NTT as an ingress, supporting the hypothesis. Other vantage points could reach the destination via

NTT, and the source could ping hops in NTT that appeared on the reverse path to China. If networks

behind the failure could switch to paths through NTT, they could avoid the problem with AdNet.

Isolating a reverse path failure: Routes between LIFEGUARD’s source in Korea and a target router

in Chicago had historically gone through Level 3 in both directions. When the source detected a

problem, its traceroute to the target router did not receive any responses after Level 3’s San Jose

PoP. However, LIFEGUARD isolated the failure to the reverse direction. Figure 5.5 depicts some of

LIFEGUARD’s measurements in a figure generated automatically by the system. When the source

sent a forward traceroute spoofing as a vantage point that could reach the target, it reached the

destination via Level 3’s Los Angeles, Dallas, and Chicago PoPs, yielding hops past where the

(non-spoofed) traceroute terminated. LIFEGUARD’s historical reverse traceroutes showed that the

reverse path from the destination passed through Level 3 in Chicago, Level 3 in Denver, and then

Level 3’s San Jose PoP. The source could still successfully ping the San Jose, Los Angeles, Dallas,

and Denver PoPs, but the Chicago PoP was pingable only from other vantage points. Other vantage

points could also ping the destination. These results placed the “reachability horizon” in Level 3,

with San Jose, Los Angeles, Denver, and Dallas on the reachable side (near the source) and Chicago

on the unreachable side (near the destination). These measurements suggested a failure affecting

some paths through Level 3 towards the Korean vantage point.
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Figure 5.5: Isolation measurements for a reverse path failure. The forward traceroute terminates in
Level 3, but LIFEGUARD reveals a working forward path and a reverse failure in Level 3.
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Figure 5.6: For the EC2 dataset, residual duration after outages have persisted for X minutes. The
top graph shows that, once a problem has persisted for a few minutes, it will most likely persist for
at least a few more minutes unless there is corrective action. The bottom graph gives the fraction of
total unavailability in the study, including outages that resolved before time X. It shows that, even if
LIFEGUARD does not trigger rerouting for a few minutes and the rerouting takes a few more minutes
to converge, we can still avoid most of the total unavailability.

5.3.2 Deciding to Start and Stop Poisoning

Deciding whether to poison: As seen in Section 3.4, most outages resolve quickly. For the system

to work effectively, it would be helpful to differentiate between outages that will clear up quickly

and those that will persist. If routing protocols will quickly resolve a problem, then it would be

better to wait in order to avoid causing further routing changes. If the protocols will not restore

connectivity quickly on their own, then poisoning may be a better approach.
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The following analysis of the EC2 outage data from Section 3.4 shows that it is possible to dif-

ferentiate between these cases with high likelihood. The top graph in Figure 5.6 shows the residual

duration of these outages, given that they have already lasted for X minutes. The median duration

of an outage in the study was only 90 seconds (the minimum possible given the methodology).

However, of the 12% of problems that persisted for at least 5 minutes, 51% lasted at least another 5

minutes. Further, of the problems that lasted 10 minutes, 68% persisted for at least 5 minutes past

that. LIFEGUARD triggers isolation after multiple rounds of failed pings, and it takes an average of

140 seconds to isolate a reverse path outage (see Section 5.4.4). If a problem persists through both

those stages, then the results suggest that the problem is likely to persist long enough to justify using

poisoning to fix it. I will show in Section 5.4.2 that poisoned routes converge within a few minutes

in almost all cases, with little loss during the convergence period. So, if there are alternative paths

that avoid the problem LIFEGUARD locates, the system should quickly restore connectivity.

Long-lasting problems account for much of the total unavailability. As a result, even if LIFE-

GUARD takes five minutes to identify and locate a failure before poisoning, and it then takes two

minutes for routes to converge, the system can still potentially avoid 80% of the total unavailability

in the EC2 study (bottom graph in Figure 5.6). In Section 5.4.1, I will show that it is possible to

determine (with high likelihood) whether alternate policy compliant paths will exist before deciding

to poison an AS. If no paths exist, LIFEGUARD does not attempt to poison the AS.

Deciding when to unpoison: Once LIFEGUARD accurately identifies the AS A responsible for a

problem, BGP poisoning can target it and cause other ASes to route around A. However, A will

eventually resolve the underlying issue, at which point we would like to be able to revert to the

unpoisoned path, allowing ASes to use paths through A, if preferred. When the poisoned announce-

ment is in place, however, A will not have a path to the prefix in question.

LIFEGUARD uses a sentinel prefix to test reachability. Concerns such as aggregation and address

availability influence the choice of sentinel. In the current deployment, the sentinel is a less specific

prefix containing both the production prefix and a prefix that is not otherwise used. Responses to

pings from the unused portion of the sentinel will route via the sentinel prefix, regardless of whether

the hops also have the poisoned more-specific prefix. By sending active ping measurements from
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Table 5.1: Key results of my evaluation of LIFEGUARD, demonstrating its viability for addressing
long-duration outages.

Criteria Summary Experimental Result

Effectiveness (§5.4.1)
Most edge networks have routes that
avoid poisoned ASes, and it is possible
to calculate which do a priori

77% of poisons from BGP-Mux
90% of poisons in large-scale simulation

Disruptiveness (§5.4.2)
Routes that already avoid the problem
AS reconverge quickly after poisoning

95% of paths converge instantly

Minimal loss occurs during convergence Less than 2% packet loss in 98% of cases

Accuracy (§5.4.3) Locates failures as if it had traceroutes
from both ends

Consistent results for 93% of inter-PlanetLab
failures

Isolates problems that traceroute alone
misdiagnoses

40% of cases differ from traceroute

Scalability (§5.4.4)
Quickly isolates problems with
reasonable overhead

140 seconds for poisoning candidates
280 probes per failure

Induces reasonably small additional
BGP update load on routers

< 1% if 1% of ISPs use LIFEGUARD
< 10% if 50% of ISPs use LIFEGUARD

this prefix to destinations that had been unable to reach the production prefix prior to poisoning

(e.g., E in Figure 5.1), the system can detect when to unpoison the production prefix. If the sentinel

is a less-specific without any unused prefixes, LIFEGUARD can instead ping the destinations within

the poisoned AS (e.g., A) or within captives of the poisoned AS (e.g., F).

5.4 LIFEGUARD Evaluation

To preview the results of my evaluation, I find that LIFEGUARD’s poisoning finds routes around

the vast majority of potential problems, its approach is minimally disruptive to paths that are not

experiencing problems, and its failure isolation can correctly identify the AS needing to be poisoned.

Table 5.1 summarizes my key results. The following sections provide more details.

I deployed LIFEGUARD’s path poisoning using the BGP-Mux testbed [14]. The BGP-Mux

testbed has its own AS number and prefixes, which LIFEGUARD uses. LIFEGUARD connected to

a BGP-Mux instance at Georgia Tech, which served as the Internet provider for the BGP-Mux AS

(and hence for LIFEGUARD). For the poisoning experiments in this section, LIFEGUARD announced

prefixes via Georgia Tech into the commercial Internet. To speed my experiments, I announced
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multiple prefixes at once, poisoning a different AS on each one. Traffic to these prefixes routes

through Georgia Tech to the machine hosting LIFEGUARD’s controller.

I assessed the effects of poisoning in the absence of failures. To obtain ASes to poison, I

announced a prefix and harvested all ASes on BGP paths towards the prefix from route collec-

tors [87, 105, 99, 1]. I excluded all Tier-1 networks, as well as Cogent, as it is Georgia Tech’s main

provider. In Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.6.1, I evaluate techniques to poison even these large ASes.

For each of the remaining harvested ASes,4 I first went from a baseline of O to a poisoned an-

nouncement O-A-O, then repeated the experiment starting from a baseline of O-O-O. I kept each

announcement in place for 90 minutes to allow convergence and to avoid flap dampening effects.

For the duration of the experiments, I also announced an unpoisoned prefix to use for comparisons.

5.4.1 Efficacy

Do ASes find new routes that avoid a poisoned AS? I monitored BGP updates from public BGP

route collectors to determine how many ASes found an alternate path after I poisoned an AS on

their preferred path. There were 132 cases in which an AS peering with a route collector was using

a path through one of the ASes I poisoned. In 102 of the 132 cases (77%), the route collector peer

found a new path that avoided the poisoned AS. Two-thirds of the cases in which the peer could not

find a path were instances in which I had poisoned the only provider of a stub AS.

Do alternate policy-compliant routes exist in general? I analyzed a large AS topology to show

that, in the common case, alternate paths exist around poisoned ASes. The topology, along with AS

relationships, is from a dataset combining public BGP feeds with more than five million AS paths

between BitTorrent (BT) peers [24]. To simulate poisoning an AS A on a path from a source S to

an origin O, I remove all of A’s links from the topology. I then check if S can restore connectivity

while avoiding A (i.e., a path exists between S and O that obeys export policies).

4I announced my experiments on the NANOG mailing list and allowed operators to opt out their ASes. None did. A
handful opted out of an earlier Georgia Tech study, and I honored their list.
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I check policies using the three-tuple test [79], as in Section 3.5. This approach may miss

alternate paths if the valley-free assumption is too strict,5 and rarely used backup paths may not be

in my topology. Conversely, it may identify valley-free paths not used in practice.

To establish the validity of this methodology, I simulated the Georgia Tech poisonings. In 92.5%

of cases, the simulation found an alternate path if and only if the AS found such a path following

my actual poisoning. In the remaining 7.5% of cases, the simulation found an alternate path, but in

practice the AS failed to find one. In these cases, the source was an academic network connected

to both a commercial provider and an academic provider (which only provides routes to academic

destinations). These connections made the AS multi-homed in my simulation. In practice, however,

the AS seems to reject routes from its commercial provider if the route contained an academic AS,

and I had poisoned one.

Having established that my simulation closely predicts the results of actual poisonings, I sim-

ulated poisoning ASes on the BT and BGP feed paths. For each AS path with length greater than

three (i.e., traversing at least one transit AS in addition to the destination’s provider), I iterated over

all the transit ASes in the path except the destination’s immediate provider and simulated poisoning

them one at a time.6 An alternate path existed in 90% of the 10 million cases. I then simulated

poisoning the failures isolated by LIFEGUARD in June 2011. Alternate paths existed in 94% of

them.

LIFEGUARD uses a sentinel prefix to decide when a failure is repaired, making it safe to revert

to an unpoisoned announcement. The effectiveness of this approach relies on assumptions that I test

here.

Are poisoned more specifics aggregated into unpoisoned less specifics? If an AS aggregates

a poisoned more-specific route into the unpoisoned less-specific sentinel, it would likely remove

the poison. To verify that this aggregation does not generally happen, at least from LIFEGUARD’s

5It is well known that not all paths are valley-free in practice, and I observed violations in the BitTorrent traceroutes.
6A multi-homed destination can use selective advertising to avoid a particular provider. A single-homed destination

can never avoid having paths traverse its provider.
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current BGP deployment, I used the Georgia Tech BGP-Mux to announce two prefixes:

(1) 184.164.224.0/24 with poison and (2) 184.164.224.0/23 without poison. I poisoned an edge AS,

MIT, to guarantee that the prefix would propagate normally. I then checked how many RouteViews

peer ASes exported both prefixes and how many only exported one. Out of 47 total ASes, 46 (98%)

received both prefixes with identical paths, except for the poisoned insertion of MIT. Surprisingly,

AS28571, a university in Brazil, received only the poisoned more-specific /24 prefix, but not the

unpoisoned less-specific /23 prefix. Note that it does not affect the use of sentinel prefixes if ASes

aggregate the more-specific prefix when it is not poisoned.

Do ASes choose the same path for the sentinel and the production prefix? For a sentinel prefix

to detect when a problem has resolved, the sentinel needs to experience similar routing to what the

production prefix would experience if unpoisoned. I now show that networks rarely use different

paths for unpoisoned more specific and less-specific prefixes from the same origin. Networks could

choose different paths to facilitate load-balancing. Via the Georgia Tech BGP-Mux, I announced

three unpoisoned prefixes: (1) less-specific 184.164.244.0/23, (2) more-specific 184.164.244.0/24,

and (3) more-specific 184.164.245.0/24. I then analyzed RIPE RIS, PCH, and RouteViews route

table snapshots between September 22 and September 29, 2011, to see how many router collector

peer ASes chose differing paths to the prefixes. During that period, six (out of 202) ASes showed

different paths to the prefixes at least once. Five of these six ASes had different paths to the prefixes

in fewer than 30% of the snapshots I analyzed. One AS (AS29449) chose different paths to more-

specific /24 and less-specific /23 prefixes throughout the period. The other 97% of ASes chose the

same paths to all three prefixes during all snapshots.

5.4.2 Disruptiveness

How quickly do paths converge after poisoning? I used updates from the BGP collectors to

measure convergence delay after poisoning. I will show that, in most cases, if an AS was not

routing through the AS I poisoned, it re-converges essentially instantly to its original path, requiring

only a single update to pass on the poison. Global convergence usually takes at most a few minutes.
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Figure 5.7: Convergence time (top) and number of updates issued (bottom) for route collector peer
ASes after poisoned announcements. A data point captures the convergence for one peer AS after
one poisoned announcement. Change vs. no change indicates if the peer had to change its path be-
cause it had been routing through the poisoned AS. For Prepend, the baseline announcement before
poisoning was O-O-O, whereas for No prepend it was O. In both cases, the poisoned announcement
was O-A-O. Prepending reduces path exploration by keeping path length consistent, resulting in
reduced convergence delay.

First, I assess how quickly ASes that were using the poisoned AS settle on a new route that

avoids it. I also assess how quickly routes converge for ASes that were not using the poisoned AS.

As explained above, I poisoned each harvested AS twice each using different pre-poisoning baseline

paths. After each announcement, for each AS that peers with a route collector, I measured the delay

from when the AS first announced an update to the route collector to when it announced its stable

post-poisoning route. I leave out (route collector peer, poisoned AS) pairs if the peer AS did not

have a path to the LIFEGUARD prefix following the poisoning.

As seen in the top graph in Figure 5.7, a baseline announcement of O-O-O greatly speeds conver-
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gence. More than 95% of the time, ASes that were not using the poisoned AS converged essentially

instantly upon receiving the poisoned update, as they did not need to change their path, and 99% of

them converged within 50 seconds (Prepend, No Change line). In comparison, if I simply announce

O as the baseline before poisoning, less than 70% of the unaffected ASes converged instantly, and

94% converged within 50 seconds (No Prepend, No Change line). Similarly, using O-O-O as the

baseline helps ASes that had been routing via A settle on a new route faster: 96% converged within

50 seconds, compared to only 86% if I use O as the baseline. Prepending keeps the announcements a

consistent length, which reduces path exploration for ASes not routing through A. In fact, as seen in

the bottom figure, with prepending, 97% of unaffected ASes made only a single update, informing

neighbors only of the insertion of the poisoned AS A into the route. Without prepending, only 64%

of these ASes made only one update. The other 36% explored alternatives before reverting back to

their original path.

Figure 5.7 captures per-AS convergence. Because announcements need to propagate across

the Internet and are subject to protocol timers as they do so, different ASes receive a poisoned

announcement at different times.

I also assessed how long global convergence took, from the time the first router collector receives

an update for my prefix until all route collector peer ASes had converged to stable routes. With

prepending, global convergence took at most 91 seconds in the median case, at most 120 seconds for

75% of poisonings, and at most 200 seconds in 90% of poisonings. In contrast, without prepending,

the 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles are 133 seconds, 189 seconds, and 226 seconds. Compared to

the delay following a poisoning, it generally takes slightly less time for routes to converge globally

when I remove the poison and revert to the baseline announcement. Because most ASes that were

not using the poisoned AS reconverge to their original path without exploring other options, I would

not expect them to experience transient loss during the global convergence period.

How much loss accompanies convergence? My results indicate the packet loss during convergence

is minimal. I calculated loss rate during convergence following my poisonings that used a baseline of

O-O-O. For each poisoning, I considered the period starting when the poisoned announcement first

reached a route collector and ending when all route collector peers had converged. Every 10 seconds
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for the duration of the experiment, I issued pings from the poisoned and unpoisoned LIFEGUARD

prefixes to all 308 working PlanetLab sites. I set the source address for each ping to an address in the

LIFEGUARD prefix it was sent from, and so a particular response from a PlanetLab site would follow

routes to that prefix. In general, many of the sites were not routing via any particular poisoned AS,

and so this experiment lets us evaluate how much I disrupt working paths. I filtered out cases in

which loss was clearly due to problems unrelated to poisoning, and I excluded a PlanetLab site if it

was completely cut off by a particular poisoning.

Following 60% of poisonings, the overall loss rate during the convergence period was less than

1%, and 98% of poisonings had loss rates under 2%. Some convergence periods experienced brief

spikes in loss, but only 2% of poisonings had any 10 second round with a loss rate above 10%.

Can poisoning shift routes off an AS link without completely disabling either AS? I demonstrate

selective poisoning using two BGP-Mux sites, University of Washington (UWash) and University

of Wisconsin (UWisc). Paths from most PlanetLab nodes to UWash pass through the Internet2 (I2)

Seattle PoP, then to Pacific Northwest Gigapop, and to UWash. Most PlanetLab paths to UWisc

pass through I2’s Chicago PoP, then through WiscNet, before reaching UWisc. So, the BGP-Mux

AS has UWash and UWisc as providers, and they connect via disjoint paths to different I2 PoPs.

I tested if I could shift traffic away from the I2 Chicago PoP, supposing the link to WiscNet

experienced a silent failure. I advertised the same two prefixes from UWash and UWisc. I announced

the first prefix unpoisoned from both. I poisoned I2 in UWisc’s announcements of the second prefix,

but had UWash announce it unpoisoned.

First, I show that paths that were not using I2 would not be disrupted. I looked at paths to the two

prefixes from 36 RIPE RIS BGP peers. For 33 of them, the paths to the two prefixes were identical

and did not use I2. The other three ASes routed to the unpoisoned prefix via I2 and WiscNet. For

the selectively poisoned prefix, they instead routed via I2 and PNW Gigapop, as expected.

I then compare traceroutes from PlanetLab hosts to the two prefixes, to show that paths through

I2 avoid the “problem.” For the unpoisoned prefix, over 100 PlanetLab sites routed through I2 to
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WiscNet. Focusing on just these PlanetLab sites, I assessed how they routed towards the other prefix,

which I selectively poisoned for I2 from UWisc. For that prefix, all the sites avoided the link from

I2 to WiscNet. All but three of the sites routed via PNW Gigapop and UWash, as I intended. The

remaining three – two sites in Poland and one in Brazil – used Hurricane Electric to reach UWisc.

Excepting these three sites, selective poisoning allowed us to shift paths within a targeted network

without changing how networks other than the target routed.

Are Internet paths diverse enough for selective poisoning to be effective? This technique may

provide a means to partially poison large networks, and services with distributed data centers may

have the type of connectivity required to enable it. In my second selective poisoning experiment,

I approximated this type of deployment, and I assess how many ASes I could selectively poison.

To make this assessment, I need to identify whether ASes select from disjoint paths, which would

allow us to selectively poison them. It is hard to perform this assessment in general, because I

need to know both which path an AS is using and which paths it might use if that path became

unavailable.

Route collectors and BGP-Mux let us experiment in a setting in which I have access to these

paths. I announced a prefix simultaneously via BGP-Muxes at UWash, UWisc, Georgia Tech,

Princeton, and Clemson. This setup functions as an AS with five PoPs and one provider per PoP. I

iterated through 114 ASes that provide BGP feeds. For each pair of AS A and BGP-Mux M in turn,

I poisoned A from all BGP-Muxes except M and observed how A’s route to my prefix varied with

M. I found that selective poisoning allowed me to avoid 73% of the first hop AS links used by these

peers, while still leaving the peers with a route to my prefix. In Section 5.1, I found that these five

university providers allowed me to avoid 90% of these links on forward paths to these same ASes.

5.4.3 Accuracy

Having demonstrated that LIFEGUARD can often use BGP poisoning to route traffic around an AS or

AS link without causing widespread disruption, I assess LIFEGUARD’s accuracy in locating failures.

I show that LIFEGUARD seems to correctly identify the failed AS in most cases, including many that
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would be not be correctly found using only traceroutes. A tech report provides further analysis of

LIFEGUARD’s failure isolation [108].

LIFEGUARD’s failure isolation system is a prototype. I intend this chapter to describe the current

system and to establish that it should be possible to locate many failures. The live deployment of

LIFEGUARD’s failure isolation system has run continuously since January 2011. It currently uses

a host at each of 12 PlanetLab sites as sources. It monitors paths between those sources and the

following distinct sets of destinations, selected to provide an interesting set of paths on which to

evaluate the system:

• one router in each of 83 highly-connected PoPs located in the core of the Internet based on

iPlane’s traceroute atlas [78].

• 185 targets located on the edge of the Internet, selected because each target had a path from

at least one of the 12 sources that traversed at least one of the 83 centralized PoPs.

• 76 PlanetLab nodes. These targets provide a mechanism to validate results.

Because of the smaller number of sources and destinations relative to Hubble, each source pings

every destination in every two minute round, in order to detect outages. I expect that it will be

possible in the future to refine the techniques and implementations used to isolate failures, and part

of this refinement may involve studying how to select targets that can serve as “canaries” signaling

wider problems.

Are LIFEGUARD’s results consistent with what it would find with control of both ends of a

path? In general, obtaining ground truth for wide-area network faults is difficult: emulations of

failures are not realistic, and few networks post outage reports publicly. Due to these challenges, I

evaluate the accuracy of LIFEGUARD’s failure isolation on paths between a set of PlanetLab hosts

used as LIFEGUARD vantage points and a disjoint set of PlanetLab hosts used as targets.7 Every

7I cannot issue spoofed packets or make BGP announcements from EC2, and so I cannot use it to evaluate my system.
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five minutes, I issued traceroutes from all vantage points to all targets and vice versa. In isolating

the location of a failure between a vantage point and a target, I only gave LIFEGUARD access to

measurements from its vantage points. I checked if LIFEGUARD’s conclusion was consistent with

traceroutes from the target, “behind” the failure. LIFEGUARD’s location was consistent if and only

if (1) the traceroute in the failing direction terminated in the AS A blamed by LIFEGUARD, and (2)

the traceroute in the opposite direction did not contradict LIFEGUARD’s conclusion. The traceroute

contradicted the conclusion if it included responses from A but terminated in a different AS. The

responses from A indicate that some paths back from A worked. I lack sufficient information to

explain these cases, and so I consider LIFEGUARD’s result to be inconsistent.

I examined 182 unidirectional isolated failures from August and September 2011. For 169 of

the failures, LIFEGUARD’s results were consistent with traceroutes from the targets. The remaining

13 cases were all forward failures. In each of these cases, LIFEGUARD blamed the last network on

the forward traceroute (just as an operator with traceroute alone might). However, the destination’s

traceroute went through that network, demonstrating a working path from the network back to the

destination.

Does LIFEGUARD locate failures of interest to operators? I searched the Outages.org mailing

list [94] for outages that intersected LIFEGUARD’s monitored paths and found two interesting ex-

amples. On May 25, 2011, three of LIFEGUARD’s vantage points detected a forward path outage

to three distinct locations. The system isolated all of these outages to a router in Level 3’s Chicago

PoP. Later that night, a network operator posted the following message to the mailing list: “Saw

issues routing through Chicago via Level 3 starting around 11:05 pm, cleared up about 11:43 pm.”

Several network operators corroborated this report.

In the second example, a vantage point in Albany and one in Delaware observed simultaneous

outages to three destinations: a router at an edge AS in Ohio and routers in XO’s Texas and Chicago

PoPs. LIFEGUARD identified all Albany outages and some of the Delaware ones as reverse path

failures, with the remaining Delaware one flagged as bidirectional. All reverse path failures were

isolated to an XO router in Dallas, and the bidirectional failure was isolated to an XO router in
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Virginia. Several operators subsequently posted to the Outages.org mailing list reporting problems

with XO in multiple locations, which is likely what LIFEGUARD observed.

Does LIFEGUARD provide benefit beyond traceroute? I now quantify how often LIFEGUARD

finds that failures would be incorrectly isolated using only traceroute, thus motivating the need for

the system’s more advanced techniques. In the example shown in Figure 5.3, traceroutes from GMU

seem to implicate a problem forwarding from TransTelecom, whereas my system located the failure

as being along the reverse path, in Rostelecom. For the purposes of this study, I consider outages that

meet criteria that make them candidates for rerouting and repair: (1) multiple sources must be unable

to reach the destination, and these sources must be able to reach at least 10% of all destinations at

the time, reducing the chance that it is a source-specific issue; (2) the failing traceroutes must not

reach the destination AS, and the outage must be partial, together suggesting that alternate AS paths

exist; and (3) the problem must not resolve during the isolation process, thereby excluding transient

problems. During June 2011, LIFEGUARD identified 320 outages that met these criteria [108].

In 40% of cases, the system identified a different suspected failure location than what one would

assume using traceroute alone. Further, even in the other 60% of cases, an operator would not

currently know whether or not the traceroute was identifying the proper location.

5.4.4 Scalability

How efficiently does LIFEGUARD refresh its path atlas? LIFEGUARD regularly refreshes the

forward and reverse paths it monitors. Existing approaches efficiently maintain forward path atlases

based on the observations that paths converge as they approach the source/destination [34] and that

most paths are stable [31]. Based on these observations, LIFEGUARD’s reverse path atlas caches

probes for short periods, reuses measurements across converging paths, and usually refreshes a stale

path using fewer probes than would be required to measure from scratch. In combination, these op-

timizations enable LIFEGUARD to refresh paths at an average (peak) rate of 225 (502) reverse paths

per minute. It uses an amortized average per path of 10 IP option probes (compared to 35 mea-

sured using the basic reverse traceroute technique in Section 4.4.3) and slightly more than 2 forward

traceroutes (including those to measure reverse traceroute’s traceroute atlas). It may be possible
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to improve scalability in the future by focusing on measuring paths between “core” PoPs whose

routing health and route changes likely influence many paths,8 and by scheduling measurements to

minimize the impact of router-specific rate limits.

What is the probing load for locating problems? Fault isolation requires approximately 280

probe packets per outage. LIFEGUARD isolates failures on average much faster than it takes long-

lasting outages to be repaired. For bidirectional and reverse path outages, potential candidates for

poisoning, LIFEGUARD completed isolation measurements within 140 seconds on average.

What load will poisoning induce at scale? An important question is whether LIFEGUARD would

induce excessive load on routers if deployed at scale. The study above showed that, by prepending,

LIFEGUARD reduces the number of updates made by each router after a path poisoning. In this

section, I estimate the Internet-wide load my approach would generate if a large number of ISPs

used it. While my results serve as a rough estimate, I find that the number of path changes made at

each router is low.

The number of daily path changes per router my system would produce at scale is I ⇥ T ⇥

P (d) ⇥ U , where I is the fraction of ISPs using my approach, T is the fraction of ASes each ISP

is monitoring with LIFEGUARD, P (d) is the aggregate number of outages per day that have lasted

at least d minutes and are candidates for poisoning, and U is the average number of path changes

per router generated by each poison. Based on my experiments, U = 2.03 for routers that had been

routing via the poisoned AS, and U = 1.07 for routers that had not been routing via the poisoned

AS. For routers using the poisoned AS, BGP should have detected the outage and generated at least

one path update in response. For routers not routing through it, the updates are pure overhead. Thus,

poisoning causes affected routers to issue an additional 1.03 updates and and unaffected routers an

additional 1.07 updates. For simplicity, I set U = 1 in this analysis.

I base P (d) on the Hubble dataset of outages on paths between PlanetLab sites and 92% of the

Internet’s edge ASNs (Section 3.3.2). I filter this data to exclude complete outages, where poisoning

8For example, 63% of iPlane traceroutes traverse at least one of the most common 500 PoPs (0.3% of PoPs) [58].
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Table 5.2: Number of additional daily path changes due to poisoning for fraction of ISPs using
LIFEGUARD (I), fraction of networks monitored for reachability (T ), and duration of outage before
poisoning (d). For comparison, Tier-1 routers currently make between 255,000 and 315,000 updates
per day.

d = 5 minutes d = 15 min. d = 60 min.
T = 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0

I
0.01 393 783 137 275 58 115
0.1 3931 7866 1370 2748 576 1154
0.5 19625 39200 6874 13714 2889 5771

is not effective. I assume that the Hubble targets were actually monitoring the PlanetLab sites (in-

stead of vice versa) and define P (d) = H(d)/(IhTh), where H(d) is the total number of poisonable

Hubble outages per day lasting at least d minutes, Ih = 0.92 is the fraction of all edge ISPs that

Hubble monitored, and Th = 0.01 is my estimate for the fraction of total poisonable (transit) ASes

on paths from Hubble VPs to their targets. Because the smallest d that Hubble provides is 15 min-

utes, I extrapolate the Hubble outage distribution based on the EC2 data (Section 3.4) to estimate

the poisoning load for d = 5.

Scaling the parameters estimates the load from poisoning under different scenarios. In Table 5.2,

I vary the fraction of participating ISPs (I), the fraction of poisonable ASes being monitored (T ),

and the minimum outage duration before poisoning is used (d). I scale the number of outages

linearly with I and T . I scale with d based on the failure duration distribution from my EC2 study.

LIFEGUARD could cause a router to generate from tens to tens of thousands of additional up-

dates. For reference, a single-homed edge router peering with AS131072 sees an average of approx-

imately 110,000 updates per day [13], and the Tier-1 routers I checked made 255,000 to 315,000

path updates per day [87]. For cases where only a small fraction of ASes use poisoning (I  0.1),

the additional load is less than 1%. For large deployments (I = 0.5, T = 1) and short delays before

poisoning (d = 5), the overhead can become significant (35% for the edge router, 12-15% for Tier-1

routers). I note that reducing the number of monitored paths or waiting longer to poison can easily

reduce the overhead to less than 10%.
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5.5 LIFEGUARD Case Study

To demonstrate LIFEGUARD’s ability to repair a data plane outage by locating a failure and then

poisoning to restore connectivity, I describe a case study of a failure affecting routing between

the University of Wisconsin and a PlanetLab node at National Tsing Hua University in Taiwan.

LIFEGUARD announced a production prefix and a sentinel prefix via the University of Wisconsin

BGP-Mux. It also hosted an isolation vantage point at the University of Wisconsin. LIFEGUARD

had monitored the PlanetLab node for a month, gathering historical atlas data. On October 3-4,

2011, I used nodes in the two prefixes to exchange test traffic with the PlanetLab node, and I sent

traceroutes every 10 minutes from the PlanetLab node towards the test nodes to keep track of its

view of the paths. As in the evaluation in Section 5.4.3, I use the measurements from the Taiwanese

PlanetLab node to evaluate LIFEGUARD, but I did not give the system access to these measurements

during failures.

After experiencing only transient problems for most of the day, around 8:15pm on October 3,

the test traffic began to experience a persistent outage. When LIFEGUARD isolated the direction of

the outage, spoofed pings from LIFEGUARD’s vantage point reached Taiwan along the forward path

from Wisconsin, but spoofed pings towards Wisconsin failed, indicating a problem on the reverse

path. A spoofed forward traceroute from Wisconsin revealed the forward path. LIFEGUARD’s atlas

revealed two historical reverse paths from Taiwan back to Wisconsin. Prior to the outage, the Planet-

Lab node had been successfully routing to Wisconsin via academic networks. Older measurements

in the historical atlas showed that this academic route had been in use since 3pm, but, prior to that,

the path had instead routed through UUNET (a commercial network) for an extended period. The

UUNET and academic paths diverged one AS before UUNET (one AS closer to the Taiwanese site).

LIFEGUARD issued measurements to see which of the hops on these reverse paths still could reach

Wisconsin. These measurements establish a reachability horizon with UUNET and the ASes before

it behind the failure. During the failure, all routers along the academic path from the divergence

point to Wisconsin were still responsive to pings, meaning they had a route to the University of

Wisconsin. However, hops in UUNET no longer responded to probes. In fact, hand inspection of
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traceroutes from the PlanetLab node to Wisconsin showed that, at 8:15pm, the path had switched to

go via UUNET, and the traceroutes had been terminating in UUNET.

Because the hops on the academic route had paths to Wisconsin, it was a likely viable alternative

to the broken default path, and I used LIFEGUARD to poison UUNET. For a brief period after LIFE-

GUARD announced the poison, test traffic was caught in a convergence loop. After convergence,

both the test traffic and a traceroute from Taiwan successfully reached the production prefix via

the academic networks. Traceroutes to the sentinel prefix continued to fail in UUNET until just

after 4am on October 4, when the path through UUNET began to work again. In summary, LIFE-

GUARD isolated an outage and used poisoning to re-establish connectivity until the outage was

resolved. Once repaired, the poison was no longer necessary, and LIFEGUARD reverted to the

baseline unpoisoned announcement.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Poisoning Anomalies

Certain poisonings cause anomalous behavior. Some networks disable loop detection, accepting

paths even if they contain their AS. Other networks do not accept an update from a customer if the

path contains a peer of the network. I discuss these two issues separately.

Some networks with multiple remote sites communicate between sites across the public Internet,

using the same AS number across sites. One approach is to disable BGP’s loop prevention to

exchange prefixes from the remote sites, even though they share an origin AS.9 The paths for these

prefixes allow the remote sites to route to each other using BGP. Fortunately, best practices mandate

that, instead of disabling loop detection altogether, networks should set the maximum occurrences

of their AS number in the path. For instance, AS286 accepts updates if it is already in the AS path.

Inserting AS286 twice into the AS path, however, causes it to drop the update, thus enabling the use

of poisoning. In general, I would expect ASes that need to use the public Internet to communicate

9Another option is to establish a virtual backbone using some form of tunneling.
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between remote sites to be stubs (meaning they have no customers). LIFEGUARD uses poisoning to

enable paths to bypass faulty transit networks, so has no need to poison stubs.

Some networks do not accept an update from a customer if the path contains one of the network’s

peers. For example, Cogent will not accept an update that includes one of its Tier-1 peers in the

path, meaning that announcements poisoning one of these ASes via Georgia Tech did not propagate

widely. However, I could poison them via BGP-Mux instances at universities that were not Cogent

customers, and 76% of route collector peers were able to find a path that avoided a poisoned AS

through which they had previously been routing. While the filtering reduced the coverage of my

poisoning studies and will prevent poisoning from rerouting around some failures, it is likely not a

big limitation. First, most failures occur outside of large networks (such as Cogent and Tier-1s) [108,

136]. Second, I used poisoning to experiment with AS avoidance, but most of the techniques and

principles still apply to other implementations, such as a modification of BGP to include a new

signed AVOID PROBLEM(X,P) notification.

5.6.2 Address Use by the Sentinel Prefix

Above, I proposed using a less-specific prefix with an unused sub-prefix as a sentinel. I discuss the

trade-offs when using three alternative approaches. First, absent any sentinel, it is not clear how

to check for failure recovery or to provide a backup unpoisoned route. Second, if an AS has an

unused prefix that is not adjacent to the production prefix, it can use the unused prefix as a sentinel,

even though it may lack a super-prefix that covers both prefixes. This approach allows the AS to

check when the failed route is repaired. However, this scheme does not provide a “backup” route

to the production prefix for networks captive behind the poisoned AS. Third, if an AS lacks unused

address space to serve as a sentinel, a less-specific prefix will ensure that the poisoned AS and ASes

captive behind it still have a route, even though the less-specific prefix does not include an unused

sub-prefix. Pings to the poisoned AS and its captives will return via routes to the unpoisoned less-

specific prefix, and so they can be used to check for repairs.

Alternatively, a provider with multiple prefixes hosting the same service can use DNS redirection

to test when a problem has resolved, without using additional addresses. Such providers often use
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DNS to direct a client to a nearby data prefix. This scheme relies on clients using the same route to

reach all prefixes in the absence of poison. To establish that this property holds, at least for Google,

I resolved a Google hostname at 20 PlanetLab sites around the world, yielding a set of Google IP

addresses from various data centers. I then issued traceroutes from the PlanetLab sites to the set

of IP addresses. Each PlanetLab site used a consistent path to reach Google’s network for all IP

addresses. Google then routed the traffic to a particular data center. With this consistent routing, if a

provider discovers a routing problem affecting a set of clients C, it could poison the prefix P1 serving

those clients. It need not poison its prefix P2 that serves other clients (possibly from a different data

center). Periodically, the provider’s DNS resolvers could give a client from C an address from P2

and an address from P1, with P1 serving as a failover. By checking server logs, the provider could

discern if the client was able to reach P2. When clients can reach P2, the provider can remove the

poison on P1.

5.7 Summary

Increasingly, Internet and cloud-based services expect the Internet to deliver high availability. Nev-

ertheless, partial outages that last for hours occur frequently. To improve their availability, edge

providers would benefit from having a way to repair outages affecting them, even when the problem

occurs in a transit AS outside their control. In this chapter, I presented LIFEGUARD, a system that

locates the AS at fault and routes around it. I designed LIFEGUARD to focus on long-lasting partial

outages, which account for a substantial portion of unavailability; to locate failures along either the

forward or reverse path, since failures are often unidirectional; and to trigger BGP reroutes, be-

cause alternate policy-compliant paths frequently exist. Using multiple vantage points and spoofed

probes, LIFEGUARD can identify the failing AS in the wild. I show that a provider can use BGP poi-

soning to cause routes to avoid an AS without disrupting working routes. LIFEGUARD’s mechanism

approximates a BGP modification to notify ASes of problems. Because it uses existing protocols

and devices, an ISP can deploy my approach unilaterally today. LIFEGUARD enables experiments

that I hope will motivate the need for and design of new route control mechanisms.
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Chapter 6

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, I present the existing work that this dissertation built upon.

6.1 Internet Measurement

6.1.1 Measurement Tools and Techniques

The traceroute tool [59], originally by Van Jacobson, influenced much of this work. I used it exten-

sively in the systems and studies in this dissertation. Its usefulness to me and others motivated me

to pursue a reverse path equivalent, and Jacobson’s approach, to repurpose a packet’s Time-To-Live

(TTL) to reveal otherwise hidden information, inspired me to similarly repurpose other features of

the Internet protocols. Section 2.3.2 discusses traceroute at length.

IP options: Researchers used the timestamp and record route IP options to measure various as-

pects of the Internet, inspiring my use of them in reverse traceroute. Fonseca et al. found that

routers on half of the paths between pairs of PlanetLab sites dropped packets with the timestamp or

record route IP options enabled [40]. Although the title of the report dramatically proclaimed that

“IP options are not an option,” the authors concluded that, based on the location of drops, options

could form the basis for a wide-area system. In particular, they found that 90% of drops occurred at

the edges of the Internet and that a small number of ASes accounted for most of the drops. In other

words, the core of the Internet rarely dropped options packets, and reconfigurations in a small num-

ber of ASes could greatly improve overall support. Section 4.2.2 described how reverse traceroute

uses source spoofing to avoid some filters.
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The Passenger [116] and DisCarte [115] projects showed that the record route option, when set

on traceroute packets, can reduce false links, uncover more routers, and provide more complete

alias information. The approach has two benefits: record route and traceroute can discover different

IP addresses for the same router, enabling alias discovery, and some routers may respond to one

technique but not the other, with the combination supplying more complete data. The central chal-

lenge addressed by the techniques is how to align the two measurements in order to properly resolve

the aliases. Reverse traceroute uses alias results from DisCarte to intersect traceroutes with record

routes.

iPlane used the record route and timestamp options to determine if a path traversed a link sym-

metrically [76].1 Reverse traceroute generalized and expanded upon iPlane’s techniques in order to

measure reverse paths in general, not just symmetric ones. Additionally, my colleagues and I stud-

ied timestamp support across the Internet and used the timestamp option to resolve aliases [114].

The results from that study led to refinements in how this dissertation uses the timestamp option.

IP source spoofing: While the work in this dissertation is the first I am aware of to use IP source

spoofing to measure forward and reverse paths separately, others have investigated IP source spoof-

ing in other contexts. Govindan and Paxson used source spoofing to conclude that most routers

generated ICMP Time Exceded (traceroute) responses within a few milliseconds [44], demonstrat-

ing that traceroute-measured latencies accurately reflect the round-trip latency experienced by other

packets. To arrive at this conclusion, they sent a packet from one vantage point to another. Then,

they sent a TTL-limited packet from the first vantage point, spoofing as the other. Assuming the

routing is destination-based, both the spoofed and non-spoofed probe follow the same one-way path

between the vantage points. The researchers measured the one-way latency of the two probes by

synchronizing the clocks on the two machines, then compared these two values, assuming the dif-

ference between them stemmed from ICMP generation. In Section 4.4.1, I adapted their approach

to assess how often routers violate destination-based routing.

Spoofing can aid in nefarious acts, potentially enabling anonymity, indirection, and amplication

exploits [12]. For this reason, some people have looked at restricting it. Strategies exist to enable

1I helped work on iPlane’s IP options techniques, inspiring reverse traceroute.
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routers to filter spoofed packets [39, 10], though it can be difficult to determine which packets have

legitimate source addresses. Techniques that rely on lists of permissible addreses [39] are difficult to

configure and maintain, especially given realities such as multi-homing. Strict uRPF filters a packet

if it arrives over an interface other than the one that would be used to route towards the packet’s

source [10]. Given path asymmetry, however, this strategy is impractical in many networks, as

it could filter non-spoofed traffic. Loose uRPF only allows packets with addresses present in the

router’s routing table, which is too lenient to prevent much spoofing [107]. Given these limitations,

these approaches to filtering spoofed packets are practical only at the edge; in the core, strict uRPF

is too restrictive, and loose uRPF is not restrictive enough. Because filtering is only feasible near

the edge, reverse traceroute identifies which vantage points can and cannot spoof, then uses those

that can to spoof as any source in the system.

The MIT Spoofer project offers software for users to download to test whether their provider

allows spoofing [117]. According to the most recent published stufy, 31% of clients could spoof

arbitrary routable IP addresses [12]. I found the fraction of PlanetLab sites with providers that do

not filter spoofed packets to be similar.

BGP poisoning: Previous research used poisoning as a measurement tool to uncover hidden net-

work topology [29] and to assess the prevalence of default routes [21]. In the former, researchers

poisoned ASes on BGP paths to their prefix, in order to expose backup routes. They observed the

new routes using BGP route collectors [105]. One of the motivations was to discover which routes

would be used following failures. In the latter, researchers tested for the presence of a default route

by poisoning an AS, then testing if the AS could still reach the poisoned prefix. A router uses a

default route if it does not have a specific route for a prefix. By poisoning the AS for their prefix,

the researchers guaranteed that the AS did not have the prefix (assuming that the AS used BGP loop

prevention). They used ping to test if the AS still had a path to the prefix. Their results showed that

most small ASes used default routes, and most large ASes did not.

Sentinel prefix: Entact used overlapping BGP prefixes to simultaneously measure alternative

paths [139]. Bush et al. used an anchor prefix to determine whether a test prefix should be reach-
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able [21]. Similarly, LIFEGUARD uses a sentinel prefix to test for repairs along the failing path while

rerouting traffic to a path avoiding the outage.

Addressing limitations of traceroute: While this dissertation addressed the lack of reverse path

visibility, the principal limitation of traceroute [122], traceroute has other limitations that are ad-

dressed by existing research.

Some routers along the path may not appear in the traceroute. Hidden routers, such as those

inside some MPLS tunnels, do not decrement TTL and so are completely invisible to traceroute.

Others, referred to as anonymous routers, turn up as ‘*’s in traceroute because they decrement TTL

but do not send ICMP time-exceeded messages. Previous work identified the problem of anonymous

routers and examined heuristics to overcome their effect on inferred topologies [134]. Because some

routers may respond to record route and not traceroute, DisCarte aligns traceroute results with record

route entries to discover many hidden and anonymous routers, yielding more accurate paths [115].

Rather than using a single path for all traffic to a particular destination, some networks load

balance the traffic across multiple paths. In these cases, traceroute may fail to expose the multiple

paths or, more problematically, may infer false links when probes to adjacent hops traverse different

paths. Routers often balance packets across the multiple paths by hashing on some of the header

fields in the packets. By systematically varying the values of these fields, Paris traceroute addresses

these concerns, providing consistent paths and a way of exposing the multiple options given certain

types of load balancing [6, 7].

Techniques to provide some reverse path visibility: While reverse traceroute is the first system

to measure reverse paths from arbitrary hosts, other researchers recognized the problems introduced

by path asymmetry and designed systems to provide some visibility into reverse paths or to identify

cases of asymmetry. Section 2.3.3 mentioned that traceroute servers and loose source routing offer

the ability to measure some paths, but both have very incomplete coverage.

Recognizing that these approaches did not provide a complete solution, Burch used reverse TTL

values to estimate reverse routing [20]. The approach generated a view of the Internet’s topology
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using forward traceroutes from a measurement vantage point and considered paths through this

topology as candidates for the reverse path. Then, it examined the TTL value of the traceroute

responses, known as the return TTL values. Since routers generally initialize the TTL field to one

of a small set of common values and each router along the path generally decrements the value,

the remaining TTL value when it reaches the vantage point suggests the number of routers on the

reverse path. The technique used these reverse path lengths to eliminate candidate reverse paths.

Using known paths from traceroute servers as ground-truth reverse paths (as I did in Section 4.4.1),

Burch revealed the limitations of his novel approach. First, the forward topology included less than

half of the links on the reverse paths, meaning that the technique could not possibly find the correct

path if it contained one of these links. Second, the return TTL values often did not eliminate enough

candidates, with multiple potential reverse paths remaining in most cases.

Other projects inferred information about reverse paths, without attempting to measure what

routes were taken. For example, PlanetSeer included techniques to infer if a failure was on the

forward [136]. PlanetSeer passively monitored clients of the CoDeeN content distribution network

and launched active probes when it observed anomalies. PlanetSeer triggered measurements from

multiple vantage points when it detected a problem. PlanetSeer inferred a forward failure in the

following cases: (1) a traceroute to the destination returns an ICMP Destination Unreachable mes-

sage; (2) TCP packets from the client suggest ACK losses on the forward path; or (3) a forward path

route change accompanied the outage. In cases when these techniques did not apply, it could not

determine the direction of failure. These techniques were attemping to solve the same problem as

Hubble’s source spoofing technique in Section 3.1.4. However, PlanetSeer’s techniques could only

infer a forward failure in 28% of cases. Further, in more than half of these cases, the system inferred

the failure of an old forward path from observing a path change, but made no determination as to

why the new path had failed. In Section 3.3.3, I presented results showing that, for sources able to

spoof, Hubble isolated the direction of failure in 68% of cases.

Tulip identified packet reordering and loss along either the forward or reverse path [80]. When

routers source new packets (as opposed to simply forwarding existing packets), they include an IP-

ID value in the packet, and many routers use an incrementing counter for these values [62]. Tulip

sent multiple ICMP requests to a single router. If the responses came back in a different order than
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the requests were sent, it determined that the reordering occurred on the reverse path if the response

to the first packet sent had a lower IP-ID value (indicating it reached the destination first), and the

reordering occurred on the forward path if the response to the first packet had a higher IP-ID value.

Tulip included a similier IP-ID-based technique to isolate packet loss to the forward or reverse path.

Another line of research seeks to recruit traceroute vantage points in diverse locations to pro-

vide a rich view of Internet routing, similar to the role of public traceroute servers. Some of these

deployments consist mainly of hosts at research institutions [101,5,4,98,120], available for Internet

measurements or, in some cases, other experiments. Other deployments recruit users from outside

academia to diversify the viewpoints [111, 26]. Similar in spirit is Teixeira and Rexford’s proposal,

in which they argue for each AS to host servers, for distributed monitoring and querying of cur-

rent forwarding path state [126]. This work complements reverse traceroute, and, in the future, it

would be great if these efforts bundled reverse traceroute vantage point code to improve the system’s

coverage.

6.1.2 Systems that Would Benefit from Reverse Path Information

Many systems seem well-designed to make use of reverse path information, but, lacking it, make

various substitutions or compromises. Reverse traceroute is the first technique to measure complete

reverse paths from arbitrary destinations, and I now describe some recent systems that could benefit

from this ability.

Some geolocation systems used delay and path information to estimate the geographic position

of targets [61, 131], but the lack of reverse path information hurt the estimates. Geographic loca-

tions of hosts can be useful for targeted advertising and other applications. These approaches issue

traceroutes from distributed vantage points to a target with an unknown location (and possibly to

other hosts). Because packets must obey the speed of light, measured latencies limit how far apart

hops along a path can be. The techniques attempt to constrain the location of the target enough to

accurately estimate its geographic location. However, lacking reverse path data and accurate link

latencies, the locations tended to be under constrained, often leading to inaccurate estimates with
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low confidence. For example, both techniques had errors of over 100 miles for more than one in ten

targets.

iPlane estimates the latency between a pair of arbitrary Internet hosts [78], but the estimates are

more accurate when the system can measure paths out from the hosts [77]. These latency predictions

can enable performance optimization in systems in which a host can choose between multiple pos-

sible hosts to connect to. The system works by: (1) measuring traceroutes from PlanetLab vantage

points to prefixes around the Internet to build an atlas of Internet routing; (2) composing segments

of those traceroutes to predict the paths in both directions between the pair of hosts; and (3) esti-

mating the latency of the composed paths using latency measurements from the PlanetLab vantage

points [78]. iPlane has a better chance of predicting a path from a host correctly if it has access to

even a few paths from the host, but it lacks access to vantage points in most networks [77]. Re-

verse traceroute could provide such paths from arbitrary hosts. Also, iPlane’s latency estimates are

more accurate in cases when it can accurately measure one-way link latencies [76], but it could only

do so for links that were traversed symmetrically. My link latency measurement technique in Sec-

tion 4.6.2 could provide iPlane with better latency values. My work benefitted greatly from iPlane,

as I borrowed its atlas-based approach, as well as its tools and measurements.

iSpy attemped to detect an attacks known as prefix hijacks using traceroutes [140], but, in order

to do so, assumed paths and failures were symmetric. In a prefix hijack, an attacking AS announces

itself as the origin for another AS’s prefix, in order to lure traffic to it and away from the legitimate

owner. The researchers behind iSpy had the novel observation that the pattern of path outages

caused by a hijack likely differs from the pattern of outages caused by a failure. In particular, in

considering the tree of paths to a prefix, a failure in the tree only cuts off the subtree beyond that

failure, whereas a hijack lures paths to the attacking AS, and so may cut off diverse parts of the

tree. iSpy uses traceroutes from a prefix to distributed destinations in order to build this tree before

any problems develop. Later, when the prefix experiences problems reaching some destinations, the

system looks at which paths are disrupted to determine if a hijack or a failure likely explains the set

of outages. This aspect of iSpy is similar to LIFEGUARD’s reachability horizon. However, a hijack

disrupts only reverse paths back to the prefix, but iSpy builds the tree using forward traceroutes from

the prefix. Most paths are asymmetric [51], and, in Section 3.3.3, I presented results showing that
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many failures are unidirectional. Therefore, the use of forward paths to detect a signature of cuts in

reverse paths could be misleading. By incorporating reverse traceroute, iSpy could instead build its

tree of paths using reverse paths. LIFEGUARD uses reverse traceroute and spoofed probes to more

accurately determine the reachability horizon.

Likewise, intriguing recent work on inferring topology through passive observation of traffic

based its technique on an implicit assumption that the hop counts of forward and reverse paths are

likely to be the same [35]. The use of passive measurements could reduce the overhead required

to measure the Internet’s topology. This approach supplemented a limited number of traceroutes

from vantage points with passive observations of IP traffic to the vantage points. It used the return

TTL values in the passively captured packets to cluster them and to align them with the traceroutes.

However, the traceroutes measure forward paths from the vantage points, whereas the TTL values

come from packets to them. Asymmetric paths can have different hop counts. Using reverse trace-

route as part of the approach would allow it to make both active and passive measurements along

the same direction.

Netdiff sought to enable performance comparisons of paths across various ISPs [83], but it is

unclear how accurate the comparisons are in cases of asymmetric routing. These comparisons could

help applications or customers decide which ISP to use. The system uses traceroutes from end-hosts

to measure the latencies from ingress points to egress points in transit networks along the paths.

As shown in Section 4.6.2, traceroute can yield very inaccurate latency estimates when paths are

asymmetric. Netdiff partially accounted for this by throwing out paths that are more than three hops

longer in one direction than the other. However, the example in Section 4.5 shows that even paths

with the same lengths can follow vastly different routes. Reverse traceroute could allow Netdiff to

discard asymmetric paths, and the reverse traceroute-based technique for measuring link latencies

in Section 4.6.2 could allow Netdiff to provide accurate comparisons even in cases of asymmetry.

6.2 Availability Problems

In this section, I survey relevant work on Internet availability problems. The background in Sec-

tion 2.4 presented the most pertinent information on performance problems.
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6.2.1 Characterizing and Locating Failures

A rich body of existing works explores various aspects of Internet outages, characterizing certain

types of problems and locating them in various ways. In this section, I group them based on the

approach used to detect the problems.

Passive BGP Monitoring: Numerous studies have modeled and analyzed BGP behavior to un-

derstand failures. For instance, Labovitz et al. [69] found that Internet routers may take tens of

minutes to converge after a failure, and that end-to-end disconnectivity accompanies this delayed

convergence. Mahajan et al. [82] showed that router misconfigurations could be detected with BGP

feeds. Caesar et al. [22] proposed techniques to analyze routing changes and infer why they hap-

pen. Feldmann et al. were able to correlate updates across time, across vantage points, and across

prefixes by assuming that the failure lies either on the old best path or the new best path. They can

pinpoint the likely cause of a BGP update to one or two ASes [38]. Wang [130] examined how the

interactions between routing policies, iBGP, and BGP timers lead to degraded end-to-end perfor-

mance. BGP beacons [84] benefited this work and other studies. Together, these studies developed

techniques to reverse-engineer BGP behavior, visible through feeds, to identify network anomalies.

Intradomain Troubleshooting: Shaikh and Greenberg proposed to monitor intra-domain routing

announcements within an AS to identify routing problems [109]. Kompella et al. also developed

techniques to localize faults with AS-level monitoring [64] and used active probing within a tier-1

AS to detect black holes [63]. Wu et al. used novel data mining techniques to correlate performance

problems within an AS to routing updates [132]. Huang et al. [54] correlated BGP data from an AS

with known disruptions; many were detectable only by examining multiple BGP streams.

Active Probing: Other studies used active probes to discover reachability problems. Paxson

was the first to demonstrate the frequent occurrence of reachability issues [97]. Measuring Inter-

net failures between vantage points using periodic pings and triggered traceroutes, Feamster et al.
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correlated end-to-end performance problems with routing updates [37]. These and other stud-

ies [4, 129, 33, 43] probed between pairs of nodes in small deployments, allowing detailed analy-

sis but limited coverage. Pervasive probing systems, such as iPlane [78] and DIMES [111], exist,

but have been designed to understand performance and topology rather than to detect and diagnose

faults.

6.2.2 Avoiding Failures

Detouring: A number of systems “detour” traffic around failures or slow paths [106, 4, 47, 15].

These approaches redirect traffic between two hosts through a third detour node. Within that general

approach, the work varies studies assessing only pairwise paths between nodes in a testbed [106,4],

to academic systems capable of detouring traffic Web traffic [47], to commercial services [15].

Some solutions find detour paths by using all-pairs path monitoring [4], whereas others use random

selection of alternative paths at the time of failure [47]. However, all the work found that better

paths often exist, but are not found by existing protocols. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5, I summarized

some of the results. The main drawbacks of detour-based solutions are the cost of maintaining the

detour nodes and the fact that a composed detour path through an intermediary often is not policy-

compliant as an end-to-end node. However, when economical, these approaches provide a great

way to alleviate many problems.

Protocol modifications: Since transient loss frequently occurs during routing protocol conver-

gence, a number of proposals suggest protocol modifications. These approaches include carrying

information about failures in packets themselves, to signal that the packets should not be routed back

towards the failures [71]; modifying BGP to include backup paths for use during convergence [68];

or modifying BGP to guarantee that ASes have consistent views of available routes [60], addressing

the underlying cause of convergence loss.

MIRO proposes to enable AS avoidance and other functionality by allowing ASes to advertise

and use multiple inter-domain paths [133]. While the proposal retains much of the quintessence
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of BGP and current routing policies, it does require modifications to protocols and to routers. The

deployable solutions and results on failure avoidance in my dissertation could perhaps present some

of the argument for the adoptation of MIRO-like modifications.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, I summarize the work presented in this dissertation, review the thesis it supports

and the contributions made, and outline some lines of future work that could build upon my work.

7.1 Thesis and Contributions

In this dissertation, I supported the following thesis: It is possible to build effective systems that can

help service providers improve Internet availability and performance and that are deployable on

today’s Internet.

The work presented in this dissertation made the following contributions:

Measurement studies characterizing long-lasting Internet outages. My system Hubble demon-

strated that it is feasible to monitor outages on an Internet scale, with 15 minute granularity. I con-

ducted a measurement study with Hubble, along with two related studies, to help understand long

routing failures. The studies show that these prolonged issues contribute much of the unavailability

observed by vantage points monitoring destinations around the Internet. Many of the problems do

not manifest in the observable control plane, with available route collectors showing BGP routes

to a destination even as data plane traffic fails to reach the destination. During these long-lasting

failures, working alternate routes often seem to exist. Most of the problems during the studies were

partial, with some vantage points able to reach destinations that were unreachable from other van-

tage points. Many of the failures were unidirectional, and measurements often reveal what seem to

be functioning policy-compliant paths around the problems. These characteristics discovered by my

studies guide my approach to addressing the problems.
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The design and implementation of reverse traceroute. Because existing tools cannot measure

reverse paths, I developed a distributed system that can measure the reverse path back from arbitrary

hosts. The system works in many of the same cases as traceroute, a widely-used troubleshooting

tool, and it supplements the forward path measurements traceroute provides. Reverse traceroute

relies on the fact that Internet routing is generally destination-based, allowing the system to measure

the path incrementally back from the destination. It uses IP options to measure each hop; limited

source spoofing overcomes many of the shortcomings of relying on IP options. I demonstrate the

benefit of reverse path information in understanding inflated latency and in measuring link latencies

and peering links–Internet measurement goals that are challenging with existing tools. Reverse

traceroute is also a key component of my technique to locate failures.

An approach to remediating persistent Internet outages by first locating the AS containing

the failure, then redirecting routes around it. I designed and implemented LIFEGUARD, a two-

component system to resolve long-lasting partial outages. Because unidirectional failures are com-

mon, LIFEGUARD builds on reverse traceroute to locate failures along either direction of a path. To

have a solution that works today, I developed an approach that empowers a destination AS to use

BGP poisoning in a controlled fashion to route others around a failure. I also described how this

poisoning approximates the control the AS could achieve given a new BGP mechanism designed

for this purpose.

7.2 Key Approaches

Some common approaches emerge from my work:

(Mis)use of Internet protocols. The Internet protocols have been hugely successful at support-

ing Internet growth, but this success is partly at the expense of providing rich functionality. Part

of the Internet’s success stems from the protocols’ abilities to scale gracefully and to permit the

Internet’s expansion in terms of users, applications, and devices. The protocol designers facilitated
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this growth by stressing inter-operability and AS autonomy over other concerns like performance

or transparency. These priorities complicate ASes’ abilities to optimize performance and availabil-

ity. For example, ASes make autonomous decisions with little visibility into or control over other

networks, instead of having one centralized authority with a global view calculate Internet-wide

routing. The relatively simple design eases adoption, allowing the Internet to grow in ways that the

designers may not have explicitly planned for. So, paths in the early Internet were generally sym-

metric, leaving little need for visibility into reverse paths. Now, most paths are asymmetric, causing

a need for bidirectional visibility.

Because the Internet protocols do not explicitly provide some of the needed functionality, I

repurpose aspects of the protocol in pursuit of better performance and availability. For example,

because the Internet does not enforce source authentication, I use source spoofing to isolate the two

directions of a path when determining the direction and location of a failure. Similarly, I use the IP

timestamp option not because I need the timestamp values from routers, but rather to determine the

order in which a packet traverses a pair of routers. Because BGP does not provide explicit problem

notifications or source authentication, I repurpose BGP’s loop prevention mechanism to let an origin

AS inform other ASes of a routing problem.

Separation of forward and reverse paths. When possible, I separate forward and reverse path

considerations to make more precise measurements and decisions. I use source spoofing to probe

the two directions of a path individually. Spoofing aids failure isolation and permits the use of van-

tage points in the best position to make reverse traceroute measurements. The principle also helps

in failure avoidance. Many deployable approaches to failure avoidance reroute both the forward

and reverse direction [4, 47], regardless of which failed. I use a unidirectional approach to repair

unidirectional outages, allowing the working direction to continue to use its existing route.

Dynamic coordination of measurements from multiple vantage points. To obtain a view un-

available from any single vantage point, my measurement techniques rely on dynamic coordination

of probes between multiple vantage points to provide richer data – the result of one vantage point’s
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measurement may trigger a probe from another, or one might send a probe to be received by another.

Taking advantage of topological relationships that vantage points have to each other and to desti-

nations, I issue probes that approximate the effects of vantage points I lack. Recent measurement

architectures focus on providing platforms for dynamically coordinated measurements [55, 2, 65],

and my techniques seem like good fits.

All my probing systems relied on dynamic coordination. For example, my systems to char-

acterize and isolate failures rely on one vantage point to identify a problem and notify others to

issue further probes to understand the problem. Reverse traceroute uses measurements from various

vantage points to stitch together a path that no one vantage point could measure on its own. In

various places, I have one vantage point spoof the source address of another to decouple forward

path measurements from reverse path measurements.

Historical views of Internet routing. I maintain historical atlases of Internet routes and topology,

and I use these historical views to improve live measurements and to understand and contextualize

current routes. The use of atlases in iPlane [78, 79] heavily influenced my work; in some instances,

I use iPlane’s measurements as the basis for my atlas. I use an atlas of the Internet’s topology and

business relationships to reason about alternate paths during failures. A historical view of routing

before failures allows a comparison of paths during a failure to the routing before the failure. This

information is particularly useful for isolating reverse path failures. Reverse traceroute uses atlas

measurements to decide which vantage point is nearest to a destination and to generate candidate

next hops for timestamp measurements.

7.3 Future Work

The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several ways. Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2,

and 7.3.3 discuss how Hubble, reverse traceroute, and LIFEGUARD could be improved and better

assessed. Section 7.3.4 suggests ways in which Internet protocols and routers might be modified to

better support the goals of this dissertation.
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7.3.1 Improving Understanding of Failures

Although the studies in Chapter 3 enrich our understanding of outages, we could learn more along a

number of dimensions. LIFEGUARD’s failure isolation techniques could also be used to characterize

outages in more detail that I did in Chapter 3.

It would be worthwhile to design a system to identify and understand fine-grained failures. To

avoid introducing too much probe traffic, Hubble made a number of compromises that meant that

it only identified fairly lengthy problems that affected multiple vantage points. If future systems

probe more efficiently, they may be able to improve upon Hubble in this regard. Such systems could

provide outage detection to feed into LIFEGUARD’s failure location and avoidance. Here, I describe

the approaches Hubble took and how future systems might address them.

To find problems faster (and hence detect shorter-lived outages), systems could probe targets

more frequently. Before failures, Hubble in aggregate only probed each destination every two min-

utes, which meant that it took awhile for individual vantage points to cycle through the targets. A

number of strategies could reduce the cycle time. For one, a system could spread its monitoring of

a single “target” across multiple destinations within the same prefix, such that the system probed

the prefix more often without probing an individual host more often. Also, it might be possible

to identify hosts in some prefixes that the system could probe at faster rates without inducing rate

limiting or raising alarms. Finally, it may be possible to reduce the total number of targets by merg-

ing multiple prefixes into “atoms” that share routes [16], if it is the case that prefixes in an atom

experience the same outages.

In addition to cycling through targets faster, a system might be able to cycle through them more

intelligently, by predicting which failures might correlate. For example, an outage affecting paths to

a core router might also affect paths through that router, suggesting that the system should recheck

those paths. During a failure, each Hubble vantage point only issues one traceroute to the destination

per 15 minutes, and so the system could miss changes (in routes or reachability) that happen at a

finer granularity. Recent techniques may aid in designing adaptive probing rates to try to catch these
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changes [31], and light weight signals (such as probing only the TTL just past the last hop in the

previous traceroute) could be used to determine when to issue a full traceroute.

Whereas Hubble used the same vantage points to monitor all targets, a system that chose them

per target could optimize for path coverage. Hubble only considered failures affecting at least a few

of its vantage points. It would be interesting to also consider more localized failures, or instances

when a given source experienced simultaneous problems reaching multiple destinations (perhaps

due to a shared reverse path).

7.3.2 Improving Reverse Traceroute

Reverse traceroute for all. While reverse traceroute can measure individual paths, the system

as presented in this dissertation cannot support a huge number of measurements or sources. The

current system only uses a small number of PlanetLab sites as sources. In this section, I discuss

ongoing and future plans to improve the scalability of the system.

First I discuss why it would be helpful to be able to issue more measurements. The needs of

operators and ASes partly motivated the need for a technique to measure reverse paths. As argued

in this dissertation, reverse traceroute provides information valuable for improving performance and

availability. If operators across the Internet could use it in their daily operations, just as they use

traceroute today, it would improve their ability to provide high availability and good performance.

To realize that benefit, the system needs to be available for use, which requires opening it and being

able to support the measurement load. ASes could also use such an open system for other purposes,

such as providing intelligence to guide peering decisions.

Reverse traceroute can also help researchers understand the Internet. As the system grows to

support more measurements, it will be able to support more studies and richer studies with better

coverage. A similar transformation occurred as researchers went from using traceroutes between a

small number of testbed nodes to Internet-scale measurements, and as services like RouteViews [87]

and RIPE RIS [105] made more BGP feeds available. A more scalable reverse traceroute could en-

able a number of research directions. Section 4.6.2 demonstrated that the system can be used to
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accurately measure backbone link latencies. A link latency map of the Internet would be useful

for applications including comparing ISP performance [83], optimizing wide-area routes, and pre-

dicting end-to-end latencies [79]. Reverse traceroute could enable a novel approach to group IP

addresses into routers or PoPs. Reverse traceroute enables direct measurement of how arbitrary

hosts route towards reverse traceroute sources, essentially giving a partial view into the hosts’ rout-

ing tables that could be used for clustering. Similarly, techniques to infer routing policy work by

comparing observed paths to those that could exist, but are not observed - that is, by comparing

taken paths to paths not taken [42,124,118]. By measuring paths back to reverse traceroute sources

from locations around the Internet, a scalable reverse traceroute could provide uniquely detailed

maps of the route and topology options available to ASes’ policy engines. This ability to build a de-

tailed routing tree of paths back to a given source could provide the basis for new observations about

routing. Reasoning about changes over time to these reverse path maps could lead to techniques for

inferring the underlying causes of routing changes. My own system LIFEGUARD would be able to

monitor many more paths if it could issue reverse traceroute measurements at a much faster rate.

While one approach to enabling many more measurements would be for different ASes or re-

search groups to run their own systems, I believe the community is best-served by a single unified

system. First, if groups interested in using reverse traceroute contribute to such a system, instead

of running their own, their vantage points contribute to the common good, improving coverage and

accuracy for all, and improving measurement capacity. Public traceroute servers provide a model

of ASes providing measurement vantage points for others to use. Second, as I discuss further be-

low, because of the overlap of paths, reverse traceroute allows many opportunities for measurement

reuse, and so a unified system may be more efficient. Third, such a system allows for consolidated

probe rate limiting. Many routers have strict limits on the rate at which they reply to probes, espe-

cially those with IP options, and so careful accounting can increase the chances of replies. Finally,

because reverse traceroute uses techniques rarely used elsewhere, it is beneficial to provide a central

point of contact for router vendors and ASes. Although all reverse traceroute probes are protocol

compliant, the ease of communication may come in handy if the unusual probes raise any concerns

or questions. The trust this encourages may be useful in negotiating updates to standards or router

configurarions in support of the system.
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Most scalability improvements seem likely to come from shifting from focusing on measuring

individual paths to measuring sets of paths. As sketched in Section 5.4.4, it is possible to refresh

a stale path faster than measuring a new path from scratch, as the system can optimize the probes

it sends to quickly determine whether or not parts of the path had changed. That evaulation used

a very primitive version of this approach, reusing all measurements within the same fixed period.

Instead, by accounting for how quickly routes change in different parts of the Internet, a future

system could cache reverse paths and reverse path segments for appropriate periods of time, reusing

them when possible. The system could also more quickly identify changes by, for example, using

all four IP timestamp slots to confirm multiple hops on the path at once. To enable Internet-scale

studies and systems, it may make sense to have the system continually map reverse hops from PoPs

across the core of the Internet towards a set of sources, then use this atlas to piece together paths

as needed. In building such an atlas, it would likely be useful to carefully stage the measurements,

to maximize reuse and minimize the effects of rate limiting. Towards that end, it may be helpful to

model or measure the rate limiting in place at routers – it may be possible to learn and account for

the different configurations in use by different router models and different ASes.

Some other improvements to the system seem possible at the level of individual path measure-

ments. For example, better alias information and better information about load balancers may allow

a reverse traceroute measurement to intersect a known traceroute to the source sooner. A quicker

intersection reduces the number of required measurements. Similarly, better understanding of is-

sues related to the system’s accuracy and coverage, as proposed below, could lead to fewer wasted

probes.

Understanding limitations on reverse traceroute’s accuracy. Section 4.4.1 demonstrated that

reverse traceroute accurately measures most reverse paths. In that section, I also described the

reasons why a reverse traceroute might yield a different path than a traceroute over the same path.

I can extend this analysis in a number of ways. First, while the current analysis captures how

often the technique needs to assume symmetry, it would be useful to understand where the tech-

nique assumes symmetry and where the assumptions are correct. Preliminary analysis suggests that
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assuming symmetry within an individual AS rarely introduces path inaccuracies, at least at the AS

level, whereas assuming symmetry across AS boundaries often results in incorrect paths. If these

results hold, it may be possible to use the number of inter-AS assumptions of symmetry as a metric

of confidence for reverse traceroute measurements.

Second, since reverse traceroute assumes that routing is destination-based, it would be helpful

to have a better understanding of where this assumption does or does not hold. I performed some

analysis of how often paths violate reverse traceroute’s assumption that routing is destination-based.

I plan to extend it to cover more paths, to classify which ASes violate the assumption, to understand

the causes of the violations, and to distinguish which ASes use MPLS.

Third, reverse traceroute requires router support for IP options or vantage points with forward

traceroutes that traverse the network in question, and so it would be helpful to understand which

parts of the Internet are blind spots for the technique. This analysis could drive the recruitment of

vantage points in advantageous positions.

7.3.3 Improving LIFEGUARD

Both LIFEGUARD’s failure location subsystem and the evaluation of that subsystem could improve

substantially, with two main goals. First, I would like LIFEGUARD to be used operationally, and

so the system needs to be improved to support that use. Second, with feedback from operators, I

would like to use experiences with LIFEGUARD to motivate modifications to the Internet’s protocols

to better support high availability, good performance, and measurement.

Correlating failures across sources and destinations may enrich understanding of each individual

failure. While I was able to compare LIFEGUARD’s isolation results to ground truth in a limited

PlanetLab setting, the accuracy evaluation outside that setting was opportunistic and incomplete,

relying on occassional overlaps with operator mailing lists. In the future, it would be great to verify

more of the results by emailing operators at the ASes the system identifies as experiencing problems.

Feedback from operators could establish whether the system identifies problems affecting real traffic
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and whether it pinpoints the failure accurately enough to speed recovery. Operators have access to

ground truth information within their networks and frequently perform postmortem investigations

of outages, and so they could compare the data provided during the failure by LIFEGUARD to the

results of their investigations that use privileged information. Similar comments from operators

provided useful evaluation of existing systems [119, 82].

A number of steps can improve LIFEGUARD’s poisoning-based failure avoidance and the eval-

uation of the system. First, to avoid poisoning in cases that will resolve quickly without that in-

tervention, the system needs to be better able to predict whether an outage will persist. Integrating

BGP collectors might help – if routes converge without resolving the problem, it may be likely to

persist. A study could also determine if topological characteristics of an outage are helpful in pre-

dicting if it will persist. For example, historical measurements could reveal the presence or absence

of backup routes. Second, in work in progress, I am checking whether sentinel prefixes experience

the same failures as production prefixes – the system depends on this assumption to discern when

to revert a poisoning. Third, the evaluation of end-to-end failure location and avoidance relied on a

qualitative case study rather than quantitative evaluation. An evaluation of failure avoidance could

use LIFEGUARD’s failure location to trigger its failure avoidance for many outages over an extended

time period, using measurements before and after poisoning from both the sentinel and production

prefix to test whether poisoning restored connectivity.

7.3.4 Improving Support for Measurements

Better protocol and router support could substantially aid the goals of this thesis. One important

aspect of this support is convincing the operator community that best practices should encourage

routers to reply to measurement techniques like the record route probes used by reverse traceroute,

just as the community encourages operators to configure routers to reply to traceroute. The other

aspect is adding new features to routers and to Internet protocols. I hope that the results in this

dissertation and related work [76, 80, 114, 115] help inspire some of these changes. A partial list of

potential modifications that would be useful, ordered loosely by how useful they might be, includes:
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• A modified record route option that allows the sender to specify that routers should start

recording n hops into the path, rather than from the first hop. This option would obviate

the need to spoof in order to be within record route range. Figure 4.12 showed that many

destinations are out of record route range of all reverse traceroute vantage points. This modi-

fied option would allow the system to measure reverse hops from all responsive destinations,

and it would obviate the need to spoof in order to be within record route range. Note that my

systems would still need to spoof to avoid filters and to isolate unidirectional failures.

• A way to request from a router its next hop towards a specified destination. This infor-

mation would be very useful for troubleshooting outages, as it would indicate what the last

router on a broken route was trying to do. ASes are unlikely to be willing to reveal that in-

formation in general. However, a version of the ICMP Time Exceded message that encoded

the next hop might be more palatable, as then sources could only learn about paths they were

routing along.

• The AVOID PROBLEM(X,P) announcement described in Chapter 5. Although BGP poi-

soning provided a way to evaluate failure avoidance, it would be preferable if BGP provided

more explicit support. Some operators likely would prefer to use an explicitly designed com-

munity than to poison. By inserting another AS into the path, an origin AS poisoning one

of its prefixes potentially raises concerns that it is misrepresenting the path, that it does

not have authority to include the other AS, or that it is disrupting other networks. While I

think these concerns are minor, given that the poison only affects traffic to the origin’s prefix,

an AVOID PROBLEM(X,P) announcement designed for the purpose would assuage many of

these concerns. BGP communities likely provide the easiest path to adoption, though ASes

would have to agree not to strip the communities on transit and, ideally, to standardize the for-

mat. The community would instruct the problem AS not to export the route (or not to export

it if learned from a particular neighboring AS). Ideally, the origin would be able to sign the

community to establish that it had not been added in transit; this authentication is in keeping

with ongoing efforts to secure BGP [88, 9].
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• A query to have a router return all of its IP addresses (aliases). Although many techniques

exist to resolve aliases [11, 62, 48, 114, 115, 86], even in combination they do not provide

complete coverage or accuracy. Combining the results of multiple techniques is problematic,

as false positives compound. Further, many are heavyweight and only lend themselves to

occasional offline analysis. Better alias information could help the work in this dissertation in

multiple ways: reducing the overhead (and possibly increasing the coverage) of reverse trace-

route by enabling faster intersection with atlas traceroutes; improving the analysis of reverse

traceroute’s accuracy by making it easier to compare the results of reverse traceroute with

traceroute; and allowing more accurate joining of multiple outages or path measurements at

the router level.

• A ping variant that indicates to the destination that it should route its reply via the router

that forwarded it the request (the last hop on the forward path). Currently, measuring

link latencies is very difficult. The constraint-based technique using reverse traceroute from

Section 4.6.2 was accurate on the Sprint topology, but it requires many measurements and

will not work on under-constrainted topologies. However, measuring the latency of a link that

is traversed symmetrically is easy, as one needs only subtract the round-trip latencies to each

end of the link. By “bouncing” a ping back symmetrically over the last link, this proposed

probe would let us use this subtraction technique for any link. It would also be useful to test

connectivity during unidirectional failures; if H appears on the forward traceroute but the next

hop H’ only appears on a spoofed forward traceroute, this ping would test whether H’ could

route via H to use the working path back from H. The bounce would not substantially alter

the routing of the ping, as the router it bounced back to would route it normally.

• “Fast path” support for measurements, and a higher default rate limit configuration.

Many core Internet routers have strict rate limits for how often they reply to IP options pack-

ets. Operators configure them with these limits because routers process options in software,

rather than on the “fast path” that handles forwarding most option-free packets. The software

processing occurs on a typically underpowered processor, which may also be responsible

control plane processing [122]. Rate limiting can keep IP options packets from consuming
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resources needed for other purposes. This dissertation demonstrates how useful options can

be, which could help convince router vendors to improve how efficiently they are processed.

If routers process options more efficiently, operators can configure them to reply to more.

Higher rate limits would enable my systems to probe faster, allowing them to diagnose more

problems faster. My systems’ productive use of options could also help persuade more opera-

tors to support options in their networks, just as best practices today call for routers to support

traceroute.

• An error message a router can send to a source to indicate that the router has exceded

its rate-limit for responding to probe packets. Currently, a lack of response could indi-

cate filtering, congestion loss, a routing failure, or rate-limiting at any router along the path.

Knowing that a particular router was rate-limiting would enable measurement systems to be

network-friendly by probing at a high, but acceptable rate. Of course, this message itself

would be strictly rate-limited.

7.4 Summary

As we depend on the Internet more and more, it is increasingly important that the Internet deliver

high availability and good performance. In this dissertation, I presented systems to aid ASes in

meeting these goals. Whereas currently operators try to troubleshoot performance problems with

a view of only half the path, my reverse traceroute system gives round-trip visibility. My studies

characterizing failures demonstrated that long-lasting partial outages contribute much of the un-

availability, and my system LIFEGUARD provides an approach to addressing them, by locating the

failure and rerouting around it. While my current techniques supply useful tools to improve Internet

reliability, multiple avenues exist to enhance their applicability and scalability. I hope in the future

operators and researchers can depend on reverse traceroute just as they use traceroute today, and

prolonged outages decline as our understanding of them and techniques to address them improve.
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